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INEQUALITY IN SCHOOL FINANCE

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1971

U.S. SENATI.:
SELLCT ComtrrrEn ON

EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
Washington, D.C.

The Select Committee met at 10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room 1114,
New Senate Office Building, Hon. Walter F. Mondale, chairman of
the committee, presiding.

Present : Senators Mondale and Hatfield.
Staff members present: William C. Smith, staff director and gen-

eral counsel; Dimo Mitchell, professional stall; and Leonard Stuck-
man, minority counsel.

OPENING STATEmENT or SmArron MormArx, CiimintAN

Senator MoNnArx. The hearing will come to order.
This morning we begin hearings on inequalities in the financing of

public elementary and secondary schools,
On August 30 the Supreme Court of California handed down what

is probably the most signifiCant and potentially far-reaching decision
in education law since Brown versus Board of Education in 1954.

The California decision is important both for the constitutional
rights it established and because, think, it marks the beginning of a
new era in onr Nation's efforts to provide quality education for mil.,
lions of disadvantaged children.

The right to an education in our public schools is a fmidamental interest
which cannot be conditioned on wealth . . . the California public school financ-
ing system conditions full entitlement to such interest on wealth. eins.dfying
its recipients on the basis of their collective affluence and makes the quality of
a child's education depend upon the resources of his school district and ulti-
mately upon the pocketbook of his parents . . . this funding scheme invidiously
discriminates against the poor because it makes the quality of a child's educa-
tion a function of the wealth of lEs parents and neighbors.

The California decision comes at a time of financial crisis in educa-
tiona crisis which has resulted in the dismissal of thousands of teach-
ers, administrators, and other school personnel. Many school districts
have had to eliminate programs in music, physical education, and art.
Kindergarten classes, schoOl libraries, and caleterias have been closed.
Other school systems face the prospect of closing down for .weeks or
months this school year.

Perhaps more important, the California decision has brought to the
surface what many educators and observers have known for a long
time. The inequalities in resources and expenditures among school dis-
tricts in almost every State are so widesPread and extreme as to insure
that quality education is simply unavailable in poor school districts.

(0001)
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Low OF $213 TO HIGH OF $14,551

According to one report, public school expenditures in the Nation's
18,000 school districts range from a low of $213 per pupil to a high of
$14,554. The facts which led to the California decision are both reveal-
ing and typical. Assessed property evaluation per pupil in California
school districts range from a low of $103 to a high of $952,156. Per
pupil expenditures rano-e from a low of $407 to a high of $2,580, a ratio
of more than 6 to 1. Trus,despite the fact that California, as do most
States, lias a State financing system Specifically designed to equalize
expenditures by supplementing revenues available to school districts
with low tax bases. .

In terms of the extremes.fOundin the 50 States it is not uncommon
to find schools mith the highest expenditures per pupil spending five
or sik times as iraich as schools with the lowest expenditures per pupil.

Nor are these inequitieS Confined 'to per pupil expenditures within
States. Average expenditures among the 50 States yange from lows of
$4.63 in Alabama and $495 in Mississippi to highs of $1,330 in Alaska
and $1,245 in New .,York., , '

At these hearings we will ekplore a range of school finance problems
beginning with the condition 'of near-banlfruptcy faced by many schoOl
districts. We will hear about the discriminatory effect of local property
taxes, disparities in school resources=both within and among school
districtsthe failure of State financing systems to overcome these in-
equalities, and the role of Federal: aid to education programswhich
often serve to compound'inequalities already present.

Finally, we will examine xemedies and reforms, which might be
undertaken at the State and Federal levels through both legislation and

. , I

judicial aCtion. . .
: .

At the conclusion of theae,and Other hearings, our committee shoUld
be in a position to recOnimenct legislation which will serve both to 'in-
crease the Federal resourCes avaiIab1 telocal school districts, and pro-
Vide the incentives necessary for the, reform of school finance systemS
in every State.

Without prejudging the outcome of,these discussions it seems to me
that two principles ought to guide our deliberations on'these issues.

First, I believe expenditures efi.'eduCation ought to be based on the
needs of schoolchildren and not on theaccidents of birth norresidence.
This will require a reversal of presait inequitlities so that children
from disadvantaged famil ies receiVe ,cOmparable edncational
serVices; but, the resources necessary to overcome- the adverse effects
of disadvantage, and to enable them to perform . in school to the !best
of their abilities. ,

Second, it seems, clear that the States and the Federal. Government
must, together, aSsume the majoy burden in 'financing education.: That
meansFederal aid .of a magnitUde.nmch greater than:the 7 percent of
educational expenditures no* prOVided from Washington..The neea
for massive Federal general aid to education-is clear. It is time the
Congress began to seriously..debate the form which that:aid should
take; and, declare, asa matter of national Policy and national priority,
that every Ainerican schoolchild, has a fundamental: right ,to quality;
education, and to the resources necessary, to ,achieve that goal.,
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We are privileged this morning to have two school superintendents
who are in the front lines trying to fight this problem without the
resources that they need.

We will begin with Dr. Mark Shedd, superintendent of schools,
Philadelphia, Pa., and then Dr. Robert Blanchard, superintendent of
the Portland public schools system in Portland, Oregi-.

If both of you will come to the witness table. Dr. Shedd, we are de-
lighted to have you here with us this morning.

You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. MARK R. SHEDD, SUPERINTENDENT OF
SCHOOLS, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Dr. SHEDD. Thank you very much, Senator Mondale.
I expres; on myown behalf and on behalf of the board of education

my sincere appreciation for the opportunity to present testimony be-
fore this distinguished committee. Since one of our colleagues who
was scheduled to be here will not be here, I will presume on-the com-
mittee's time to do what I hadn't planned to do, and that is to go
through most of the written, preparecl testimony.

Senator MONDALE. By all means. I have read both your statements.
They are excellent. I wish you would do that, and then we can ask
questions.

Dr. SHEDD. Thank you, sir. I would like to get right to the point.
Senator MONDALE. That would be revolutionary around here.
Dr. SHEDD. The urban schools of this country are dying. They are

dying from financial strangulation and if the Federal Government
doesn't do something about itsomething more than pious, pie-in-the-
sky pronouncements about what might be- done or could be done some-
time in the far-distant futurethere won't be, in the words Of One
famous American, any urban public school systems left to kick aronnd
any more.

I certainly don't mean to joke about the situation, because I'm being
extremely serious when I say, gentlemen, that right now yoa have a
choice between supporting education 'in the Nation'S great cities today
with relatively mod.est sums of Federal funds, or of pouring infinitely
greater sums of money into a police State tomorrow.

Now, obviously, that is a dire prediction, and you may,thnd to dis-
count it as an Pmggerationmany pusons dobut I invite any of you,
to tour any of the uthan ghettos and the ghetto schools of 'this Na-
tion ; talk to the kidS and to their parents, and to walk through mile
upon miie of blight, littered not onfy with decaying buildings,but With
uneducated, unemployed people who simply have lost hope.

Public education has always met the challenge 'of educating the
ghetto dweller as he migrated to the big city in search 'of a new life.
It wasn't too long (Lox) that the Irish, the Italians, the Jews, the
Polish and many others came to the urban ghettos of this Nation
and turned to the local schools for an education ; and, each in his turn
received that education, despite the same constraints of illitoraey and
poverty that exist in the ghetto today.

The difference now is that today the urban schools are being forced
to cut so deeply into their instructional programs due to a lack of

p.
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funds, that they now fail to meet even the most basic needs of a
quality education. I'd like to repeat, that : The, public schools in tlm
big cities of this Nation, includincr Philadelphia, clon't have the money
nor the staff to provide even a biTsic edilrg.tion for all of their pupils

Senator MONDALE. What is yor ,.cr pupil expenditure in
Ph i 1 adelphia ?

Dr. SHEDD. During the current year, it's approximately $900.
Senator MONDALE. Do you have an estimate of what it would cost

to provide minimum, basic quality education, per pupil?
Dr. SHEDD. If you take into account what affluent suburban, essen-

tially unracial communities spend on the education of their youth, and
consider the problems of educating urban youth, I would say a mini-
mimi estimate would be double what we are now spending.

Senator MONDALE. About $1,800 ?
Dr. SHEDD. $1,800 to $2,000.
Whereas previously we have served the interest, the educational

interest well, of other ethnic and national groups coming into the
cities, it's now the blacks, the current ghetto dwellers of the big cities
who are caught up in this failure of the Nation's urban public schools.
We didn't give up on all the other various ethnic groups that preceded
the blacks in the ghettos, and I am asking the question today: Are we
prepared to give up on the blacks ?

Let. me just describe, briefly, what a ghetto school is really like, using
one of ours in Philadelphia as an example :

Unless you have visited such a school and seen ,firsthand the condi-
tions with which students and teachers have to contend, you can't
know their fruAration and depression.

Here are some facts about one such school in North Philadelphia.
The school was constructed before 1905 and is nonfire resistant. It's old
and dilapidated. It's a firetrap.

The school has none of the modern facilities built into the newer
schools. There's no cafeteria, which means no School Lunch Program.
There's no auditorium which means no assembly programs.

There's no gymnasium and. therefore, no organized physical edu-
cation program. The best the kids can hope for is a little exercise in
the basement near the boiler and the furnace, or perhaps in the yard
when the weather's nice.

The.heating system is deficient. Some of the classrooms aro consist-
ently around 50 degrees, all winter long. Children dress in coats to
keep warm. .

When you add to that the many broken windows, damaged sashes
and frameswhich, create drafts and noises throughout the building
learning becomes secondary to just keeping warm.

Perhaps you are beginnmg to see that it is not a very pretty.picture
that I am painting. But, I am not finished vet..

The roof leaks and water has caused damage to the building. Paint
and plaster are,. cracked, peeling, and falling throughout the building.

The school has one set of toilets for the children, which is located
in the basement.
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The teachers have no lounge, dining area nor office space. All special
services are crowded into one converted classroom. The only men's
room is on the third floor.

Tlie morale of both pupils and teachers is understandably low. It's
not easy to come to a building, day after day, which is literally fall-
ing apart.

When you add the problems of the communitysuch as a lack of
community facilities, the high percentage of children from low-income
families who come to school hungry each day, the large numbers of
youngsters with low-achievement scores in basic skillsteaching also
can become a very frustrating experience.

As an example, of the 540 pupils in the school, 65 percent scored
below the 16th percentile on the Iowa test of basic skillswhich is
considered to be the minimum functioning level for pupils.

Senator MONDALE. This is an elementary school ?
Dr. SHEDD. An elementary school.
Senator MONDALE. And the Iowa test of basic skills doesn't ask what

()Tule level students are in; It asks whether they can read, write, and
count, that sort of thing ?

Dr. SHEDD. That is correct, sir.
Senator MONDALE. And it's assumed that any child who scores below

16 percentile lacks the minimum skills necessary to function as a
student ?

Dr. SEDD. That is correct.
Senator MONDALE. And 65 percent of the children in that school

fall below that figure?
Dr. SHEDD. YeSI sir.
Senator MONDALE. So that 65 percent of the children attending that

school, if that test is accurate, are unable to learn ?
Dr. SHEDD. Not unable.
Senator MONDALE. Apparently have not learned ?
Dr. SHEDD. Have not learned.
Senator MONDALE. Is that unusual? Is this a peculiar, exaggerated

sort of down-and-out school, or would it be typical of your schools?
Dr. SEDD. It would be very typical of many of our schools in the

low-income ghettos of the city of Philadelphia. It's not at all
uncommon.

Senator MONDALE. Now, would some of those children scoringbelow
the 16 percentile be in the fourth and fifth grades?

Dr. SHEDD. Yes, and beyond. These tests compare them with other
youngsters of their age and grade in school systems across the coun-
try, so in comparison with a nationwide norm, so to speak, 65 percent
of the kids are doing as poorly or poorer than the lowest 15 percent
across the country.

Senator MONDALE. But the 16 percentile point, that is an abysmal
level, is it not? They can't be functioning?.

Dr. SHEDD. That is correct. And these are comparing second-araders
with sscond-graders across the country, OUT third-graders witli third-
graders, eighth-graders with eighth-graders, and so on, across the
country.

Senator MONDALE. Is this a typical ghetto school?
Dr. SHEDD. This would be a typical ghetto school, yes, sir,

8
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And this 'problem is compounded when you realize that the faculty
is comprised of 45 percent 'of inexperienced teachers, teachers With
2 years' experience or less. It is also apparent. how woefully inade-
quate are the number of positions allotted for necessary services.

In this school there are only 12 positiong :for art, music, remedial
education, counseling, and special programs for educationally, physi-
cally, and emotionally- handicapped.

This falls far short of providing the help that is needed for pupils
who begin' their education with social, cultural, and economic handi-
caps. Yet these cOnditions are prevalent in same 30 other school build7
ings in Philadelphia.

'And I say; 30 school buildings that are firetraps, But large numbers
o.f additional buildingswhile facilities might be of more recent
constructionwould still reflect' the same test score failure.

We simply can't go on like this any more..
Yet, in spite of such deplorable conditions, we have trimmed from

the budget' sorne 690 teachers and 800 'support personnel in the past
year,alone,IWe ha:yd.:cut drastically on books, supplies, and. equip-
ment. We have increased class size and have been forced .by eicalating
debt-service costs to halt our school building:program, *Spite. the
fact that 'every day more than...30,000 youngsters attend school. in Phil-
adelphia hi' firetraps. We halie Cut, the heart out of our night school
program and closed our schools to community use. Only last Week,
we Testored extracurricular activities to the budget based on the ad-
mittedly 'tenuous pledges from; both candidates for Mayor,' and the
present mayor that they would get the money for ussomewhere. And
in these times of rapid change, we have ha'd te all but abandon staff
ana leadership deVelopment prograMs needed so desperately to equip
our teachers and administrators to meet the challenges of urban
education.

CRIPPLEO SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION

The interruption of our school: constructionlprogram is 'especially
'crippling.. In the past 6 years, we've been able to.lmild threenew high
schools,' four new middle schools, 25,new elementary schools, 77 major
additions, And 13. sUPportiVe facilities, providing an additional 48,000
student spaces to handle an increased student population of some
17,000 ,and to .ease OvercreWding. bY 31,000 pupils.' We've .also been
able to spend $53 million 'Oil :'illterations and improvernents,' including
building :libraries into 200 elementary schools where two existed in
1965; ';.

-But, now. we have 'tostop,, deSpite the fact that there are still some
30 -nonflre-resistant buildinas in use,' class size.,is still far above ac-
cepted standards. We have Co rent an additional 400 rooms in 'churches
and edmmunity buildings jUst to handle the overflow. Where we have
an extreme need to invest another $480 million in our building pro-
gram by1980, we must now stop.
And the reason is simply that our operating .budget no lonaer is
able to handle the debt service, which has risen from some $10 million
in 1965 to $56 million this yearwhich is equivalent to 16 percent of
our total operating budget. .

9
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On top of it all, we have been forced to cut back our research budget
to one-third of 1 percent of our expenditures. Gentlemen, if any' major
induStry.in this Nationand education certainly is a majorindustry
ever tned .tb exist on a research budget of: one,third of 1 percent,
they'd:be: out of business. within months. Yet, the country's public
schools, particularly the country's urban .public schools, charged with
the Mission of educating a massive cross section of:children with all
kinds of learning disabilities, can only spend pennies on research
vitally needed to overcOme not only today's educational problems, but
the far, bigger ones we are certain to,face in the future.

The Story is the sarne in tiOst big &ties. Chicago is faced With the
probability of having' to shut down its schools forniOet of the Month
of December. New York had tO borrOw from this 'year'S funds to
finishiast year, and now it faces n staggering deficit next' spring. De-
troit. cut, 200 teaching positions laSt Sprinu, stopPed repainting old
schoolS, pa wits Maintenance Cres on 'a 4-dly weekt still finished the

It $20 million deficitand faces an aduitional deficit of
soine$50 Million this year. Similar conditions exist in the cities from
coast to coast.

SHOULD BE BOLSTERING=NOT OU'rTING

The, simple fact is that at a fime when we should bebolstering urban
education with .new expertise, new programs, and' new enthusiasm to
Meet the dritiCal problems that face us, we are constantly cutting back,
Spendino. most of our time trying tO stem the flow of fiscal bloOd with
bandaies and looking back over our shoulders at the specter of bank-
ruptcy. Perhaps the worst: partris the psychological impact on the
School' district Staff. as budget cut piles' upon budget cut, and firings
and demOtions are .the order of the day.

Statistics show that the trend is nationwide. In 1969 for inStance,
erican' Voters 'approved' only 56.8' percent of public school 'bond

issues rejecting some $2.2 billion* necessary tO pay increased educa-
tional costs and to build new schools. The total rejected in 1960 was
but 20.4 Percent of the :Nation's'school bond issues, a rejection of only
$368 million.,

In short, eVeryone seems to want better edUcation, but no one wants
1,4 to pay for it. Parents and politicians alike beat the drums loudly for

better education, which certainly.is their right and privilege; but when
it 'conies' to raising taxes to' pay 'for better education, the drums seem
strangely 'silent. The pOlitical tune turns quickly to educational over-
spending, and' parents become suddenly 'concerned with the high cost
of livincr. The schools as usual, are left holding the bag.
": UnOtimately,..the track record of congressional committees and
commissions isn't much better..

I have 'watched and talked;with consultants and experts from one
Federal connnissioii or another come in and.out of the city of Philadel-
phia, asking the same questions abont'the urban nightmare. Later,' I
read in the papers that they have again-reported that; indeed, the cities
are in a mess; that indeed, their institutiOns are blighted and di

It5

sinte-
aratincr

7
that -Children can't:read,' can't 6et jIObs or 'drop out ofI=

schools 'frustrated; alienated, and arigry: '
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You have to stop and wonder just how bad things have to be before
something is done about it.

Absenteeism alone has a staggering impact on the ability of urban
youngsters to learn. During the past school year, we had in Philadel-
phia approximately 18,000 high school studentsLsome 30 percent of
our enrollmentabsent every day.

Senator MONDALE. Have thoso absentee percentages been rising?

ABSENTEE PERCENTAGES RISE

Dr. SHEDD. Yes, they have. Over the last 5 years they have been
rising dramatically.

Senator MONDALE.What were they 5 years ago?
Dr. SHEDD. I would say that on a citywide basis absenteeism is up

a g_ood 10 percent from 5 years ago.
Senator MONDALE. Are many of these truants chronic truants?
Dr. SHEDD. Many of them are. For the last 4 years, we have had four

high schools that are on complete dual shifts. We are lucky if the after-
noon attendance rate goes above 50 percent.

Senator MONDALE. Are those ghetto schools?
Dr. SHEDD. Yes, sir.
Senator MONDALE. Is this truancy rate a phenomenon of the ghetto,

or is it a result of the school situation or both ?
Dr. SHEDD. I think it is most marked in the urban system. What the

record in suburban or rural America is today, I don't know, but I
suspect that the attendance rate has been falling off there, too, although
not nearly as dramatically as this; and this is partly due to the need
for greater relevance of school programs to the needs of kids today, but
the urban school, in high schools, some of our really tough indirectly
high schools would run average attendances of 63 to 65 percent
attendance.

Senator MONDALE. What about the most disadvantaged ghetto
schools ? What would the average attendance be ?

Dr. SHEDD. Attendance, 60 to 65 percent.
Senator MONDALE. So there would be about a third missing?
Dr. SHEDD. That is right.
Senator MONDALE. What would be the percentage in one of the

more affluent schools ?
Dr. SHEDD. About 90 percent attendance.
e have two schools one boys' school and one girls' school, for

academically talented audents. They tend to be the more affluent
students in the community. These serve the city at large.

Their attendance would be 92 to 93 percent. Interestingly enough,
we also have a farm school, the School of Agricultural , science in
town where the attendance also is very high.

Senator MONDALE. Have they heard about farm prices? You better
not give them a course on that. Do you lmow, that a Minnesota farm
family of four, working a full week, gets 60 percent as much as a family
of four on welfare in New York City ?

Dr. STIEDD. NO, I didn't know that.-
Would yon care to comment upon their living expenses?
Senator MONDALE. No. Living expenses are lower. There is no ques-

tion about that.
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But what I am saying is they have a very bad deal, the economies of

agriculture
Dr. SHEDD. I have always had a great deal of admiration for people

who make their living from the earth, and particularly in the Midwest.
Senator MONDALE. God bless you.

CONTEND WITH MANY PROBLEMS

Dr. SIIEDD. Standardized test scores indicate that some 40 percent of

the children in our elementary schools, or 56,000 youngsters read at
such low levels they can be considered functionally illiterate. And
more than 6,000 of these childrenwho are totally disillusioned with
the learning process because they can't readsimply drop mit of our

schools each. year.
There are many other problems, too. Briefly, they are :

EN VIRONMENT

Many urban children, particularly those from the inner city come

to school generally nnprepared to learn. They have not had the kind of
home experience that teaches them their numbers and letters and
colors at age 3 and 4. Many ghetto youngsters, both black and white,
have not had the benefit of educated parents taking care of their early
childhood education in the home before they ever get to school. Many
urban youngsters, in short., are already years behind their middle-class

suburban counterparts which make up the bulk of the so-called
"national norm" before they ever get to school.

BASIC sious

Faced with the kinds of early childhood handicaps inherent in
ghetto life, and with teachers unable to cope with their problems, many
urban youngsters withdraw from the educational process once they are
in school: Learning to read is like learning a foreign language. There

is a fear of failure and rejection. So the youngsters "turn off" from
the normal educational process and remain well behind national
norms; Iowa test results from both ,black and white ghetto areas
show this conclusively.

PUPIL MOBILITY

'rest results also show that youngsters leaving the school system to
go to other schools take with them conclusively, higher test results than
those coining into the system from other school systems. As a .result,
just the simple factor of pupil mobility tends to cut drastically into
any improvement in test results. When you add to ,this, the fact that
many schools in the Philadelphia ghettos have, a pupil mobility rate
in excess of, 100 percent per year, yon bave just about an impossible
situation.

"PEA CHER TRAINING

Teachers trained ihrough the normal pedagogical routes simply can-
not cope with the frustrations of inner-city education. Althougll the
tide is beginning to turn, the teacher training process must become far

1
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more sophisticated if teachers are to be properly prepared to tackle this
urban problem.

COMMUNICATIONS WITH STUDENTS

For far too long, the student's voice has been ignored in the educa-
tional process. It is generally a,greed, finally, that he can and should
have a voice in how and what he is taught, in helping educators to
improve the instructional fare of the high School to erase the joyless-
ness and oppressiveness that prevails in so many schools today. But
the problem is that although most students will use this new-found
voice responsibly, a small but vocal radical element will attempt, to
abuse it ; to use it to disrupt the school for their own ends. This leads to
loud cries of permissiveness from adults. Hopefully, the advent of
student bills of rights and responsibilities in Philadelphia and other
school systems will help meet this problem.

DISCIPLINE

This is another area where many adults are calling for ft return to
the strap to restore order in the schools. But it is not that easy. Stu-
dents must be treated as, human beings. The radical element must be
separated and dealt with. All students cannot be punished for the
disruptive activities of a few. Philadelphia has developed a new dis-
cipline code to deal with this:problem. ,

GANGS ;i ;

This is an extremely critical problem. Some students refuse to come
to school if they have to cross the turf of a rival gang. While generally
gangs regard school buildingS as neutral turf, fights on the way to and
from schools in gang areas are commonplace anid the history,of youth
gang killings in Philadelphia is incredible. Learning in the, face of this
kin1 of anxiety, which sometimes generates into fear for one's life, is
certainly inot easy. .;

Senator MormALE. Is that a serious problem in Philadelphia ?
Dr. SHEDD. 'A very serious pioblem. It results in the death of 50

or more youngsters a year.
Senator MONDALE. You mean 50 or more youngsters a year are killed

in Philadelphia from gang fights ?
Dr. SHEDD. Yes, sir.
Senator MONDALE. You indicate that this can 'often occur coming to

and from school, and many of those 50 deaths occurred
Dr. SHEDD: To and froni sêhool. Most of them on weekends as a re-

sult of gano. wars.
Senator 140NDALE. But this is still a deep concern?
Dr. SHEDD. A deep concern. For the most part we have been able to

maintain sdhool properties, school buildings themselves as neutral
territory, neutral turf, and as a result of the hard work of many of our
school counselors we have been able to 'get agreements among warring
gangs to let young people pass through their territories in order to get
to schoOl;but that is not the general rule.

Senator MONDALE. I notice, you do not mention drugs in this list
of probleins.'
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DatrOs : AN INCREASING PROBLESI, .

. .. .
. .

.
.

Dr. , SHEDD: It is an.increasing problem. I would Say . over the .last
4 years the only accurate statisticswe have only, scratched. the tip. of,.

the iceberg of a real problem, and that is the inimber of youngsters
s, arrested for . possession and use of .drugs, and those numbers haVe

tripled over the last 4 years. It is not primarily 4 problem .of the poor
,- inner city school or the blacks. The laroer piece of, the:problem, eyen
.- though 60 percent of our student popuration is -black, the laraest per-
; centage and the largest number of students .tliat are arresteefor pos7.

sessia or use are White; nonetheless, a very serious problem, indeed.
,. Problems of racism, problems of desegregation. In this respect we,.

., are under the gun of the State Relations Conunittee to have the student
;. population in every .ond of our schools roughly-approXimate the city-

wide average. f .. ,.. . .. . . ._..

., .
SenatOr MONDA74. We .had the State. ,civil rights :leaders here to

,.
,.. testify .sometime back---. .

Dr. 'SHEDD DO you- have any idea What it Would cost if we were to
t,-

-,
comply with their directive? Some $40 million for buses alone,, thou-
sands. of buses on the . road every :day, transporting., some: 50,000
youngsters. . ... .

.

. .

..: Senator MONDALE: IS that the capital Cost, or the operating ceiSt?
'.,. ... Dr. SHEDD. Operating. Annual *rating costs. '.. : . '' , -

i, Senator MONDALE. If would cost $40 'million a year in Philadelphia
.;,.- to achieve the racial balanee :required byYour.State,regulations? ..

i.
. .

:;,-

. Dr. SHEDD. Yes, sir,. . . .. ., . ,..

- Senator MONDALE.. Does that include, cost:of buses, orjust the cOst

p_
of operating the buses? ..1.:.,:-.:!,-

;Dr.; SITEDD.1 It includes the cost of purchaSing and operating: the

V..
buses.:We figure, Ithink,; a 7- or 8-year 'amortization,Of opel.ating the

[:.

t-
t'..

Senator MONDALE. What is the minority breakdown ; you have about
60: percent. blacki donk you? : .

. .

Dr. SHEDD. Yes;sir:: !;:; : ; -;, :

- SenatOr:MoicoAtt: What other 'minority -groups? 7 .

,-; Dr: SHEDD: 'The only. otheridentifiableethnic group. Within the com,
munity-, would- be PnertO.Ricans; and they Woidd,represent j about ,6
to 7 percent of the schoolpopulation. . . -:;, . , .

Senator MONDALE: Si.t't0 7. percent, and the rest...Would:be white?
.,; -Dr. SHEDD:;Yes. -;-- ; .;: . . , 1-; .. ::; ; . .1., ;

.
Senator MONDALE: Thirty-four percent -; white, 60 'percent black, 6

percent Puerto Ridari.:What your: opinion' would happen-in Phila-
delphia if you had.the money. to implement that 6446' ratio. System-
wide ?
. Dr: SHEDD. gissiguinri you:-could get the kidS On the buSes ?

Senator MortnALi. ?es. . .

. ; .

SHEDD.-:.WhiQl0tOuld take tin- actof God of the ITittional Guard
itself .

just. to get; thein-, on, the, buses. If You. had..the money, had the
personnel,- ,and: could: handle the-logistics . of iti; I thilik. you would
have ComPlete:iinsurrection. ;Yow wouldi,liaVe complete. ;insurrection;
and the longer term affect would.be Speed, thewhite exedus to the
suburbs.. That iswhy we. are!appealing that: . .

Senator MONDALE. PO those; regulitiOnsrequire any cooperation by
the suburbs ?

.4

I
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Dr. SHEDD. No, sir. That is why we are watching the Richmond case
so carefully, because we are completely

iconvinced
that the racial prob-

lem, the problem of racial segregation n our schools and in all of our
public facilities in PhiladelPhia can only be dealt with and resolved
on a metropolitan basis.

Senator MONDALE. Do you see integration, quality integration as an
important educational tool

Dr. SHEDD. Yes, sir.
Senate!' MONDALE. So that the comments you make are not made

in opposition to integration ?

DESEGREGATION

Dr. SHEDD. Before coming to Philadelphia I was superintendent of
schools in England, N.J., for 5 years where desegregation and integra-
tion was possible. It is a 4-square-mile town. Forty percent of the stu-
dent population was black. Practically all of them concentrated in one
ghetto-like school. Within a period of 2 years we bad completely dis-
tributed those youngsters throughout the school system, and in my
opinion nobody was hurt, and everybody was to gain from an edu-
cational standpoint.

The record of my commitment to desegreaation and integration is
perfectly clear. Within the city limits of Philndelphia I do not see how
it can be done. The only way you can achieve it is to move bodies. In a
city this size, creographically and population-wise even the logistics
could not be handled in my opinion. Some 1,000 additional buses on the
highways every day, and the serious and severe dislocations, plus.
insurrection.

The major problem, I think, is pretty clear. It is an economic one:
The escalation in teachers' salaries, which in turn results in a propor-
tionate increase in salaries of all other employee groups in a school
system.

In Philadelphia in 1965, before the first teachers' union contract
was negotiated, the average teacher made about $7,200 a year. Six years
later the average salary has risen to $12,500. And when you add to this
the fact that there are more than 13,000 teachers in Philadelphia the
financial impact obviously is staggering: Wage increase for teachers
alone in the 2-year period 1970-72 came close to $60 million.

As a matter of fact, teachers' salaries amount to more than 50 percent
of the operating budget, and the salaries and fringe benefits of all per-
sonnel amount to 80 percent of the budget. On top of that, debt service
and insurance add another 15 percent, leaving-only 5 percent of the
operating budget actually "cutable" without violating employee con-
tracts or defaulting on debt or insurance payments.

Senator MONDALE. What is your total annual budget in Philadelphia,
approximately ?

Dr. SHEM3. Last March I proposed a $393 Million budget, which was.
intended just to carry over existing levels of activities and operations
from the previous year. Because we were paying 2-Year salarypereases
in one, it meant an $80 million increase over the previous year s budget.

Senator MONDALE. What did you get ?
Dr. SHEDD. Of that $80 million, $65 million'was for salaries alone,
Senator MormALE. Was your budget approved?

15
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Dr. SHEDD. No. I am telling you what I proposed this past March.
By May it became very clear that we did not have a ghost of a chance
of getting $393 million and $83 million in new moneys, so we came
up with a rather arbitrary but practical stategy for solving the prob-
lem. First, we committed ourselves to about $30 million in cuts, which
is about 7 percent of the proposed budget. A second $30 million we set
as a goal to secure additional revenues from the State. This was the
year in Pennsylvania when the income tax appeared to be likely. More
moneys were available for school systems all over the Commonwealth.
And a $20 million slug from the city, we hope. We cut our $30 million.
We got $33 million from the State ; from the city, not one dime.

In fact, legislation that we had passed in the State legislature, which
would have enabled us to levy 10 percent on across-the-bar liquor
sales was vetoed by the mayor after it was passed by council, and there
were not sufficient votes in the city council to pass that. We have
political problems too.

What we have now at the present time
Senator MONDALE. What did you end up with then as a budget?
Dr. SHEDD. What we have now is a budget for a full school year

that costs $360 million. Since we have only $330 million in assured
available revenues, we will only be able to rim until the 17th of May
next spring.

Senator lUONDALE. Is that the prospect now, you will close down the
17th of May ?

Dr. SHEDD. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. SO IlOw many days of education will the children

miss ?
Dr. SHEDD. About 25.
Senator MONDALE. They will miss a full month of school, or more

than a month?
Dr. SHEDD. More than a month.

CHILDREN LOSE 11/2 MONTHS OF SCHOOLING

Senator MONDALE. Almost a month and a half of schooling. Your
budget of $330 million breaks doWn to 80 percent for teachers and
other salaries, pensions and the cost of personnel; and then how much
did you say was debt financing, approximately?

Dr. SHEDD. Approximately $56 million.
Senator MONDALE. I am just trying to figure Out how much money

you have got to use for innovation, instruction, curriculum develop-
ment and so forth.

Dr. SHEDD. The Only way we have been able to save some of our
innovative programs is to conserve very carefully the Title I and the
Title III moneys coming from the Federal Government.

Senator MONDALE. Would it be fair to say that your budgeting efforts
these last few years have been primarily concerned with ways of cut-
ting budgets rather than ways of adding programs .to,deal with the
educational problem?

Dr. SHEDD. I would say about 30 percent Of my time is devoted .to
that very proCess at the staff level, the board level, and the community
level.

Senator MONDALE. How much Title I money do you get ?

13S-412-71-pt. 10A-2
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.Dr. SHEDD. About $20 million. '

Senator MONDALE. $20 million. How much . :ler Federal funds?
Dr. SHEDD. A total this year of about $53 million, all but about $5

million categorical. The $5 million that goes into our general fund is
impact aid.

Senator MONDALE. SO out of' $330 million, $50 million of it is
Federal?

Dr. SHEDD. That is over and above the $330 million.
Senator MONDALE. That is over and above the $330 million?
Dr. Sninn. Yes, sir.
Senator MONDALE. That is $330 million, State and local ?
Dr. SHEDD. Right. Plus the small chunk of Federal impact aid goes

into our general fund.
Senator MONDALE. So you aet $380 million then. So what is' your

total revenue from all sources
Dr. SHEDD. Well, it would be the $330 million, plus the $53 million,

and if we get the additional $30 million from the city, which the two
mayoral candidates and the current mayor say we are going to get,
that would be another $30 million.

Incidentally, the mayor promises us $20 million from revenue
sharino.

Senalor MONDALE. The only thing is, many of us have said now is
ithe time for these urban schools to nnovate to get new and flexible

programs, to develop new curriculums. Actually, that kind of rhetoric
to you is very, interesting, but as I view your job, it is principally figur-
ing out ways to cut the' budget. You are on the defensive all the time
wIlh little or no time to move forward with these kinds of hopeful
programs.

Dr. &limn. By the time you are actually able to move on some in-
novative programs is when you are successful at the art of bootlegging.

Senator MONDALE. I think you come into this liter, but does your
testimony stand for the proposition that teachers are being paid too
much?

Dr. SHEDD. No, sir. It does stand on the proposition that we need
to invest very, heavily in, a research and development effort that will
enable us to make better use of teachers, wider, use,of nonprofessionals
and paraprofessionals and vastly increased use of educational tech-
nology. Five years ago we mounted the first successful effort at coni-
puter-assisted instruction. We should, have pumped literally millions
of additional dollars into that. We have just been able to hold on to
what we began 5 years ago, which admittedly is merely scratching the
surface on the problems a that technology.

We have hung on to it, but that will relate to something I say later
on too.

SCHOOL COSTS SPIRALING

.Certainly PhilidelPhia is not any, exCettion in this whole financial
crunch. I ani sure you are well aware that t e statistics show, that school
costs are spiraling all over the country. In the 10 school, years froth
1960-61 to 1970-71, sch )ol enrollments rose 27 *Cent nationwide,
aCcording to NEA, public schOol expenditures rose 152.1 per-
cent.

It is easy for critics of education to make loud, profoundPrOnounce-
ments about cutting out costly innovative programs and thinning
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topheavy bureaucracies but the fact remains that if every innovative
program were cut out Of the operating budget in Philadelphia and if
every administrative office were elimmated, the total savings would
be in the vicinity of $5 millionslightly more than 1 pereent of the
total budget:

It is also easy for people to say that we are paying t9achers too
much money. YA that argument does. not hold much water when, as
happened during recent 'contract neaotiations in Philadelphia, sheet
metal workers settled in Los Angeles .for a new contract at $500 a
week.

Also adding considerably to the fiscal problems of the school dis-
trict is the fact 'that the main tax. base :for the public "schools con-
tinues to be the real estate tax whose revenue increases only 1 per-
cent per year unless the tax is raised .each year. At the same time,
operating budgets of school districts throughout the country , are
escalating at the rate of 15 to. 18 percent per year because of salary
increases..

The fact is that in the past 10 years:there has been a aradual revolu-
tion in the public . school systems throughout the Na%on, and, par-
ticularly in the large cities. During the past 5 years the annual in-
crease in the budgets of school 'districts in the 20 largest cities has
averaged approximately 16 percent per year. None has risen less than
14 percent and .some lave risen as laigh.as 18 percent. Our average
has been approximately 16 percent, which is also about the same
level as the average 'increase of school districts throughout the Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania. . . .

Hopefully the California Supreme, Court decision will have nation-,
wide repercussions, but until it :does we are. all stuck with real estate
taxes as one of our principal sources of revenue. And legislators, work-
ing overtime to avoid the political liabilities 'associated with raisincr
real estate taxes, particularly in urban areas like Philadelphia, struggle
yearly to come up with new ideas for school taxes.

STOP-GAP TAxES
. .

.The result has been a plethora- of stop-gap
'

nuisance taxes that
keep sprinaing up to plug.holes in. the bottom of the fiscal boat when
what it 'nee ieds s a whole new hull. We get a couple 6f million here
and a Couple of million there that simply do not deem, more than a
drop in the bucket. And on top of that, the filing procedure for these
small, contrived taxes is usually extremely ;complicated, the cost of
collecting them high, and aggravation for everyone concerned is con-
siderable.' . .

As an example, PhiladelphiaCity.Council in 1968 repealed the school
personal property, tax and, substituted a 2-percent net unearned in-
come tax. Council also increased the general business tax from 1. per-
cent to 2.percent..This rearrangement of taxes was supposed to provide
the school district with $14 million, in new revenue. Yet it actually
yielded only $1:5 million., , s .

Then in 1969, council enacted a 3-percent corporate net income; tax,
assuring, us, it would raise $30 million. In fact, it.yieldecIT$16 million.

Another serious financial problem is the factor of municipal tax
overburden. It has been a fact of life in Pennsylvania and in many
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other States for Years, that cities have been treated historically as if
they were unburdened suburbs when it comes to State school subsidies.

In a city like Philadelphia or Pittsburgh, the major portion of the
itax dollar s spent on maintaining larae police forces and fire depart-

ments, in collecting mountains of garage and trash, in fighting major
health and welfare problems, in maintaining, in filling millions of pot-
holes, in keeping buses, trolleys, and trains running, in operating pris-
ons and juvenile detention systems, and on and on.

Conversely, in the suburbs tbe lion's share of the local tax dollar

b(Toes

to the schools. Thus, affluent suburban schools, where the young-
sters already have had all the advantages of a middle- or upper
middle-class upbringing with its great emphasis upon early childhood
education in the home, still can spend far more money on their educa-
tional systems than can impoverished city schools.

According to the publication in Pennsylvania by the University of
Pennsylvania "Economic Aspects of Public Education in Pennsyl-
vania 1970-71," issued by the Graduate School of Education of the
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia ranks 39th in the five-county
(Treater Philadelphia area in total staff per 11000 pupils.

There are 38 school districts in Montgomery (15) , Delaware (12),
Chester (8), and Bucks (3) Counties which exceed Philadelphia's
staffing ratio. The strain on the urban taxpayer is clearly indicated
when wesee that Philadelphia, with 16.5 percent of the population of
Pennsylvania, produced 26 percent. of the total local taxes collected
throughout the State for municipal and school district purposes, and
even more startling is the fact that the city of Philadelphia contributes
$0.75 billion in taxes each year to the State of Pennsylvania and gets
but $0.25 billion back. That is $0.5 billion we never see again.

Cur TRADITIONALLY SHORTCHANGED

Yet it is in the city, which traditionally aets shortchanged on the
educational tax dollar, where you have greaz't concentrations of chil-
dren whose emotions and learnina ability have been permanently
scarred by their environments; where you must provide services for
thousands of children who are blind, crippled, hard of hearing, re .
tarded; where you must administer massive free lunth programs and
provide health counseling and psychological care for literally thou-
sands of pupils.

Unfortunately, the Federal Government, the one source of revenue
capable of righting; the fiscal wrongs of urban education, has done
little except to fund piecemeal compensatory education programs.

One of the great problems with this kind of approach is that it
causes an extremely serious dichotomy in the school system. You have
two efforts, separately funded., separately staffed, trying to accomplish
the same goals. What we need.is one concerted effort, not two. It will
take all tile strength, resources and unity we can muster to solve the
problems bf education in the urban sector.

One area of neglect is vocational education, and I, will not beat that
one' to death.

iSenatOr iMONDALE. I was nterested n reading your statement how
heavily you caMe down on vocaiional education .
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Dr;SHEDD. The promise 3 or 4 years ago by the Federal. Govern-
ment tO invest heavily in vocational education, that promise has never

been fulfilled.
Senator MONDALE. Does the public school system in Philadelphia

handle vocational education?
Dr. SHEDD. Yes, sir.
Senator MONDALE. In some States, like Minnesota, there is a sepa-

rate school system for vocational education. We have pumped up
Federal spending substantially, have we not, in the last few years for
vocational education ? Nearly double.

Dr. SHEDD. Istill think it is about 50 percentshort.
Senator MONDALE. Oh, yes; that is true. Fifty percent is a golden

..figure. This is not a space program or anything like that. But we have
;substantially increased vocational programs.

INCREASE IN VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS

Dr. SHEDD. Much of the increase from $10 million to $53 million
-over the last 6 or 7 years has been a consequence of that, and it is still
woefully short.

Senator MONDALE. Yes; but, by your statement at least, you would
:support a rather substantial if not massive increase in vocational edu-

cation?
Dr. SHEDD. Yes, sir.
Senator MONDALE. Some people would say that vocational education

is an admission of failure, that instead of preparing a child for the vast
:spectrum o f vocational choices he has limited vocatiOnal opportunities.
How do you respond to that ?

Dr. SHEDD. 1: say there are a wide variety of career opportunities
-for which a wide variety of young people have greatinterest. It is our
job to equip them with the basic skills and the career knowledge to
izinable them to capitalize upon those opportunities. It is to ine
.anachronistic that large numbers of jobs go unfilled when there are
;tremendous numbers, literally tens of thousands of youngsters unable
or without the knowledge or information necessary to fill those jobs,
and yet our 'welfare rollS are mounting daily.

Senator MONDALE. As you -know, a lot of the minority leadership
Indians, chicanos; blackswill say that these children end up in
"deadhead" vocational classesat least what they call "deadhead,"
they may be good- schoolsand 'that they do not have access to some
.of the better jobs available through vocational training, because they
-cannot get into the union.

Dr. SHEDD. That is correct:
Senator MONDALE. You are from Philadelphia.. YOu:have probably

:heard about that.
Dr. SHEDD. We have got a :tough: union problem, in Philadelphia.

But we need, to make inroads -in -all .areas and at all 'levels. College
'preparation, professions; skilled trades, entryinto unions,'and We have
-begun to .makesorne,prOgress with some of the unions in this respect.
-We have .run programs in cooperation with;the Philadelphia Urban
'Coalition, with the Negro Trade Union Leadership Council; and in-
-creasingly, with some of the more enlightened unions, but the fact re-
:mains that the apprenticeship programs generally are fast, most of
:them are still white.

20
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'. We haVe instituted very stringent controls in compliance with the
Philadelphia:Plan, both with our own contractors in the:school system
and with contractors that work for the city. ..

: But while I. believe strongly that :minority groups particularly need
opportunities all up and down and crosswise in the labor market, I
thmk it is important, also, that they have the knowledge and the.skills
for entry at any level, even the lOwest.levels.. . . ' : :. : ':

: I think the data that I show:here supports the contention that there
are amide variety 'Of jObS .at all' levels 'Of econoinic activity that . are
available; but, our youngsters just are.not* able to take full advantage
of it. . .

. . . .

Senator MONDALE. Do you find:that many times students show:more
interest in these vodational courses than they show in basic skill
training?

.

Dr. SHEDD. I think there tends to be more interest on the part of
students in something that' they feel is related tc their immediate
needs and, to their, interests. This is the problem with much of the
cOnveritiOnal 'prOgi'am in our' standard high 'school 'prograrn,'be it in
the-area Of citiienship or in: thearea of Vocational or 'career training.

; ATIONALIZATION of DISTRICTS
f! .:.- ; ;.:

I do not mean to say that we have the ideal program. There is..a
tremendous amount that needs to be done to improve the.relefancy of
our current. !data, particularlY secondary. school .prograMs: 'What I

ihave talked about .s a brief and perhaps somewhat biased; but I think
accurate, descriptiOn. of life: in the city, where :inadequate education
breeds unemployment, unemployment breedS :poverty, and with poV-
erty comes substandard :housing, bad health, rags' for' clothing.. Then
'despair, which sows the seed of revolt.

. .It Seems to be a very vicious :cyCle. I am asking you :now to help us
:break that 'cycle.. T. am asking:that you recommend to the 'Congress
'that the Federal Government nationalize 'the bicr' city school. districts
Of: this country,, that their operation and their. finding :be takeny:over
.by: the Government:

: !!..
I realize only too well. that this. is: a, drastic: step; and I:recommend

it only 'after 4: years of fiScal. agony in. Philadelphia: and a :good :deal
of soulLsearchink in the .tiast.several Months. The job -of :rescuing' the
Nation's Urban schools frOm disaiter simply las:become:tO big -for the
limited resources of the 'State, and thelOcal governments to'accomplish.

:There is just! one- exmple: 'Philadelphia! State: education subsidies
have more than tripled in the past 6 years froni $50-.rnillion 'to about
$170 million, and we are hopelessly further behind; noW than:we were
then.:I see a .national. school! System. in the big 'cities totally- :federally
funded as the only, solution.
f!! When 'a hUrricane devastates the gulf cOast. the Government imine-
diatelY declares a national,' disaater "and: steps in :with great sums of
:money tO rebuild what the storm has torn down: When the Mississippi
Overflows its banks and ' rayagesthe 'countryside national disaster is
.declared,.and the GovernMent .sfeps. in to help:restore: what.haabeen
swept _away. .y.1;!
-,:: ,...)
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, . :
URBAN) EDUCATION A NATIONAL DISASTER'

Mr. Chairinan and MemberS Of 'the cominitteeI am happy to see
Senator Hatfield has joined usI contend that ,the Urban education
today is a national ,disaster and,,nOthing. short .6f; massive Federal
intervention will Savie it...Anc4 if it is .not saVed,..,r.dOnot :think even
;massiye .Federalt help i11 be able :to..rebuild; the .great cities of this
NatiOnTif they ever get torn down. , , , .

There .are, other. .precedentS FaCed With.rnassiVe. economic
'problems in !the Southeast many years, ago, the,Ooyernment ,stepped
:in with a..commitment.to.reyitalize, an 'entire .sectiOn Of the, ,country
.with the Tennessee .Ya4eyAuthority;After War.II the U.S.
Government virtually financed the rebui,lding. of Etirope 'with the
.Marshall!pi an. , , .1; , ..

Inmy opinion, it is now time to apply thiS degree of coMmitment to
urban. ,

education; while; the, bed, is. istill ;warm., Once ;the, structure of
urban education, collapses,..and it is certainly ou,thei yerge , of...collapse
right now, the death of the great cities will not be.yery;farbehind. If .we
lose theeities there a,re certainly noniagic ,wallsalong their boundaries
that would .keep...; the , !massive, ,urban,, problems, front. engulfing the
suburbs as well. ..

My suggestion, actually myrequest,!Mr. Chairman, is that your com-
mittee immediately appoint a commisSion to studythe recommendation

have just made and. to, report, back to you and to. the Congress on its
.feasibility.1:believe this would prove.tobeia major step toward solving
the iproblems in . education that have, all, but ,-drained the lifeblood out
of the children and the future leaders of. our cities. ; : .!.

Our Preliminary estimate, is that, nationaliz,ation of the largest .25
..school districts in . the.,country. would ,cost in the vicin ity ot $10-to $12
billion, taking into account ;what they ;are spending. now, ,bu t . it.could
;very well prove , to be the; wisest money.. ever inyested by. the. Federal
,Governinent , ,, , , ! , , , ;; .

,i; f:,. P NEED -FOR . GOginsugENT. ,BACI,UNq

I;e0S:rfaCe it; anYtiiing: that, the,OON:Teril:i'n'enli`a.IS eV .4 liacked.manY
things that .the Federal7GOverninent,h4s jiaCke.cloOputer ,induStrY,
theraerOspace ,induStryptitting. a man, on the, moon,; the, Whole tech-
nol ogical re voluti On .tli at. lias; Changed ;Our, WaY of living so; drastic ally
in the pait.50 y;ears,'has succeeded. ,.; !.,., , . , ; ,

-I plead With the greatest Urgeriay that it is tin-Leto:make this massive
oovernmental commitment to develop . our. greateSt UnderaeVelOped
resource, the young poOr hi our 'cities.-, ,.. ,

Tlmnk you very much.
Senator Morroit,L.,.Thank . you,- Mr. ,,Shedd,, for,,a most impelling

statement and description of a slightly appalling situation which I
very much view as duplicated in many,' Many! other cities in thisconn-
,try, and in, a ,different,conteit iir thoimpoverishedrural areas !as well.

Senator Hatfield ? !:..,:
Senator HATFIELD. No questiOns.,, ; ..r

; Senator. MONDALE. Let.me :ask the question-that, many critics of the
school systerriare rising. f .....:, t! , .
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They say that the per capita expenditDreS and the fotal amount of
money being spent for schools has risen dramatically, as your testi-
mony points out:

Dr. SHEDD. No question about it:
Senator MONDALE. School population increased a third over a dec-

ade, school spending increased 150 percent.. And the critic§ say : for
that we have received leSs. The school systems are deteriorating, and
using whatever standard you wantthe percentage of dropouts, the
percentage below grade levelit would be hard tb prove there is any
improvement and a good argument ie that it is worse. They say, why
pour more 'good money after bad. What is needed is a fundamental
structural shape-up oi the system with better incentives, With more
community control and so forth:

The last thing you are going to do is pour money in until yOu have
that restructure. And that argument has gained a lot of credence.
In addition to the exhaustion of the real estate tax base, I think it is
this sort of public eXhaustion with the system which has defeated
needed bondpropOsals.

I think you said $2.2 billion in bond issues which were turned down
and that you can't get any More capital spending at all into these
schools.

How do you reipond to that, since you must' have been 'troubled
by it ?

Dr. SuEDO. First, we don't know what it Might have been like with-
out schools, as bad as people:Claim they are. SecOnd, and I think it is
a credit to the school systems of our 'great cities that so much basbeen
.accomplished in the face of the fiscal adversities and the deep and in-
ense social problems that they have faced.

. .

But I, for one, believe that there is a tremendous need for reshaping
:and recreating the whole manner of operation of urban schools. I think
even if we were to have all the reSoUrces that we could request and
justify and substantiate, without the very basic reform, the Curriculum,
the management, the pattern of staffing of our schools, the administra-
tive structure, the opportunity for students and people of the com-
munity to become involved as real partners in the 'educational enter-
'prise, that the additional moneys would not pay off as they Must.'

So I would: argue that there is need both for very basic 'reform' in
the institution's of education, including the universities, that prepare
.our teachers as well, and the. whole Management 'system within urban
;systems ; all systenis of goirernment.

Senator MONDALE. You would be' Willing to accept a Federal take-
.

.over, Federal standards to require that ?

WOULD INSIgT ON FEDERAL TAKEOVER

Dr. SHEDD. I would demand' it:
Senator MONDALE. Would you submit, by letter, what those'require-

ments ought to include ?
Dr. SHEDD. Requirements for reform ?'
Senator MONDALE. Yes. I won't question you on that now, because

this is basically a hearing for school finance. But I would liketo lmow
-what kind of requirements you think ought to be imposed.

Dr. SHEDD. I will be glad to, sir.

.
.4
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Senator MONDALE. Anything else?
Senator Hatfield ?
Senator HATFIELD. Dr. Shedd, I am sorry that I was late and did

not* have an opportunity to hear the beginning of your testimony.
Some of us who live far awa.y commute, on occasions, on what we call
the "Red Eye" special, 'and I' just arrived back in Washington from
the State of Oregon a while affo. .

I have been trying. to reacf your prepared statement to find at what
point you commented, or perhaps you did not comment on the re-
sponse from the State Governinent of Pennsylvania:to the plight of'
the Philadelphia school system ?

Dr. SHEDD. When I came into office 41/2 years ago, the level of State:
support was $50 million, which represented about 34 percent, I be-
lieve, of that total, of the total required then.

Senator HATFIELD. What year was that ?
Dr. SHEDD. That would have been in 1966-67, about $50 million..

It has risen to $170 million now, and closer to 50 percent of the total
costs of our operating 'budget. Nonetheless we . seem to be further
behind now than we were then, larffely as a result of increased costs..
Most of that is as a result and debtservice and inflation.

Senator HATFIELD.: Was any of . this State participation for con-
struction, or was it solely for operational budgets ?

Dr. SHEDD. Some for cOnstruction, yes.
Senator HATFIELD. Could you give a ffeneral breakdown of 'the 31

percent State aid or the 50 percent 'State aid as between operational
budget, and construction ?

Dr. SHEDD. I would say roughly 9-10 percent construction, 90 per-.
cent operating.

Senator HATFIELD. Operating budget.

HALF CENTURY OF NEGLECT

Dr. SHEDD. Yes. You see, one of the serious: problems we have had
is that the new board of education was brought in as a result of 'a revi-
sion of the Home Rule Charter in Philadelphia. A. reform board was
confronted with oVercoming about a half century of negleet.

In any 1 single year, prior to 1965, the largest' amount of school
conStruction activity that had taken :place was about $17 million in
new construction each year; And the average over the preVious 30.
years was about $10 million in new construction.

The fiewboard came in, confronted with a serious problem of tremen-
dous overcrowding in some 75 schools that were fire traps, built more.
than 60 years ago. They mOunted $1/2. billion .school construction
program to overcdme those deficiencies and inadequacies.

Likewise teacher salaries were very, .very loW mconiparison with,.
not .only other professions;' but with subtirban: teachers. ..

.The two main thrusts froni an eConomic standpoint Of the new board'
6 years ago was to overcome the facilities gap and to .raise salaries.:
to the point where We attract better quality:and an.adequate thimber of
qualified teachers, arid that has resulted in the.biggest,bulk of our in-
creased expenditures over the past 5 or 6 years.

It is overcoming a half a centnry of.neglect, in fact.:
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Senator HATFIELD. Do you have a State minimum- teacher salary
law ?

Dr. SHEDD. Yes sir, We are well above it. In order to- compete on
a- fair.basis with saurban Communities for the quality teacher training
graduates, teacher training school graduates,' We figure we have to-
maintain a salary differential of some-$370 million.

Senator HATFIELD. What is the State department? How is it struc-
tured ?:Db yOu 'have a superintendent of .schools for the State ?
-.Dr., SHEDD: .Yes. We have .a Secretary. of Education, Commissioner
of 'Bask Eduoation, and a Commissioner of 'Higher Education. The
State bureaucracyas the State legislatureis suburban-rurally dom-
inated; -and, the State -Department .of Education is pretty much- the
same: ..

Senator HATFIEL D. The legislative; committees, as I understand it
then, you say, as wall as the bureaucracy of the executive branch, are
rurally,suburban ? '

,Dr. Yes:' !

Senator, HATFLELD. there a unified Kin cational, budget at the State
level, or does each .prooTam fend for:itself as far aslegislative apprcy..
priation ? ,.,, ,

Two CITIES ,A13AINST
..... ,i

Dr. SHEDD. We fend for ourseilves pretty much, and by.andlargeit is
Philadelphia, and: Pittsburgh, against the rest of the State to. survive,
and7e. alyc,rays ceme,out second be,st. 1

'Senator HATFIELD. The State has been reapportioned, though, hasn't
it,, in line:with the; Supreme .Court ruling, s.o that there is one; rnani- one
vote?

Dr. SHEDD. YeS, sir. ."..1

Senator HATFIELD. But the conimittee structure is still dominated
by the suburban ruratinterest? , , ..,.; ,-i, [

Dr. SHEDD. Yes.
Senator HATFrizi3J PidliunderStand, you to sayr.that State aid .went

from 34percentof costS uPto 50 percent?' 1.).) J.!

Dr.SuEIrnA_boutt48èrcIit.Th j )

Senator HAt1'nia.b.3his is a reniarkable contradiction.:
SiiEDD::That ! ,(; ,.c );.) H

Senatór!HA.ii,FrEni:tAs.you can apPrediatia,aS Superintendent Blan-
chard i11 testify laterilwe have, had: tiperience;) unfortunate' experi-:

ctence in Oreon, 'finding toUrselVes. high Of 40 percent dropping,
now. to, D tlibik,...aroundo22 fAircent State .did; and ,always with 'the
50.percent! as Ithe m itgic-goal !that mits orie'.ofthe: conundrums, of.thé.
education profesSion.6They peddled AO +State legiSlatures -and to: Gov'...
ernors that,' somehcm; di the avoeS ',and ipioblemsof .education. would:

§ettlediit,they eduld :Once, strike,that lapPy, 50 percent .coSt factor
of support. So; therefor% ithi S sorti -of 1.be1ie& that,,: 'which, as' 1 say,
has :been! dratuatically and tefféctively peddled by: editcationat expetts
overthe years. (: 1!1! :';:'?

I. have! been; !aSsociated :Ipptli:.!Ett the' .State 1 level and thrOugh: th&
interstate ciimPact,..thatd,We I initiate& through the ,GoVernors'-,;Con.T.,
ference. '.t!-i

Could I ask thiwqliestion.Hslmeney your, onlYProbleml`,
Dr. SHEDD. Money and the reform efforts that Senator Mondale

and I were discussing earlier.

1:-
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Senator HATFIELD. Well, I say this in a friendly way, as a profes-
sional educator myself, that I am left in a rather confusing state of
mind here as it relates to the financial structure and the financial
system that you represent, and as you relate that to your basic
problems.

You are talkina about disaster. I am not whetted to the old cliches,
or anything else''but what happened to this 50 percent utopia that
was to be achieved, which you have come close to achieving on a fund-
ing basis, and yet you face disaster?

We on the political sideif I could put my political hat onlook
to the educational field to give us the counsel and guidance. You set
up certain measurements and certain standards, or certain goals, and
We move to(rether to try to achieve them, and' then we find thut we
end up withdisaster.

We obviously have goals that are ludicrous. I think we have to be
informed a little bit as to where our goals were defectiveor our
measurements were defectivebecause bhis constant; changing of the
rules make it very difficult for those who are sympathetic to educa-
tion.. Of course, it makes it almost impossible for those who:are not
SYmpathetic toward'education: I comment inthis manner as a friend,
and as one who ,is 'deeply' concerned ;about the plight which you are
in,'.1ift I min: mit 'completely convinced that money is ;,the only tdol,
or even that thereforms' that we talk' about, and \vela:ire' been talking
about, are the solutions tO the problem.

; . .

SOriooi," .'.: .

;; . )1*:. .) :,, '

.Twenty years .agb,I proposed, to the -Oregon'Legislature a
MOnth 'school 'prograin. I ahnost .loSt, the 'next-election' aS -a reShlt, of;
it. It was too radical. At that time, ourSchOols were 'closed fmoreldayk
per, year, than, they .were open, ,and, the ronly 'Other instititionithat I
know' of that iSless utilized is the' church.t..1'l.

I feel that there are so inanyi;socioeconbmic factoi'S! Were thati are
really playing against the school programplaying against the school
institution as suchand Ave 'have tO 'attack:them on all fronts. It is
just, a problem trying to get a hanAle on it.

Where do we begin? sornetirrieSsthink,that hifve
sized ;the 'possibility that nioneYCould'Cnte all'rproblqn.k: NOWci
hot clerneaning at; all .youi eirahiatiOnS:' I 'On not 'Cbritadictiiie'therii
nOr attempting to challenge 'therd.'' IYtimujUSt.'niaking' :Some''''Igenefat
cssiiiments that ,tioub16' 'me as; ,it ''relatek tO' thikp'roblekni Of trying eto,
achieve equal 'edueatiOnal'Opportunity'fOrcall people:f} '" '.; i's'.!

I think .one Of 'the 'great 'probleMs' WhielrWeitinit ..(4$4-31-1e-ho been'
this corithniattrend of' urbanization. SOine peOple'get. aWfUllY feidited'
abont'Aurnbers'.6f peOPle: They hysteriehr'abont'how Many
PeoPle; are' being ,born every year ;-'6.iid,`..thdy
selVes 'to 'the fad' that; it' is licit' the' 'cjuaritiV "of PeOPle; it riS' the'
crowding too.ether on less than 1 percent of the Nation's ,geographY:
where we ;find ;the Majority of 'Our poPnlatiOn tOclay-iffereasinglyrin
that trend:: ;-; '"
" Tire haVe`lOtS of 'hind'oUt WeSt.' 'We haVe ilotS 'Of laria in 'Penn,

sylvania: A' lOt' mere-land !Per: pedri than' there adelphiai
of.TittSbiirgh ; but 'Whatare We trying tO:do.'t6 reverSe that trend-of
urbiiiilation ?:We'itre doing very little. :" "'T ". 'f "
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PROBLEMS OF . URBANIZATION

Y011 take the smaller communities; they are getting older, they are
getting poorer, and they are dying. And, at the same time, we wring,
our hands about the horrible problems of urbanization.

This Congress passed appropriation of $100 million to help develop
sewer and water systems whereby industries can locate in smaller-
conummities.; and develop job opportunities to keep the young. people
there, and awe them chances and opportunities. The administration.
impounded$56 million of that $100 million appropriation. So we
push more people into your Philadelphia area, because that is just the
trend of the population pattern.

Well, we could go into many other incidents how this thing con-
tinues to be developing as a possible problem for you. Money alone
is only one instrument to cope with it, as I see it. I Support it, and
will continue to support increase in appropriations for education; but,.
I think, we have to have at the State level, the Federal level, the local
level, far more clarity and . far more careful measurements by the
educational experts.

I don't expect unanimity on the viewpoint of this. After all, educa-
tors are like other people. They have various viewpoints and philoso-
phy. I have sat on this committee, I have sat on other educational
committees. We need to get something more dependable, or flexible
enough to move with the chanoing trends and patterns of life.

You talk about vocational educational training
I went before the Appropriations Committee and asked for an

increase in the vocational education appropriations. I think they
thld me, at that time, there were 16 agencies dealing. with vocational
educationin some form or 'another in the Federal -Government. We
need reorganization on that badly.

But there, again, just increased money wasn't going to really resolve.
the problem, because we fritter away so much of it through the.
conflictingi.duplicating, 'and overlapping of programs.

EFFECTS OF CONSOLIDATION

. I sometimes regret the leadership I .gave in 1953 to school eonsolida-
tion in my State. I now believe that that was a bad mistake. We .

took a lot of the small schools out of the areaswhich had become.
the, eenter,and had been the center of community life, where people.
identify with edueationbeeause they had children in school. They.
had meetings thereat the schoolhouSe. They involved themselves with.
that schoolhouse. They thok a personal viewpoint and a possesive
attitude toward that school and had an intereSt in that school.

And, I' think in our rush to becoine monolithic and efficient, again,.
under the urgings Of educational experts we have destroyed that.
community ,identificatiOn with the schoolhouse and the school pro-.
grams.

Mr. Chairman', I didn't- mean to engage in a. monolog here, but I
did want to express some of these pioblems that Come ihto my. mind'.
as I hear your testimony. I know, Senator ,Mondale has given much.
time, has devoted many, many hours of the day, to this problem.

Senator MONDALE. I talked to a civil rights leader the other day,.
and I asked what are We going to do about this problem.. His recom-
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mendation was to shift the incentive so the people stop crowding the
major central cities. And, if anything, start out-migratmg because the
cities are almost beyond control. I think that is what you have said.

Several weeks ago, the chairman of the New York City_School Board
testified for some time about how bad the system was. Finally, I said,
"I thought you were in charge of it ?" He said, "Surely you must
know that the school board does not control education in New York."

The truth of it is, of course, that you didn't desire to overcrowd
the school system of Philadelphia with poor, disadvantaged thildren.
They are there, and you have to try to educate them. What you are
saying is, given the way people live and where they live today, your
system is an appalling, tramc mess. I thought you were very open in
your response to the need ?or reform. You think it needs to be shaken
up, but yet you say that without money you still can't do the job.

That is the xsray I understand your testimony.
Dr. SHEDD. Precisely.
SellatOr HATFIELD. You can't do the job and you are trying to live

hand-to-mouth.
URBAN/STATE RELATIONSHIP

I would think, too, though, that somehow 'the State government
of Pennsylvania, as well as all State governments, have to be shaken
up as to their relationship and their responsibility. Some of these Gov-
ernors and mayors get awfully concerned about losing authority and
mythical influence. They create a vacuum oftentimes by the failure
to give leadership to solvina these problems and leave you nothing
but the alternative to appear to the great father here.

Dr. SHEDD. Senator, without being facetious, in Pennsylvania peo-
ple who run for the State legislature from the suburban and rural
areas run on a platform of "screw PhiladelPhia and Pittsburgh."

Senator HATFIELD. Have what ?
Dr. SHEDD. "Screw Philadelphia and Pittsburgh."
Senator HATFIELD. That is what I thought you said.
Dr. SHEDD. Your aim is a very lofty, one, but I am afraid it doesn't

recognize the i.ealities' the political realities 'that we' are faced with
in a major urban center in the Northeast in dealina with a State
legislature that gets elected that way. It isn't going to6happen in this
decade, Senator, I am afraid.

And it has something to do with race. I am persuaded it has a lot
to do with race. And I am also persuaded that this is implicit in the
southern, and suburban strategy of the national legislation. It has a
lot to do with race.

Senator HATFIELD. Well, I am not going to take issue with you,
because I am not fainiliar with your political situation in Pennsyl-
vania. As you described,it, it sounds, appalling that there should be
this kind of yalue system 'eniployed by the' political:candidates that
you refer: You certainly are the victim mere So than 'you, the
children; the students are the vibtims. You represent the' institution
of education, and' the Whole State suffers' These People 'aren't gaining
any advantage fOr theii State:They may be making political capital
out of 'SOIT16 of the responses that they get, but 'it certainly doesn't
helP the State. "

;,

28
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PRESSURE FOR REFORIIIS
. .

But .I .woUld hope that somehow again, that either through Federal
standards and, .very frankly,. Federal strings, we could either ,lure
or. force the:States into some of these, .same reforms that we should
-practiCe.. First Of all as an examPle, .because we . started. Out with the
basic .school stipport,prograrn that is going to help the poor .distriCts
.With an . equalizat ion formula. As ,it ended,, up, it :just didn't 'Work
ouithat Way at all.. , , '

. .
So, I know a little . bit abont.what refonn we shouldhave in Our

owri State,' and'hoiy; .difficult it is.-to COme bY. BUt maybe the Only,Chib
that. we :have; .and 'maybe the only:*ay We can 'get .response is ,through
the,club aPProael,i. .. . , . , . . .

1%laybe ther. lure iStoo sweet on approach. We- are.grateful for people
'hollering to hOld the fOrt,,keep. your finger in'the dikei.and,.hopefully,
we can come to the reScue in sorne other allies
as 'well

'Dr: SilED. It. iS. thiiiiklSS job, and 'there are. probably:2 'million
people in Philadelphia .7.ho..can do, aibetter. job ;than I. Can; but 'I 'ffin
there, and somebody haSto do it:

What,I, am ,poposing, in:,nationalizincr, the ,school.districts. In 25
larger; cities, It-hink accompli shes, three major; sthings. FirSt, it .

assuresithe funding; and stabilityof programs, for millions.:,of
poor; children h ities :presently ,being: denied. equality . of educational
!01) 0,0uPities; ',111!;'_!:,/ I; ;

econd, it comes to ,bear;on, .a; major, sector .of ,prime national ;inter-
est

2
the full'managerhl researcli. and deVelopment and fundMa,cap%-

.12ihtyofthe Federallestablishinent, : ; , - :I,. I

Thircl,,in'the,proceSs, it. does .ielieve: States,ana .some-
what of ..this :burden, :and; thus ,freeing,those,,,resources to ,devotetO
their oilier seemingly more'important ,; H 1 . ;;,

Senator MONDALE:Thai* you, yery much,Mr, Shedd,- fora:yeryjise-
ful statement. ,i,if,...),..

, :We:also hayewith us Dr...Blanch ard froinPortla nd,-Oreg.
ff-.4.4napio. Xr,,Chairman; tIpuld not ;attempt to.give the

long pedigree -oficredentials, of: px; BlariChard,, 1 would, only ,safthat
.Dr, ,I3lanChard , eaine,into...our Major!, metropolitany part, of, Oregon,
an area which face's prOblenis les§ severe than thos,e weheardas
faras Philadelphikis concernecb but still facing all .sorts of problems.
.Dr..:Blanchard,:Iwotild 'describe.; as ,a man who :hasto.use :an over-

sqd: word.perliapsrbeen-:y,ery. inyentive.,11e .has, dared to do. :things
which 'denionsirate not only creativity; but a willingness to:shake up
.the.status quo. And. when you, get into the status quo-in education there
is: only one mstituton -that ;is worse ,as-:faras,.commitment to status
quo.and that istliepol ideal .institutiOn. ,.. .;

..1-te certainly.has done, muChto 1;ring!publie. focus ,to these:problems
,and ,has sUcceede4,in Many, instanCes..; He, has ilot had all his, bond
issue's rias,sed; but,..fortunately,:,wejlo,- not . measure .his, success; by, that
alone.I ani.,:veryproud to have -Dr,. Blanchard,here today,. to testifyas
tO, his 'elevation of the :syStem, in Portland and! the State of Oregon,

: Senator MoNn-4,1 Dr. 1:1finchzirds, weare ,very 'pleased ,to have :you
here. We have heard a great deal about your school., system,, As .

matter of fact, at one point, we had planned to hold hearings in Port-
land. So, we are delighted to have you here. Please proceed as you wish.
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STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT, W. BLANCHARD, SUPERINTENDENT
OF SCHOOLS, PORTLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS, pORTLAND, OREG. .

Dr. BLANCHARD. Thank You Senator Hatfield,. Senator. Mondale.
I know I speak for my, board of education in. expressing my thanks

to this Select Committee, for , the opportunity( to testify heretoday
on an issue that is a matter of national crisis. On that score, I am'in
agreementwith my colleagUe Mark Shedd. I think that ,Senator Hat-
field intimated our problems in the eity, of Portland vary substantially
in degree 'from those outlined by Superintendent Shedd, ,but not.in
kind. .

'Senator MONDALE. How many students in your school system ?
Dr. BLANCHARD.' We have about 74,000, Senator.
Senator MorroAL. What is the white-black ratio ?
Dr. BLANCHARD. The black enrollment in the public schools is about

8 percent/The totalminority enrollment isabont10:
Senator MormitiE. Do You have Mexican Americans?'

, Dr. BLANCHARD.'NO sir ; Indian and' Oriental: .

Senator MONDALE. What is your per pupil expenditure?
Dr. BLANCHARD. About $800. Our budget in contrast to that de-

scribed by Superintendent :Shedd' is' abouti$70 million, while his is
$360 million. We have in our inner city schools most of ,the problems
that were. very graphieally 'and' e*Cellently' iiortraYed in 'Mirk Sheila
analysis; the 'same problemS reSP60 tiicaeliieVelnent; but on a 'Much
mote .narrOw. kale Mid nOt a Widely affebtine the entire' City 'kb*
systeni'tis hedescribe& "' ' " "" "

. 'Senator HATEgui' AfOy I 'interrupt,'at 'this 'POint;' giYe ffirther
-statistiO;tb'shoW `tb' the chairinari Of the' 'ebniniittee 'the' uniqUeneSS 'b`f
::yoUr SyStetn.as it relates to tbe niinikitk.'We.htiVe;.iii the éntiie State
of Oregaii;' abOUt 2 -Million peOple' of Which 2'Pereent re riiinwhite.
Of .that 2 percent, it breaks dOiVni to' abOntl!iiereent black' arid 1 ip'e4i-
emit. other nOnCducasiiins; IridianS, ' Spanisk-speaking 4.nieriChns; and
So foith: But 'of the black, of tli,'1'pereeiit tOtai popiilation'Of
I belieye;95'percentreside in Portion&

'Conseqiiently itTe haye a full fOcilS'and the full cOridentration'of the
MinOrity hi thiS' One aS contrasted to 'the tirobienis iii theitie S 'in
the rest of the State. .

Di..BtA.1TdirAnd:'YeSisirSenot4.`'And'I think that same 'contrast
Can. be cited for rthe: metropolitan , area Of. Portland .aS. Iri 'other

.

--wOrds; the blaCk p`opitlafion is'iri the (;itY; ' .." ' ' '
.7

1_

PROPERTk TAXES AND. THE ScHooLS .

In many States, as was recently' highlighted 'through-the California
Supreme Court decisionthat landmark decisiOn=State Support for
elementary and secondary program's depends' heavily upOn !property
tax levies. Typical of this heavy reliance upon property tax_is the 'State
of Oregon where in the fiscal' year juk ended; 1970-71; there were $300
million iii property taxes levied focally, 'foi. `Operatin'gr.support 'df
Oregon schools, an amount equal to 72 percent of the school distriót.
operating costs. ,(

As Senator Hatfield indicated earlier, this has represented 'a Steady
decline' since the early '1950's froth 'apProXiniately 40 percent' down to
about 22 percent; itncl as' the formula' affeets the city of Portland, ;we

, .
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.are at 18 percentbecause of the equalized valuation behind each
pupil.

An additional $29 million in property taxes were levied for costs
related to capital expenditures, an amount equal to nearly 100 percent
of total school district 'budgets for such purposes.

There is virtually no State aid for capital construction in. the State
of Oreaon.

Clea.rly such heavy dependence on real estate taxes for public edu-
cation makes schools particularly sensitive to factors which make prop-
erty taxes an inflexible, unstable, or otherwise inadequate source of
revenue. Although the reasons for the inflexibility, instability, and in-
adequacy of property taxes for the support of a major community
enterprise such as the schools may vary somewhat from State to State,
they are ever-present and ever-severe in their impact at least during
the last decade.

As a matter of fact, I think the success in the State of Oregon and
in many other States througliout the country, has shifted from approxi-
mately a 70-30 'percent favorable vote of the people to just the reverse,
a 30-70 percent negative vote.

BASIC INFLEXIBILITY

A major factor rendering real estate taxes inflexible and unstable
is the need to obtain annual voter approval of tax leVies no matter
what economic, political, or other vicissitudes may prevail at the time.
Although Oregon has a unique constitutional provision permittina
school districts to levy annually, without voter approval, properey
taxes equal to a tax base which may have been established at a 'gen-
eral election, and although school districts may increase tax revenues
by 6, percent each year above such legal tax base, the limitations of
property taxesin Oregon remain critical.

Indeed the fact is that only a small number of schools in my State
have been able to obtain voter, approval of a tax base sufficient to
support more than a skeletal school program. The bulk of our school
districts have tax bases so low that they join the thousands of school
districts around the Nation in seeking annual approval of property
tax levies by the voters.

Because of such fiscal uncertainty plannincr is at best problematic,
and even survival is presently in jeopardy. Xs a matter of fact, the
school district of Portland will dramatically shortchancre approxi-
mately 74,000 students this year. The doors will close eaTly in 'May,
representing close to 41, month's shortening of the school year, in the
absence of sufficient operating funds.

Senator MONDALE. Would you yield there ?
All over the country, the old 9-month school year is like the old

horse and buggy. You are luckytoget 8 months now:
Dr. BLANCHARD. That 1S correct, sir:
Senator MONDALE. I think Mark Shedd said he is closingon May 17.

You are .clOsing around, May 5. ,We heard Chicago is closing. 12.days
early.. , ,

Dr. BLANCHARD. We normally close somewhat earlier than the Penn-
sylvania schools. ,

Senator. MONDALE.; . The Ohio, ,superintenderit Who was to testify
today, .could not.be with us .becaUse he is going-to have to close his
schOols in OCtober. That iS correk,kn't it ?

, .
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Dr. BLANCHARD. Yes , school districts in 'Ohio, particularly, who
operate on a calendar fi'scal year, run out of money in the late fall.
Hence their closing at that time of the year is a very natural-conse-
quence of their budgetary situation.

Senator MONDALE. Apparently We aredeschooling America.
Dr. BLANCHARD. We are certainly not, under those circumstances,

moving toward Senator Hatfield's very sound direction he proposes
on year-roUnd oPeration.

The board of education in making this decision did it on, I think, a

very calculated basis. They had:in earlier times of fiscal crises emascu-
lated various Portland school programs with selective cuts_ , including
such matters:as athletics which were imthediately revived by the pub-
lic's subscription while kindergarten Went outthe door: ,

Senator HATFIELD. Let me interrupt at this point. I.haire shared with
.
the chairman. and .other Members of this committee', Dr. Blanchard,
the unique innovative pre:gram that you have adopted there.. Develop-

ing: some. districts ,and .having:greater identification with peoPle liVing
in the 'areas; and, also a better racial mix of the school district. :How
does this financial picture relate to that program ? And, 'would you
briefly describe that for the committee at this point ?

MOVE TO DECENTRALIZATION

Dr. .BLANCIIARD. Yes ; it is .a very.. typical development nationally,
, the moVe toward ,greater decentralization of our. schools, While, Phila-
elphia, which Dr.- Shedd :commented on.- earlier, is: dramatically
larger; still a schoOl sYsteni .Witll ,tv bureaucratic organization, a: $70
million budget, and operating, with chentele of 74,000 students is a:very
largeorganizatiorflor dealing effectively with the average:citizen..

We have moved to three :-decentralized areas; with. citizen;boarcis,
including students.On those bOards, as . y;Tell. as 'staff beards .which.Make
recommendations both'. 'as.. to preparation of the budget . and. :also, the
dPeration of those subsysteins. We. are relYing on the, central operation
of the school system to devote ,its primary. attention .to only two areas.
One .is manaaement services, in which. size, -is .an --asset, such, as,in the
field of purchasing, and in the evaluation. of programs. We ,no longer
attempt to impose educational, programs .designed.for the local schools
and the areas, but expect them, to Initiate such developments:at those
levels, but to:be held, accountable for their .evaluation.

Senator HkrrInLo. Why did you design these.subdistricts as related
to the ratio? ' '

Dr. BLANCHARD. TO reflect what, we believe is healthy, cross section
of the city's populatiori,'not only racially, but also socioeconomically,
which may be even more basic. :...

Senator MONDALE. Did you use busing to accomplish that ?
.

Dr. Bt4rraTARD...It is by no means accomplishedi SenatorMondale,
to the extent that:is envisioned in:the recominendationS I haVe made
to the board. We-have attehded., to the ,issue ,at..the ;high SChoollevel.

. We have presented: proposals for the -.creation' of. middle schools to

the citizens of:Portland. They .informed us.that they.*ere not enthii-
sin stic by a 2-to-1 vote...and now we are moving to alternatives to' con-
tinue what I still feel is basically a Sound directiOn:' , :

Senator MONDALE.' Do -you have any majority black :schools?
Dr. BLANCHARD, Yes,: sir. We have.SiX such elenientary.. schools.:

OS-412-71-2pt.. iOA 3
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, Senator MONDALE. Even though you have only 8 percent blacks
in the school, system?

, . .

Dr. BLANCHARD. That is correct. These are the hmer city schools
that Dr. Shedd described earlier that, are very typical of the educa-
tional environment earlier described though representing a much
smaller number of such schools.

Senator HATFIELD. Let me point out there, toofor the record
we have an open housin,g program in our State. This is a housing
pattern situation, as we have seen in many other communiti, that
has created these all-black schools or these majority black schools.
They are not locked in, in the sense of failure to sell real estate and
housing elsewhere, but it becomes

'
acrain, a relationship to the lack

of education, the lack of skill, the lac kof economics to move out of the
ghettos: So it is a de facto situation. But I wanted to point out that,

, even though we have moved bn the legislative front, the economic,
educational problems have not been resolved.

Dr. BLANCHARD. And that is producing some dividends, through
board iof education action as well, but the ssue is still a large and a
major one for us.

LEGISLATIVELY PRESCRIBED FIXED COSTS

The second very significant factor which has not been commented
on earlierrendering real estate tax resources .too inflexiblehas
been accentuate& 'and accelerated by persistent. actions on the part ofthe 'State and Federal Governments in passincr legislation wliich re-
sults .in higher fixed costs in the charges for'' local school districts.
Increases which, in virttially all cases, can only be passed to the
local-property taxpayeroften at the expense of basic educational
programs. Every time Congress raises the Social Security rate; everytime:the State legislature enacts new changes in retirement, work-

) Man's' compensation, unemployment compensation, mandatory insur-
ance coverage *and so forth, school districts must absorb these costs,and' the local pioperty taxpayer' is the only source Of such revenue.

,Unhappilythese skyrocketing fixed costs have little if anything to do
,with reading, writing, and arithmetic.

If there is any truly alarming .trena lin schbol district finanCe in
the,past 5 years, this is it. Squeezed between mounting' fixed charges onone hand and a bitterly coMplainingproperty taxpayer on'the other,
sehool boards are' caught in'an impOssible fiscal vise. Notwithstanding
the inflationary ri.se that has occurred in the past several years, thisstill is major factor, at le,ast.in our experience. .

. . COMPETING CLAIMS ' r`

,Contiibuting to this jeopardy is the fact that school districts earlier
,haverhad a high :priority-claim on Property taxes as price revenue
sourcesWe "all knoW a multiplicity 'and a',growing number of local
.governmental7agencies 'and subdivisions have been created by legis-
lators to function for one purpose or another, authorizing them to levy
real estate.taxes so too has the resistance of voters grown to, the com-
peting appeals of the diverse taxinp. bbdies.

A:recent survey in mY. own Stae revealed 'over 800 'local units of
governinent in, addition to cities, counties, and school districts, nearly
all depending heavily on the property tax for survival.
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! ' 2 l) THE: URBAN; CENTER'
:'/' 'r l' ;;* .','

Vroblehis rin; !Obtaining :adeRuate)ocal,iSiippOrt,.--for...SelidolS . as
we kno-N^v,:intenifiedfo aerisis point fOi laree.jeity-SchOols.,Vnderlyhig
the.,operation Of all ,citY sclió.pl VstenisOr; coUrseiistlie.tni,Mbuddits

..change. 'taking, Place in the ,So-cial-7econothic 'striicture- of the core -city.
.The: massiVe disruption, of sOcial; balance 'in; the ;Centrai,.-City:requires
compensatorY, high-6)st edheatiOnal,prograrns 'fortlie,ine-reasing
bers of poor children:, !-;;;

Iii yc,own, city, o.S.in:other.large,cities,.VaSt nuniberS.Of eS(abliShed,
residehts are. Inigra iiig Co the SlihurhS, arid are beingrePlaCed

by, -inLmigrints . in the lower .§ocitilfeconomic categories:..Those who
leave are 0-enerally middle. class, edheated and skilled,,ancl.,..1.i.is.iorically
have votea yes on.school - -. .

.
Obviously, any:meaninaful -attempt. -te coMbat thiS -ni-aSsive disrup-

'lion' 'Of social balance edueatiOhallY requires more thaii the -averao-e
amount. of .expenditure. yet State . legislatures generally .giVe, to trie
central City..,school.'syStems subStantially,leSS :money per child in basic
:school support'than is allocated to,sOrrohndingiSchool'.distriCts...This

; is ;because .of the-So-Called, .equalization fOrinulas,priginallY intended
to rescil v'e financing'ineqiiities:

Siich factOrSdSo,;,adverSe: to proViding .extra .'finids'.-,fOr. 'core, area. . . . . .

Sehools maY' be 'beyOnd' the pOivers -Of legislathreS tO reSolye:; Indeed,
should uniform tax support for school programs be reetuired, as has
nOw been held bY the California. Supreine Coniti- the need ,for enriched
educational programs. ih the -Central- city may ,b:tragiCally ignored.

,
The significant,, although . insufficient, funds.. tO.; asSiSt in cohibating

the more intense education problenis of the disadvantaged ..vhich.have
'been secured by My, district from the Federal.GOvernthent urider;Title
I appropriations- and from the State of ,Oregon bY. Virtue .of a Modest,
special appropriation from the legiSlatureniay be in jeopardy 'if
courts generally .are to require.. uniform financing of education
programs.

Senator 'MONDALE. You: see the California. Supreme Court case' as a
mixed blessing, even, though you receive only about ;18 laercent of your

.- support now . from the State level, -.because :you see the. meager state
compensatory educational. funds-Title I .funds that you: now' receive
may be in jeopardy I/ . '

Dr. BLANCHARD. That is a possibility, Senator. I- must say that I
have read the decision and I think that the reasoning used is gener-

. ally unimpeachable, as it relates to equal educational opportunity of
young people.

CITY SCHOOL OPERATION HAS UNIQUE PROBLEMS
. .

I think, however, this Specific decision Can have the effect of over-
looking that which we are discussing..Namely, the unique. problems of
city sehool .operatiOn, our loss of middle-class population,- which, is
increasing, and alsothe fact that the higher .equalized assessed valua-
..tion frequently characterized of the large city .is beginnina to decline
as industrial organization moving out into the suburbs.60f course,
if the latter contmueS then the effects of that decision may eventually,
over time, work itself out. But .we in the cities have immediate prob-
lems which ate Much greater thim would' be resolved by that decision.
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Send Or MONDALE. You have raised a good question. Title I has been
poorly financed, as you know. It is abouta third. But from what I have
been able to ,tell, most of those .finds have 'gone tO the poor, which is
almost unique in any Federal, State, or loCal support program.

Normally money flows in inverse relation to need. This is the one
*grain .that has apparentlY, with 'all of its problems, tended to
flow in the reierse fashion, toward need. You have a Similar' small pro-
gram enacted by the Oregon legislature.

Th e ipolitical people n this country who really make the 'deciSions
don't see miich of a stake 'for their Children in Title I; arid, aS a result,
it has heeii verk difficult tO generate' decent fimding in Title I.

I think all of us have a tremendous stake in that prograni, but that is
;not the Political reality I fear. So wouldn't 'We be better off with the
general aid formula which had broader public SUppOrt, asSuming you
could work out the Other' problems, then Continuing .our hopes in
Title I.? . .

Dr. Bi;:tricriAnn: Well, I think that you are saying that the 'general
aid fOrrimla with ari'effort such as Title I, or did I misunderstand

Senator. MoicriAix. I think' that is the Way it Would rrobably come
'Out. That woUld b'e the legal structure: But what would be the politioal
effect Where would the support go ? Would they say, "Well, we are
sPending moneY through general aid so that we..ne(An't spend its inuch
for Title I" ? .

Dr. BLANCHARD. I think any 'general aid formula that 'does not take
into account th6 unique problems faCing the Urban school systems of
this Nation would be tO our 'immense disadiraritage;IlOwever, I. think
that the decision of the California cOrirt is equally applicable in Oregon
where the average: evaluation..behind' each: pupil_ is abOut $30,000 per
child, but the' 'ran& is '$16,926 't6' $70;0601ii-er ehild: 'But:I think it
requires additibrial 'urban effort..

. .

. .

REHABILITATION ..A.ND.'MAINTENANCE C(;eIS
. ..

Beyond the pressing need.for extra.funding for enriched educational
. programs for the deprived urban .. center lies .the' pressing need to re-
habilitate or replace' eroded school buildingS. Almost half of the school
buildings in .my city for ;examPle are over-50 years old and! have 're-
ceived limited maintenance over the years because of inadequate' funds.
This is an operational area to Which we turn very quickly to save
money. .:

As a matter of fact, Dr. Shedd indicated that they Moved main-
tenance to a 4-day schedule. We have likewise, in the Context of the
shortened school year. Although we could well require $150 million
in plant rehabilitation and renewal; a' modest first step in obtaining
voter approval of a, $36 million bond issue was defeated this spring
by a 2-to-1 margin.

Clearly one of the very things that will 'acCelerate the exodus of
the midale Class from the central cities is school buildings made op-
pressive by the erosions of half a century. 'Correction: is apparently
beyond the will or capaCity of the local takpayer to rectify, and this
will and dapacity in relation to Schools in the inneriity must be speci-
ally judged againSt, the backdrOP of the. inerksing need foi leCal tax
dollars to support growing police and fire departments and the many

. .

I r",
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other agencies required in the urban core and on which they are de-
pendent for their health. :

No matter how imaginative plans may be for. utilizing property as
the ;major, source for ;school support; the decision it seems to me_, is
inevitable, and it,ought to be ithminent at all levels of government that
the schools, will die as ;viable institutions, unless we more successfully
find othermajor sourceS.of revenue for the schools. .

STATE TAX SOURCES

Unhappily the State governments, even when they wish to do other-
wise, can apparently do little at the present time to alleviate the plight
of local school distriCts. No Matter What their tax. structures State
after State ,is strugglina, and often most unsuccessfully, with the
mounting demands on itsfiscal resources. Oregon, for example, placing
chief reliance on the personal and corporate income taxes, has fiscal
problems which are critical. Indeed, the State's desperate financial .

situation several years ago led to a raid on our veterans trust fund in.
an effort to balance the State general fund budget.

Unable to secure major fiscal reform in one legislative session after
another, the 1971 Oregon Legislature enacted several additional
minor taxes, a 5-cent increase in the cioarette tax and an additional
$10 automobile license fee to be sharedbby cities and counties. Even
these have been deferred; by citizen petition, a uniquely Oregon phe-
nomenon, and; their imposition will be delayed until the 1972 general
election, or negated, as a result of that petition.

Oreaon is one of five remaining States which do not have a retail
sales tlx. Every attempt to secure voter approval of such a tax has
failed, and the most recent attempt several years ago lost by an 8-to-1
ratio.

The fiscal plight in Ore.gon has resulted in a declinin.g role in State
participation 'Of funding m 'public education on which I ;have already
commentedMr. Chairman, I have provided you with a chart re-
flectincr that decline.

THE LAST RESORT

It seems to me that the dependency of all of the people in this Na-
Von on education as a national COncern, argue for the ;use of national
resoUrces to suppOrt it. Surely the courts have held -that the right to
education isprotected by constitutional considerations. Surely we rec-
ognize the courts' findinas in legiSlation at the national level,.assuring .
the right to equality of alucation for all children.

It appears that the major restraining: factOrs7--the inequity of re-
sources; the instability ana:infleXibility of real estate taxes, the archaic
and constitutionally-frozen tax provisions, :the flight from the cities,
the stranglehold of voters impeding tax reform, the, revolt of tax-
p ayers.can be Mitigated only at the national level. . ,

In spite of the tremendous fiscal problems facing .Congress, it has a
taxing power, obvionsly far. exceeding; that of :any. locality and far
more capable of assuring more equitable tax irnpact throughout the
Nation. Congress has acted courageously:in taking first steps in pro-
viding aid to-education in many ways. ;

*Surely the plight of the innercity schobis and the youngsters living
in ghetto areas have been immeasurably aided by the categorical aid .

6
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froin this level 'of 'government. But, just as surely,' these are only- the
first steps that have been taken by Congresp and I see-no 'alternatives
but to obtain, adequalefunding at the nationallevel.,

-The nature of this aid is in itself a subject'requiring more thorough
exploration,:' but. in ;My experience,it seems to -me that: our answer
cannot be found at this time in 'history by inciim categririCalaids which
have heretofore been prevalent.,Local: school' districts must haVe not
.only additional Federal dollars, but they must, have flexibility in utiliz-
ing those dollars for the diverse problems which they face, and for
all children which they have enrolled.

MHOOL 'SYSTEMS ACCOUNTABILITY CBITICIZED

am mindful of 'the comments of Senator Hatfield and you,. Sen-
ator' Mondale, questioning what kind of Strings wohld one be will-
ing to extend. It is my conviction that the school systems of this Nation
are subject to seVere criticism in the way in which they haVe been ac-.
countable fOr 'dollars that they have spent.. And I realize that Such-
accountability must be an accompanyingleatureof general aid. How-
ever, I 'do' not- believe that the initiation of specific programs in re-
sponse to local conditions can safely. or effectively be implemented
from the national level any more than I contend that I can do it
from my office aS superintendent of schools.

I think what' is repired is. a, Much stronger educational audit Com-
ponent. I made a recoMmendation, not too long ago, -that such an
audit might be an appropriateorganizational accompaniment of the
State Departments of Education throughout the' country. That audit
structure would, have to be taken out of the line organization and re-
port directly to the commissioner of education or State shperintend-
ent. Leadership should, be jointly appointed by the U.S. Commissioner
of Education. The charge of such an agency .mOnitor would be to the
reSultS of the use of Federal moneys -or State moheys and thereby ac
count' for' educatiOn-al ,gains'or hisses.- . ' .'= ;

Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much, Dr. Blanchard, fot a Most
useful statement.

Senator Hatfield. . . .

Senator HATFIELD. Thankryon, Mr. Chaitirian.
Dr.' Blanchard,: yOU- haVe perforrried'a VerY 'helpful Service here this

morning..
.

WoUld you have any estiinate'at' all in the broadest of terrns as. to "
,

the -Mnohnt of -Federal, suppoit that wohld heriecesSary toiiifiie these.'
local school districts With' adeqUatesuppott ivhich i nowi missing! ' '

Dt BLAXCHA1th Well, obvionsly .Superiritendent Shedd.and I ate
sOtnewhat in disagreement, althoup,:h I think' his drathatization of
urban 'sehool .riroblenis is dramatiC and reflectsthe 'genuine 'Concerns
that he has in Philadelphia."I. 'feel 'that while We 'have been sliding
down .the rope during'the' pas( decade., 'Mark Shedd 'i's obViously in
Midair, and we- have a few knots Or two left iri 'the rope.1 think that
aS recominended bY 'Thomas' Billings in the' recent isSue Of Phi Delta
Kappa in 'situation's- Comparable' to Philadelphia it may be, that-a
Federal or:State triisteeship is the Orilk ansWer to the enormous prob.-
lems.that they are confronting. However, Federal Operation does not
alWaVe represent an improvement', aS WitricPsed by the Washington.

publiC school's.
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More generally I feel that'urban centers require aminfinum 'of 25
percent of operating costs from Federal funds if they are' to respond
to the grave problems before them.

Senator HATFIELD. From the Federal Government, sir ?
Dr. BLANCHARD. That is correct, sir.
Senator HATFIELD. Now, without any implication here of trying to

play one against the other would you have your basic finanCial prob-
lems corrected if you were getting 60-pereent State aid at this pomt in
time in the State of Oregon?

Dr. BLANCHARD. I think that the problems and the social conditions
and economic conditions reflected in a city such as Portland could,
were they to remain 'static, be resolved financially along with the Fed-
eral contribution.

Senator HATFIELD. That is what I meant. Let the record show that
we are not eliminating all these other problems that contribute to the
educational dilemma, nor are we trying to compare apples and oranges,
and so forth, and come out with peaches. There are'distinctive charac-
teristics of the two areas, and I im just trying to find here again
whether or not money in i tself, in a simplistic approach, is going to
cure all the problems. I think that you would be the first two men to
say no.

Dr. BLANCHARD. I think neither of us would Make that contention.
Senator HATFIELD. When you comment, Dr. Blanchard, on the fact

that the Federal Government has fiscal problemsand we haVe great
taxing powers, and we could more equitably distribute the tax load
around the countryI just want to make this coinment. It is not a
question in my view of the capacity to distribute tax burden, nor is it
the real fiscal problem that we have here. I think we have money to
handle these problems. I think the Federal Government has ample
money to correct all the ecological problems of air pollution, water
pollution.

ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES

To me it is a question of how we allocate the resources that we now
have, and merely adding more resources. Taking such resources from
the taxpayer, to me, will not solve the problem. And I know that today
the major concern of the public is the economic situation. But basically
they ignore it and they put their head in the sand, because they are
tired and weary and worried about war and military spending. But as
long as you take two-thirds out of every tax dollar, as we are doing, and
allocate it to military expenditureswith a minimum of impact on our
economywe are not going to solve our economic problems, nor our
education problems, nor our ecological problems.

It is not a question of having money or not having money. We have
it, but we are spending it in such a stupid way.

I do not want to ever neglect an opportunity to make this point.
I think that imtil people like Senator Mondale and others wage this
battle, we cannot offer you any hope of solving the problems that you
have presented us, today, or any other socioeconomic problems in this
country, as I see itz until we can mobilize enough interest so that if
and when, God willmg, this thing is undonethat we have been doing
over there in Southeast Asiathe pressure will not be on to get a tax
reduction instead of meeting these other needs.

da'
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Let me tell you right now, I can see it building. It is now becoming
a question of what kind of a greater tax cut we will get. We are going
to get a tax cut of some kind to stimulate the economy, and yet the
President himself is saying we must cut Federal expenditures making
it exclusively in the people programs. He exempts the very budget
the military lmidgetthat takes the largest percentage of our tax dol-
lar, $78 billion. This is the third largest budget in the world, exceeded

ionly supposedly by Russia and China. Our military budget s greater
than the national budgets of France, Great Britain, and Germany.

Yet we are not gettmg any hope from the administration that we
are ping to cut the budget here to help the economy. So all I am say-
ing is I hope you will carry the messageat least from one Senator
that I am totally sympathetic. And, that there is a relevance between
my battle on the war front and trying to help solve the educational
problemseven though many of my constituents cannot see it that way.

Dr. BLANCHARD. I did not ihdicate, Senator, that additional Federal
funds were required.

Senator MONDALE. We have a chance right now to vote against
cloture. We will take Senator Hatfield's challenge and go over and
try to end the draft.

Thank you very, very much for your most useful contribution.
The committee is in recess, to reconvene at 10 a.m., on Wednesday,

in room 1318, of the New Senate Office Building.
(Whereupon

'
at 12 :15 p.m., the Select Committee was recessed, to

reconvene at 10 a.m., on September 22, 1971, in room 1318, of the New
Senate Office Building.)
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INEQUALITY IN SCHOOL FINANCE

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 1971

U.S. SENATE
SELECT ComarrEE ON

EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
Washington, D.C.

The Select Committee met at 10 :10 a.m., pursuant to call, in room
1318, of the New Senate Office Building:, the Honorable Walter F.
Mondale chairman of the committee, presiding.

Presea: Senator Mondale.
Staff members present: William C. Smith, staff director and gen-

eral counsel ; Donn Mitchell, professional staff ; and Leonard Stuck-
man, minority counsel.

Senator MONDALE. The committee will come to order. This morn-
ing we are pleased to hear from Mr. Joel S. Berke, director of educa-
tional finance and governance program, policy institute of the Syra-
cuse University Research Corp., and Mr. James A. Kelly, program
officer in public education of the Ford Foundation, New York City.

You will please come to the witness stand. I understand that yoa
will submit your testimony and then I will question you as a team.
I would sav you have a substantial statement. It might be best that
you proceed.

STATEMENT OF JOEL S. BERKE, DIRECTOR, EDUCATIONAL FI-
NANCE AND GOVERNANCE PROGRAM, POLICY INSTITUTE OF
THE SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH CORP.

Mr. BERKE. Senator, on behalf of my colleague, Mr. Kelly, and my-
self, I want to thank you for the opportunity to be here today. I
think it might be useful if I indicate at the outset what we under-
stand our role to be this morning.

We are here not to puth a particular point of view or to make
a statement calling for some particular action. We are here to sketch,
as well as we can, the financial implications of equal educational
opportunity, that is to discuss the way the educational fiscal system
works and what its relationship is to equal educational opportunity.

We will have recommendations to make and will make our prefer-
ences kmown, but we don't see that as our primary role today.

Senator MONDALE. Then that's excellent. I ao want to press you a
little bit on your own view as to what we ought to be domg, but the
record still needs careful analysis of how the financial support system
for our schools works and what the relationship is between the present
system's inequality, and then, move from there to some suggestions
for solutions.
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Mr. BERKE. Our testimony, which you have, consists, essentially, of
four sections. It's a teem effort, and we'll divide it up for purposes of
convenience this morning with me starting with the first two and Mr.
Kelly with the third and fourth sections, but we would like to take
questions, if we could, as a team.

Senator MONDALE. That will be fine.
Mr. BERKE. Let me just indicate that the four sections will be, first, a

discussion of different conceptions of equal educational opportunity ;

second, an analysis of how the current financial system affects those
views of equal educational opportunity ; a discussion of the causes of
why the system affects equal educational opportunity as it does ; and
fourth, a section on recommendations.

CALIFORNIA SUPREME COURT DIVISION

Let me begin by saying that we are delighted with the timing of
these hearings. They couldn't be more opportune. The recent decision
of the Supreme Court of California has brought an unprecedented
degree of attention to the ways by which we finance the public schools
of this Nation. What is most valuable about this new public concern
is that it is focused not simply on the question of adequacy of financ-
ingin other words, do we have a sufficient total amount to run the
schoolsbut rather, it's addressed primarily to the equity of educa-
tional financein other words, are the burdens and benefits of school
support fairly distributed.

In short, by declaring that California's system of school support
which is a fairly typical system of school supportunconstitutional
because it discriminates against children who live in poor communi-
ties, Serrano versus P riest pointed a spotlight at a neglected area of na-
tional disgracethe persistent patterns of inequity in school finance.

Senator MONDALE. Is there any State today in wlich the school dis-
trict does not rely upon real estate tax exaluations?

Mr. BERKE. Senator, I would say that there is possibly only one
State in this Nation which would not be subject to the same kind of
attack as that made in Serrano versus Priest, and that would be Hawaii.

Senator MoxnALE. What do they have, a State-supported system?
Mr. BERKE. That's right, Senator. The problem quite simply with

these financial inequities is that they guarantee that children who
come from the most wealthy and prestigious communities will ordi-
narily be provided with the best education the public schools can give.
while those who begin life with the disadvantages of impoverished
family and neighborhood backgrounds will be relegated to second-
class schools. A. better definition of inequality of educational oppor-
tunity would be hard to devise.

We know, sir, that you will be having a session next week, I believe
it is, with Professor Coons, Mrs. Carey, and Professor Yudof, to go into
the Serrano decision in some detail. We won't stay with it long, there-
fore, but I do want to make one more comment about that case: the
California case will not give us a solution to the problem of inequality
of educational opportunity. Even if that decision comes to be the pre-
vaihng law of the land it will provide only an opportunity, not an
answer: only a starting point for reform, not an antidote to the unfair-
ness and irrationality of the present system of finance. Justice Sulli-
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van's opinion says only that the school finance systems should not "in-
vidiously discriminate against the poor by making the quality of a
child's education a function of the wealthof his parents and neighbors."

DECISION A CHALLENGE TO Am

How educational resources should be allocated is a matter for leg-
islatures to determine, and the range of alternatives and their differing
effects on. equality of opportunity is very broad. Serrano versus Priest,
therefore, is a challenge; a challenge to State legislatures, to this com-
mittee, and to the Conoress of the United States to develop techniques
and systems of iiniblice.finance that help rather than hinder the quest
for equal educational opportunity. We are taking as our challenge to-
day and in the future to help this committee and other policymakers
to understand the seriousness of financial problems of inequity and
some of the alternatives that may resolve it.

Senator MONDALE. By that do you mean that the Serrano case, if it
were the national rule of law, simply says that no State may permit,
in effect, unequal financial inputs into school systems but it does not
answer the question of how best to apply financial resources or the
question of how best to assure that the money is wisely spent for the
best effort ? Is that what you're saying here?

Mr. BERKE. I would agree, but I would phrase it just a little differ-
ently. 8errano versus Priest, as I understand it, says only that the re-
sources available to the schools may not be determined by the wealth
of a particular community within the State.

Senator MONDALE. Yes.
Mr. BERKE. Now, this punks a variet
Semttor MONDALE. Within the district?
Mr. KELLY. District, right.
Mr. BERKE. Variations in wealth among districts may not, accord-

ing to Serrano, determine the quality of the schooling; only the wealth
of the State as a whole.

I think the point is that one permissible alternative as a result of
Serrano versus Priest is equal resources per child in the most obvious
sense of equal dollar expenditures. But other alternatives are also
permissible. A State may focus, as your own statement yesterday
opening these hearings, I believe, indicates, may focus resources much
more heavily in areas of educational disadvantage, to take one example.

The point is that Serrano versus Priest says the only thing that's
ruled out is that local district, by its wealth, may not determine the
level of schooling.

Senator MONDALE. And of course, the Serrano ease leaves, as you
mentioned, interstate differences.

Mr. BERKE. Intrastate, interdistrict.
Senator MONDALE. NO, I mean the difference between, say. the ability

of the State of Mississippi to deliver decent resources within any dis-
trict as compared to. say, New York State or one of the other wealthier
industrial States, at least at this point, is not accepted as a Federal rule.
It could be. It could evolve into that, but that, I think, is a very
important element.

I think some of these poor rural States are unable, despite efforts,
tO Uhl' decent minimum education. Do we have any figures on that?
Are you going to be dealing with interstate differences?
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Mr. BERKE. We'll not be emphasizing interstate differences in our
testimony today. We have some data, however, that does note those
and we'll be happy to supply them.

Senator MoNDALE. All right. Then, I would ask the staff to make
certain the record shows some of the crucial data about interstate dif-
ferences, including effort per capita.* For example, Mississippi has a
per pupil expenditure of $495 ; New York, $1,245. Of course, there
are differences in the cost of education.

In Mississippi, there are school districts that only pay $283, but
I think I should also say that Mississippi is probably making a higher
effort for the small tax base that they have, so I'd like to have some data
that shows this difference. Very wen.

Mr. BERKE. Mr. Chairmanj would just call .your attention to the
fact that our testimony today is a summary of a larger report we'll be
submitting to your committee, and we'll deal with differences of that
kind in that report.

Senator MONDALE. Oh, good. That will take care of the report.
Mr. BERKE. Now, Mr. Chairman, I think it would be useful to be-

gin the substantive part of our discussion by discussing the notion of
equal educational opportunity and trying to provide some clarity in
an area where there's often vagueness. Our intent is to help this
committee to sort out these various suggestions and to see their
implications.

Two MAJOR DISTINCTIONS

As a start, we would sungest that there are two major distinctions.
In the first category are tase conceptions of equal educational oppor-
tunity which emphasize equity in the distribution of educational
services and their outcomes. The second major perspective sees equality
in education primarily in terms of how the cost3 of education are dis-
tributed. Most conceptions of equality of educational opportunity
suffer, we would suggest, because they fail to concern themselves with
both sides of the problemequity in the distribution of education as
well as equity in bearing their costs.

We turn now to the first category of concepts of equal educational
opportunity, and we begin with what is probably the most widely pre-
vailing concept, namely, absolute equality or identity in the level of
educational services accorded to all children. Such a view freQuently
measures the level of services in terms of equal per pupil expenditures
or equal expenditures adjusted for cost differentials or else by some
crude index of the quality of education, such as equal pupil/teacher
ratios or the like.

This view of the requirements of equal opportunity in education is
frequently voiced by those who have been so impressed and distressed
by the marked disparities in school services that they turn to its con-
verseabsolute equalityas a ready remedy. Besides stressing its sim-
plicity, those who favor this test also suggest it as a useful minimum
step in moving toward full educational equality because it would
se- vs as an immense advance over the current system which regu-
larly works to the disadvantage of the poor and the minorities.

It is our view
'

however, that this is a case where the better is the
enemy of the best, and thnt acceptance of a definition of equal oppor.

See Pnrt 1t1I). Appendix 2
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tunity in terms of equal expenditures or services for all children flies
in the face of what we know about the differential learning aptitudes
of children or what we take to be a dominant goal of American educa-
tion ; that is, to further social mobility. To be meaningful, we would
suggest a theory of equal educational opportunity must take into ac-
count both the purposes of education and what we know about how
children from different backgrounds and with differing abilities learn.

And so, I'd like to turn to a conception of equal educational oppor-
tunity which is services related to educational need. A primary func-
tion of public education in America has been its role as a vehicle for
social mobility. The goal has been to equip children of moderate means
and meager status with the skills needed to compete on equal terms
in the search for a good life with children of higher station and greater
wealth. While as a personal matter education may well be seen as an
end in itself, as a 'public service education is a means to a number of
civic and economic ends, chief among them being equal opportunity
in the competition of life.

G OALS OF EQUAL EDUCATIONAL Orroirruxrr

Equal educational opportunity, therefore, should be intended to
serve that larger goal, and as our society has come to place increasing
eniphasis on credentials, degrees, and technical training, the role of
education has become even more important in determining life chances.
Meaningful equal educational opportunity, therefore, must equip
children from uny background to compete on equal terms with chil-
dren from any other level of society.

The implications for public policy that spring from this understand-
ing of the goal of equal educational opportunity are clear: More serv-
ices must be focused on those with disadvantages in their ability to
succeed in school SO that when their basic education is completed, chil-
dren from differing racial and economic (Troops, as nearly as possible,
stand on an equal footing in terms of '1'educational attainment with
children who began school with greater advantages.

Individual differences in achievement there must always be, but
equal educational opportunity requires that educational resources
should be distributed to offset societal and inherited impediments to
success in life. In short, equal educational opportunity means that
services and thus expenditures should be related to educational need
as defined above.

Now, neither Mr. Kelly nor myself would minhnize the practical
difficulties in implementing this kind of an approach to equal educa-
tional opportunity. We both know about the questionable results of
large-scale efforts at compensatory education. We know that educating
the chldren of the poor 9nd of racial minorities is one of the things
American schools do worst. We ore not unaware either of the evidence
of the relative impotence of schooling in comparison with out-of-school
in fl uences on chil dren.

In our previous research, we have both struggled with teclmignes for
identifying educational need, both on the basis of admittedly imper-
fect achievement tests and on the basis of social and economic indexes
of need. And yet. with all the problems associated with it. allocating
resources in proportion to educational need seems an indispensable
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part of a 'ineaningful pUblic policy designed to foster equality of ;
edUcaiional opportunity. We shall use this view as one of the tests by'
which we shall subsequently measure the degree of inequity in the
Snancing ofeducation in the TJnited States.

Senator MONDALE. Is it your position that even though the data on
the question of the achievement of equal educationi is vague and often
contradictory, that come down solidly that among the things that
must be done to achieve that effect must be adequate financial resources
for'the schools?

Mr. BERKE. Yes, sir.
Senator MONDALE. You don't see restructuring as an alternative that

can be substituted for the inadequacy of funds? Such things as com-
munity control, integration, or some of the other techniques that
presumably don't have as great a financial,implication.

Mr. BERKE. I'd like Mr. ICelly to addiess this question as well, but
I think neither of us would indicate that it's only dollars that are
going to make a difference. There are a variety of things that must
be done along with increasing resources to make our schools more ef-
fective at teaching children or helping children to learn.

Senator MONDALE. Didn't Coleman indicate that .that's what he
thought he was going to find, but the more he looked at it, the relation-
ship of equality and achievement was far more attuned to social
economics than it was to financial input and, therefore, changed the
nature of his recommendations?

Mr. KELLY. Senator Mondale, I am aware of the length of time you
have been studying the implications of the Coleman report and tac-
tical arrangements to its validity.

Senator MONDALE. I haven't read it. I always talk to people who
have read itI hope they have read it, but I haven't.

Mr. KELLY. I think the position Mr. Berke and I would take, and
I would suggest is the only responsible position on that kind of re-
search, is that it's not conclusive. There are giant technical flaws in
that piece of work as other people who have testified before your
committee in the icest have indicated.

I'm sure Mr. Coleman himself, if he did that study today, wouldn't
do it the same way that he did then. The innerguts of the techniques
that he used were highly influential in determining the substance of
the conclusions that lie reached. I have followed the research on edu-
cational achiavement and its correlations with social-economic condi-
tions, and there is no conclusive way at this point in time to establish
that school money is infinitesimally, or somewhat, or highly sig-
nificantly associated with educational achievement.

No CONCLUSIVE DATA

We just do not now have conclusive data on that. We have data
which do suffgest that schooling in its present delivery patterns, does
not break mit of the old social-economic background difficulties that
children have in school or advantages that children bring to school.
We are not taking an antireform position here at all, but if I could
go on for a second, there are three kinds of positions people can take
about educational finance in the public policy arca. They can say, as
suggested yesterday, perhaps, the major problem is more buckswe
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must have more dollars, we must have them fast, and they must come
by the trainload full or we're going to die. We don't take that position.

There's another extreme position which says that sending any
dollars into this presently corrupt system is not only not going to
be efficient, but it's immoral, and what we need .are shift in powers
and we need significant reforms in the techniques of education itself.

The problem is so complex, and our absolute knowledge about what
will work and how it will work is so meager that I don't think it's
responsible to take either of those extreme positions. To say that
what we need to do is reform schools through integration or other
techniquu, and yet, not try to attack a State and local fiscal system
that deliberately provides more money for anything that you want
to do in school to the children in rich districts rather than poor dis-
tricts does not strike me as consistent with equal educational oppor-
tunity. So we're in the middle.

Senator MONDALE. I think you quite rightly say that the data and
research in these speculative areas do not provide definitive answers,
but do you know of any studies that show that more money for poor
schools has made a difference ?

Mr. KELLY. Well, I think that there are studies which show that
things which are purchasable through money have some relation-
ship, some association with educational achievement. I think that the
study* that was done by Mr. Guthrie, Mr. Levinz and others in the
State of Michigan 3 years ago using Mr. Colemairs own data for the
State of Midngan, found that if you take the poorest on a social-
economic index, the poorest children in Mr. Coleman's sample in
Michigan had significantly higher mathematical and achievement
tests if their teacher had higher verbal scores, and their school had
better library resources and so forth.

In other words, children of the poor did better in school where
those factors were higher.

Senator MONDALE. It wasn't a very big difference, though, was it ?
It was a modest one?

Mr. KELLY. It was modest in absolute size, and again, we have to
debate the meaning of the technical argument.

Senator MONDALE. Would you, both of you, like to respond by
lettert to this whole matter and put it in the record, if you would?

Mr. BERKE. We'll be delighted to.
Senator MONDALE, I think that's pretty much what you are elying

here. but that's one of the central questions in America and one of the
central questions we have to grapple with, and of course, we probably
won't have an answer. We'll just have to make some discussion based
on the most likely possibility.

I Awl it bard to believe that money doesn't make a difference. Chil-
dren come to school hungry, and get something to eatthat's bound
to help: they have better textbooks rather than poorer : they have
better teachers rather than poorer; better facilities hi4oad of ones
that are ugly and depressing, and I really can't believe it, wen't make
a difference. Yet, we have quite a few responsible edirnt,n..= and edu-
cational researchers who say it doesn't make much difference, if any.

*Sm. Part 16C.
Ser committee Print : Financial Aspects of Equality of Educational OpPorfuniiy.
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Mr. KELLY. Well, within the money ball park itself, we are pri-
marily addressing ourselves today to the equity with which differing
populations have access to the dollars for whatever they wish to struc-
ture in the way of education.

Senator MONDALE. SO, in essence, the question I am asking you is
a little off the point of your report, so we probably ought to get back
to that.

SCHOOLS LESS MAN EFFEcrivE

Mr. BERKE. If I may make just one last comment on this topic,
because it's one of such central importance. It seems to me that if the
schools are not as effective as we would like them to beand I think
they are not, as are few of our institutions, I admitone of the
applications of money that's not the subject matter of our comments
todayl but that I would think deserves mention at this point, is to the
ways in which we can make them more effective ; the kinds of applied
research that's needed, particularly in the area of teaching poor chil-
dren; some of the techniques that are being suggested for helpMg
teachers to teach better ; not just basic research. That's important. but
applied and developmental research and some fairly2 oh, what shall
I saysome fairly down-to-earth and ordinary notions about how
you u teachers and students' time more effectively are needed. I be-
lieve Mr. Baileyt in his testimony or in his comments on Mr. Kirst's
paper later in this set of hearings, will have some comments precisely
on how money can make a difference both in the research area and in;
the actual work of the teachers.

I have just been discussing the view of equality of educational op-
portunity that relates to the services side of the question. Let me turn
now to equal opportunity as equality, in bearing the costs, because I
think how the costs of education are distributed is another important
theme in all these discussions, and in the discussions of this committee.
I'm sure.

Indeed, much of the court's concern in Serrano versus Priest was di-
rected to that question. Their finding that poor communities which
taxed themselves at higher rates were frequently unable to support
educational services at as high a level as richer communities taxing
themselves at lower rates had very heavy weight in determining the
court's decision.

PowEn EQUALIZING PMNCIPLE

Now, one possible interpretation or one pogsible outcome of the
Serrano decision would be a system arranged so that communities
making equal tax effort receive equal educational services, and you will
be hearing from the persuasive spokesman for that view, who are also
Prof. John Coons and Mr. Stephen Sugarman. They argue that the
right of local school districts to select different levels of educational
offerings should be maintained, but that each community should have
equal opportunity to select any given level of educational expenditures.

State aid would make up the siifference between the yield of millege
levels in districts with differing tax bases. Thus, the Stato, in this view,
would guarantee that equal tax effort would produce, equal education,
so far as dollars can buy it. The principle of power equalizing, as they
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call it, could theoretically be extended to the family level as well as
to the school district, but the principle remains the same. In either
case, the test of equity is the power of equal tax effort to purchase
equal services. It is consistent, it would seem, with one of the fainiliar
principles for judging the fairness of a revemie system : Payments in
proportion to benefits received.

Now, while this notion of benefits in accordance with payments is
one possible definition of equity, a criterion that seems far more in
keeping with modern democratic ethics and more in keeping with the
preferences of the two witnesses today, is taxation proportional to
one's, or to a school district's ability to pay. This criterion of equity
underlies the graduated income tax, for example, and would be ap-
proximated by systems of State or Federal aid for education which
used a sophisticated measure of community wealth as the criterion for
school aid allocations, or indeed, the income levels of the people of the
district.

Patently, for many school systems the amount of taxable property
per pupil is an inadequate measure of their ability to pay, and income
is more realistic. In addition, a measure that takes account of the
greater demands of a wider variety of public services in urban areas
should also be used.

In short, in establishing a definition for equality of educational op-
portunity, the way in which costs of education aro distributed is an
important component. Our preference in developing such a definition
is for a system which distributes the costs of education in proportion
to a realistic measure of a community's or the individual's ability to
pay. For educational finance, the adoption of this goal would call for
new approaches to equalization in most States of the Nation.

And I would depart briefly in the text at this point to indicate that
it's most important to realize that the simple statement that a State
has an equalizing system of State aid must always be examined for
its real effects and its real impact.

CURRENT SYSTEM OF FINANCING PAILS

In both the distribution of services and in the methods for sup-
porting these services a number of definitions of equality of educa-
tional opportunity are available. While we have expressed our prefer-
ences among these competing criteria, what is probably most important
for this committee to note is that regardless of which of these tests
of equity one wishes to apply, the current system of financing public
education in the United States fails to qualify.

In short., there is no recognized test of equal educational opportunity
which our current system of education finance is able to meet. In the
next section of our testimony, we'll turn to some examples of the evi-
dence from whkh we drew that conclusion.

So, we turn now to the problem of inequities in school finance,
and we present some brief data here of what the situation is. I think

- it's useful to put the magnitude of American public education on the
table at this point. It's a breathtaking enterprise. It's one which is
designed to educate all children through age 16 and at the present
time we have public schools enrolling nearly 50 million students and
spending over $40 billion. Indeed. almost 50 million Americans were

6S-412-71-pt. I6A-4
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thus involved on a full-time basis in public education; more persons
than are found in any other segment of American life.

Senator MONDALE. Do we have figures on the number in private
schools and the amount being spent on their education ? I saw a figure
that about 12 percent of the children in this age group are in private
schools. I wondered what that number was and how much was being
spent ill private education. Can we get that information? I think that
it should lue included in the record.-

Mr. KELLY. Senator, I believe you can get accurate figures on enroll-
ment, but there are no adequate data on expenditures in private
education.

Senator MONDALE. Is there a good guess?
Mr. KELLY. We'll do our best to provide it for you.

INCREASE IN SCHOOL EXPENDITURES

Mr. BERKE. Total expenditures for public education have risen
dramatically in the last decade. Theyhave increased by 153 percent
from $15.6 billion to $39.5 billion. During the same periOd enrollment
increased from 36.1 million to 47.2 million, and that's 36.1 enrollment
rise when expenditures rose 153 percent.

renditures for public education have risen more rapidly than
,f(fr.neral indexes of the Nation's wealth. Public school spending
absorbed 2.3 percent of the gross national product in 1949. By 1967,
we were spending 4 percent of the gross national product for s .hools.
During those years, the GNP increased at an average annual rate of 6.4
percent while school expenditures rose at an annual rate of 9 percent.

And as you have already indicated, Senator. these are only the
direct costs of the public educational system. We don't include the
private school funding and we don't include some of the other more
wide notions of education. We have educational acivities in industry,
in Government, and in the Army educating millions of people. We
have the imbrect costs which exist in the size of the earnings that are
foregone by students who attend school rather than obtain employ-
ment. and indeed, the estimates of that figure are in the range of $zu
to $30 billion in 1967, assuming that approximately three-quarters of
the children in the age group would have been employed if they so
desire.

Senator MONDALE. And you could also add to that, I suppose, the
value of educational services provided at home.

Mr. BERKE. Yes, sir.
Senator MONDALE. What's the value of a middle-class eollege-edu-

cated mother in dealing with her children? There have been :_udieson it
Mr. KELLY. Particularly, t.he earlieryears.
Senator MONDALE. In the State of Michigan it showed that's worth

several thousand dollars if you try to buy it.
Mr. BERRE. The notion that early education is something new is an

anomalous one when you take these factors into consideration and
the proposals that we have all heard for large public expenditures on
early education of the disadvantaged, which shocks some people,
simply ignore the large expenditures which are currently being made
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on the earlier education of those who are more favored. In short, I agree
with you.

Despite the massive expenditures America is devoting to education,
we still face a fiscal crisis in education, and that's another anomaly.
This committee heard just yesterday the words of school superintend-
ents describing the cutbacks in educational quality they are being
forced to make because revenues do not keep upwith costscosts are
outrunning revenuesand yet, despite the serious plight of many
school systems, the greatest financial crisis is not the overall inadequacy
of public spending far education, although this is serious. Tlm real
crisis is a crisis in equity, not adequacy, for if substantially more funds
were miraculously forthcoming tomorrow, under present patterns of
allocation inequality of educational opportunity would be as great then
RS it is today.

VARIATIONS IN EXPENDITURES

Variations in expenditures across the Nation are spectacular. A care-
ful study some years ago found variations of classroom expenditures
across the Nation of nearly 4 to 1, and this was after the obviously
freak or unrepresentativo districts had been eliminated, and these are
figures, Senator, which appear on page 9 of our testimony.

Senator MONDALE. That will be mcluded in the record.*
Now, let's take the 98 percentile that's $13,177 per classroom. Is that

the capital cost as well as the teaching costs ?
Mr. BERRE. I believe these are operating expenditures.
Mr. KELLY. They exclude capital.
Senator MONDALE. The teacher and teaching materials and

equipment
Mr. KEILY. The operating costs that are associated with that spam
Senator MONDALE. So that some schools are spending $13,177 for

classrooms while
Mr. KELLY. The second 'percentile figure.
Senator MONDALE. While the second percentile, which is equivalent

at the other end $3,410.
Mr. KELLY. Those are national figures.
Senator MONDALE. All right,.
Mr. BERKE. The point of the classroom unit, incidentally, Senator,

is to get RS nearly as possible to the direct cost a education and exclude
the kind of things you were mentioning.

Within individual States high-spending districts outspent their
low-spending neighbors by better than 2 to 1, and a quick check of
current data which has been recently pulled together for 1969 and
1970, showed even higher ratios.

Now, the two studies are noncomparable. That table appears right
after page 10 and for each State it shows in the first column the high
expenditures. in the second cohimn the low expenditures, and in the
third cohimn, an index of the first to the second, so that we find that
in Alabamaor let's look at Alaska, as an example. The high, low,
index is nearly 4 to 1$1,800 in high expenditures, $480 in low
expenditures.

Senator MONDALE. What's the third column-3,771?

See prepared Pth t ement of Mr. Berke and Mr. Kelly. p. G652.
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Mr. I3ERKE. That's 3.771, and it means that if you divide the low
expenditures into the high expenditures, you find that the latter are
out spending the former by nearly 4 to 1.

Senator AfoNDALE. Three point, not 3.000 ?
Mr. BERKE. That's right.
Senator MONDALE. 3.771 ?
Mr. BERKE. That was a typographical error that they appeared as

commas rather than periods.
Senator MONDALE- OK.

EXTREMES IN PER PrPIL EXPENDITURE

Mr. BERKE. And you can see as y'ou scan some of those figures that
there are, excluding even some of the obvious freak districts such as the
one in Texas which spends 20 times or $5,000 a pupil as compared with
the low expenditure districts like $264. that as you look up and down
these columns you find divergencies of 2. 3, 4. 5 to 1 not uncommon,
which is a shocking figure. It suggests that our society is spending five
times more resources on some children than on others, and as we shall
show subsequently, those higher expenditures are regularly devoted
to children who are more fortunate, with higher status family back-
ground and more advantages.

One of the major inequities in educational finance is that variations
in expenditures tend to be inversely related to educational need, and
the following teacher and expenditure data, I think, show that pretty
clearly Senator. if you want. to look at the table which follows, what
we have done is to take some of the largest cities in the Nation and
unashamedly put right next to them their best suburban school sys-
tem. We show both expenditures per pupil and pupil teacher ratios.
We are not saying that we are comparing averages. We are comparing
contrasts.

Senator MONDALE. So that Los Angeles is spending $601 per pupil ;
Beverly Hills almost. double $1,192; pupil/teacher ratio is 27 to 1.
as Compared to 17 to 1 in Beverly Hills; Chicago is $571 and $757 in
Evanston ; Detroit is $530, Grosse Pointe $713; New York is $854.
Grea t Neck, $1,391, and so on ?

Mr. BERKE. That's right. In every MC, city students have less
money spent on their education and Miller pupil/teacher ratios.

SUBURBAN OUTSPENDINO URBAN Disriucrs

In a recent study of five large industrialized States, where we did
not take just the contrast as we are in this table, but we took a fairly
random sample of school districts, 573 school districts, we found that
in four out of our five States, the suburban districts were outspending
the city districts by $100 per pupil. This is a regular pattern, and we
would suggest an inverted pattern, when we take into account the
different types of pupils in those two scLool districts.

Senator MONDALE. Has anybody attempted to set up a model per pu-
pil expenditure level based on differences in background and costs in
the community, and contributions of parents and that sort of thing to
see if von could make any adjustments?

Mr.. ICELLY. Are you asldng if there are figures available that suggest
what is the proper level of educational expenditures ?
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Senator MONDALE. Take a ghetto school in a high-cost central city,
and an all-white upper-middle-class school in the richest suburb. Has
anybody made some value judgments ns to what a fair contribution
based on the need would be in one district as against the other, and
then compared the spread in the differences

Mr. BERKE. One attempt at that was something you alluded to ear-
lier; Dennis Dugan, a statistician and economist, put an economic value
on the additional advantages which the middle-class youngster.got
from the value of home teaching, for instance, and parental upbring-
ing, and then calculated, by highly sophisticated economic techniques
what the costs would be to equalize the advantages of the more advan-
taged pupils. His figures suggested that, at the ninth grade level, an-
nual expenditures of approximately $2.000 per year would have been
necessary to compen.sate low SES pupils for the higher value of par-
ental influences which higher social status children received.

Senator MONDALE. You said you would reed about a $6,000 a year
difference ?

Mr. BERKE. I could supply the figures to the committee, but it was
essentially this kind of a figure : $2.000 per year. It was a very large re-
course investment that was needed to equrlize and calculations of that
kind have been made.

Let me show some direct correlations between community wealth
and school spending. Here we turn away from the city-suburban dis-
parity and we have ranked Fuburban sc.hool districts to show a clear
pattern of higher-quality education in districts with higher economic
status. For example. correlations between the rank in property value
and the rank in per pupil revenues is virtually perfect in the table
which follows, despite State aid systems which are presumably equal-
izing. and Senator, I hope I'm not taxing you by calling your attention
to this. but this table looks at five major metropolitan areas: Boston,
Los Angeles, New York, Houston. and Detroit. It's from that five-
State qudy of which your committee has republished one of the
reports. It's called. "Federal Aid to Public Education : Who Benefits?"
and it's a committee print.*

This table: however, does not appear in that report. We hare ranked
the school districts outside the central city in four categories: High
valuation per pupil, moderately high, mocierately low, and low. Next
to that we have, besides showing the number of school districts in
each case, we have shown the revenues per pupil available and to take
the example of Boston, the high property valuation districts were
spending an average of $824 per pupil: moderately high $780; mod-
erately low $760 per pupil, and the low income suburban area or
areas in the outer ring outside the city were spending less than $600.

Senator MONDALE. Does that per pupil revenue include all sources,
Federal, State, and local?

Mr. BERKE. Ye..81811'.
Senator MONDALE. So that any claim refutesfor example, Massa-

chusettsthat the State aid equalization program is worldng; it
shows that the lowest property valuation districts are over $200 below
the mr capita expenditures of high valuation districts; is that correct?

*Print 41 April 1971. reprint October 1(171. T3.S. Gorernment Printing Office, for the
use of the Select Committee on Equal Educational Opportunity.
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Mr. BERKE. That's correct.
Senator MONDALE. And this is Federal and.State and everything

thrown in
Mr. BERKE. That is right. And I think as you go down the other

four columns the patterns are regular. In each of these States, each
of which woidd claim to have an equalizing State aid system, the
high valuation districts end up with higher expenditures than the
low valuation districts. The regularity of these figures would make
them almost suspect and if I hadn't had a hand in the research and
the preparation of these tables, I would ask to see the data behind them.

Senator MONDALE. Yes.
Mr. BERKE. Now, in table 5, which follows, we do the same kind

of thing for median family income. And, again, we find a pattern
of higher school revenues the further up in the income scale one goes
with only two small exceptions in the entire table.

Men GET Inciir.n

In short, "them that has gets," when it comes to distribution of
school resources in these five major metropolitan areas. Again, we
need not labor on this table, but for those who feel that income is a
better measure than property valuation of a community's wealth. we
have put this table together, and. again, the same kind of fourfold
ranging from high to low in income categories shows essentially the
same pattern in school expenditures.

Now, these examples are not isolated instances. They are duplicated
in countless studies and can be found in the official reports for vir-
tually every State in the Nation. They are typical examples of the
fiscal roots of inefficiency and inequality of education that characterize
the financing of American public education. The immediate impact of
educational finance occurs, however, in schools.

Senator 3 foxil. ix.. On page 12. von SI V. since the ipid-19rol, there
has been evidence suggesting intradistrkt discriminatory pat-
terns are weakening or yielding to very mildly compensatory ones.
In other words, intradistrict expenditures. in your opinion, are be-
coming more equitable.

Mr. BERKE. Mr. Chairman, again the data is elusive. There are
now only a few places where there is good data within distri.-ts on
sehool-by-school variations in snending. I-Inv-ever, from the ,fildies
T hare looked at and from studies we hare completed ourselves for
New York State's Commission on Cost Equality of Edncation. it
would seem that there may well be a diminution of the ditTnrences
between schools within a district. and largely the reason ic Title I of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

Senator MONDALE. That may have had mol e value to schoolchiMren
than the money it actually delivered, right, because at one time there
were rather dramatic intraschool differences within the same district,
were there not ?

Mr. KELLY. Of course, many of the same nolitical forces that led
to the passage and continuation and gradual increase of Title I were
active at the local level. We are trying to smooth out the relative
resources. But there was an interaction there.
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PATrEnss OF Durraintmo.);

Senator MONDALE. Would you care to say that phenomenon you
found in New York is now a national pattern

Mr. BERKE. I would not want to make any kind of definitive claim
as that on the basis of such flimsy evidence. I am talking of a study
of Chi , and three districts in New York, and I believe there is
some mettrIce in Detroit that suggests that as well. Fortunately, you
will have Mr. Hobson to talk about the situation in Washington. of
which I would not speak. I would not want to make any strong
statement of what the situation is nationwide. However. I think one
thing that we do see is that it is mandated programs like Title I. on
which there are strong requirements as to where those moneys should
be spent, that are causing this change where it is occurring.

In New York State we are able to separate outand it is not easy
the use of funds from mire. tricted State sources and from local rev-
enues as opposed to the Federal aid moneys and mandated State
sources. We found that the equalization that is occurring in the dis-
tricts, the mild compensatory pattern that is occurring is coming en-
tirely from the Federal funds and the State fmuls.

When you look at what local districts are doing with locally raised
revenues and the State aid that comes to them, you still see patterns
which are somewhat inverse to need.

Senator MONDALE. What is the best source of data on that, or is there
one?

Mr. KELM-. The only people in the United State:, right now who
are studying this as a matter of research, is the Syracuse University
study directed by Mr. Berke. The Office of Education is trying to drag
some information out of local districts, but the data are not now
available.

Senator Moximix. In other words, we are able to get precise data
on inters:ate---

Mr. Kr.u.v. Interdistrict but not intradistrict. The reason for that
is that school accounting practices over the past many., many years
have not kept intraiistrict data. The data do not exist in local school
districts. Local districts are beginthng to revise their accounting sys-
tems to allocate funds by school. Those processes of revision hlve
gun, particularly in large systems which are experiencing a com-
plicated political battle as to who is getting the money in the city,
places like Detroit, for example, and Philadelphia.

Mr. BERKE. Senator, I Mil make one more comment on the intra-
district msource allocations and then close my part of the ttimony.
And that is that while we can see the somewhat heartening fiscal pat-
ternsheartening in our view in comparison with the pastthat about
the same or even somewhat more funds go to the schools with the
higher proportions of educationally disaclvantaged, still, there are
activities in those schools and staffing patterns and teAcher assign-
ment patterns which cut in the opposite direction. Our studies showed.
and we am present some evidence to the committee on it, that in terms
of inexperienced teachers, new teachers. and in terms of some other
services, that schools with the most disadvantaged were still treated
the most shabbily.
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Senator, I think that, at least as far as direct testimony goes, I will
close my section. I have dealt with the definition of equal educational
opportunity, and the way the system of educational finance Mates
to that important goal. !dr. Kelly will turn to the causes of these
inequities.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MIL BEItKE AND MR. KELLY

THE FINANCIAL ASPECTS OF EQUAUTY OF EDI.TATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

THE CALIFORNIA DECISION

The timing of these hearings could not be more opportune. The recent decision
of the Supreme Court of California invalidating that state's system of educa-
tional finance has brought an unprecedented degree of attention to the ways by
which we finance the pnblic schools of this nation. What is most valuable abont
this new public concern Is that It is focused not simply on the question of ade-
quacy of financing, (i.e. Is the total amount of school support large enough?) bnt
rather it is addressed primarily te the equity of educational finance. (i.e. are
the burdens and benefits of school support fairly distributed?). In short, by de-
claring that California's system of school supportn system that is fairly typical
of school finance plans in other statesnnconstitntionally discriminates against
children who live in poor communities. Serrano v. Priest pointed a spotlight at
a neglected national disgrace: the persistent patterns of inequity in school
finance.

These financial inequities lie at the very heart of the problem which this com-
mittee is examining, for they guarantee that children who come from the most
wealthy and prestigious communities will ordinarily be provided with the best
education the public schools can give, while those who begin life with the dis-
advantages of impoverished family and neighborhood backgrounds will be rele-
gated to second class schools. A better definition of inequality of educational op-
portunity would bp hard to devise.

We are aware that this committee has scheduled a hearing devoted entirely to
the legal implications of the California case for next week, and we will, there-
fore, not remain on that topic for long. But there is one point that must he em-
phasized above all others. Even if the California decision comes to be the prevail-
ing law of the land, it will provide only an opportunity, not an answer, only a
starting point for reform. not a solution to the unfairness and irrationality of
the pattern of education in America. Justice Sn Divan's opinion for the 6-1
majority says only that school finance systems [should not] "invidiously dis-
criminate against the poor [by making] the quality of a child's education a func-
tion of the wealth of his parents and neighbors." How educational resources
should be allocated is a matter for legislathres to determine, and the range of
alternatives and their differing effects on equality of opportunity is broad indeed!
Serrano v. Priest is a challengea challenge to state legislatures, to this com-
mittee, and to the Congress of the United States. to develop techniques and sys-
tems of public finance that help rather than hinder the quest for educational
opportunity for children in all the states of this nation. And we take as onr chal-
lenge the task of assisting this committee and other policymakers to understand
the seriousness of the problem and some of the alternatives that may help to
resolve it.

To that end onr testimony today and the larger report we shall shortly be sub-
mitting to this committee wilt consist of fonr parts. First, as a means of pro-
viding clarity in an area often characterized by vagueness, we will begin by de-
fining our understanding of the concept of equality of educational opportunity.
Next we will describe the patterns of fiseal inequity that exist among and within
school die-rids. Third. we will explain the reasons for these disparities, exam-
ining the ro 0 of local, state, and federal programs. And last, we will advance sev-
eral suggestions for moving toward more equitable patterns of school finance.

'UNDERSTANDING EQUAL= OF EDUCATIONAL G2PORTUNITT

Like democracy and justice, equality of educational opportunity has almost as
many definitions as it does definers. Rather than simply adding onr own pref-
erences to those of our many predecessors, we would like to assist the committee
to sort out the central themes in the differing approaches.

, 55i . .
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As a start, we would suggest two major distinctions, la the first category
are those conceptions which emphasize equity in the distribution of educational
scrriecs and their outcontrs. educational achievement. The .- ..-ond major perspec-
tive sees equality in eduattion primarily in terms of how lie romts of education
are distributed. Most conceptions of equality of education ii opportunity suffer
beranse they fail to concern themselves with both sides ot the problem, equity
in the distribution of education as well as equity in bearim: their costs.

EQUAL EDUCATIaNAL OPPORTUNITY AS Equerv tx MUTATIONAL SERVICES AND
Acute-vests-NT

ABSOLUTE EQUALVTT IN SERVICES

We begin with what is probablyin our eyes unfortunately sothe most widely
prevailing concept of equality of educational orportunity. absolute equality or
identity in the level of educational services accorded all children. Such a view
frequently measures the level of services in terms of equal per pupil espenditures
or equal expenditures adjuisted for rost differentials, or else by some crude index
of the quality of eduration such as (spat pupil-teacher ratios or the like. This
view of the requirementa of equal ,)pportunity in education is frequently voiced by

those who hare been so impressed and distressed by the marked diaparities in
school services that they turn to its converse. absolute equality. as a ready
remedy. Besides stressing its simplieity. those who favor this test also sucrest
it as a useful minimum step in moving toward full educational equality because
it would serve as an immenae advance over the current system which regularly
works to the disadvantage of the poor and theminorities.

It is our view, however, that this is a case where "the better" is the enemy
of "the best." and that acceptance of a definition of equal opportunity in terms
of equal expenditures or services for all children files in the face of what we know
about the differential learning aptitudes of children or what we take to be a
dominant goal of American education. i.e. furthering social mobility. To be mean-
ingful. we would suggest, a theory of equal educational opportunity must take
into account both (1) the purpose of education and (2) what little we know about
how children from different backgrounds and with differing abilities learn.

SERVICES RELATED TO EDUCATIONAL NEED

A primary function of public education in America has been its role as a ye-
hie*.e for social mobility. The goal has been to equip children of moderate means
and meager status with the skills needed to compete on equal terms in the search
for a good life with ehildren of hither station and greater wealth. Wld le as a
personal matter education may Weil be seen as an end in itself, as a public Ferrier
education IF a mcatns to a number of civic and economic ends, chief among them
being equal opportunity in the competition of life. Equal educational opportunity
should be intended to serve that larger goal, and as oar society has come to place
increasing emphasis on credentials, degrees, and technical training, the role of
education has becom- even more important in determining life chances. Mean-
ingful equal educational opportunity, therefore, must equip children from any
background to compete on equal terms with children from any other level of
society.

The implications for pnblic policy that spring from this understanding of
the goal of equal educational opportunity are clear: More services must be
focnsaed on those with disadvantages in their ability to succeed in school so
that when their basic education is completed, children from differing racial and
eeonomic groups, as nearly as posible, stand on an equal footing in terms of
educational attainment with children who began school with greater advantages.
Individual differences in achievement there must always be, hut equal educa-
tional opportunity requires that educational resources should be distributed to
offset societal and inherited impediments to success in life. In short, equal edu-
cational opportunity means that services and thus expenditure should he related
to educational need as defined above.

Neither of the authors of this testimony would minimize the practical diffi-
culties in implementing this view of equal educational opportunity. We are both
aware of the questionable results of precious large wale efforts at compensa-
tory education like Title t of ESEA and some of the large local programs like
New York's More Effective Schools. We know that educating the children of
the poor and of racial minorities is one of the things American schools do
worst. We are not unaware either of the evidence of the apparent impotence
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of schooling in comparison with out of school influences on children. And we
hare both had the opportunity in previous research of developing techniques for
identifying ednartional need, both on the basis of admittedly imperfect achieve-
ment testi and on the basis of social and economic indexes of need. Yet with
all the problems associated with it, allocating resources in proportion to educa-
tional need seems an indispensable part of a meaningful public policy designed to
further equality of educational opportunity. We shall WV this view as one of the
tests by which we shall subsequently measure tbe degree of inequity In the fi-
nanchig of education in the United States.

EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY AS EQUALITY IN REARING THE COSTS

How the costs of education are distributed is another important theme In dis-
cussions of equality of educational opportunity. Indeed, much of the court's
concern In Serrano v. Priest was directed to that question. Their finding that
poor communities which taxed themselves at higher rates were frequently un-
nble to support educational services at as high a level as richer communities
taxing themselves nt lower rates weighed heavily in the court's decision to find
that syr.z tem In violation of the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth
Anwndment.

Ixesst starters FOR EQUAL TAX EFFORT

One possible outcome of the Serrano decision would be a system arranged so
that communities making equal tax effort receire equal educational services. Per-
haps the most persuasive spokesmen for this view are the two authors of the
influential amicns brief in the California Ca Se, Professor John Coons and Mr.
Stephen Sugarman. who are also the authors of an important new book on edu-
cational finan.v. They argue that the right of local school districts to opt for
different levels of educational offerings should be maintained. but that each
community should hare equal opportunity to select any given lerel of educational
expenditure. State aid would make up tbe difference between the yield of millage
levels In districts with differing tax bases. Thus the state would guarantee that
equal tax effort would produce eqnal education. The principle of power equal-
izing. as they call it, could theoretically be extended to the family level as well
as to the school district, but the principle remains the snme. In either case,
tbe test of equity Is the power of equal tax effort to purchase equal services. It
is consistent, it would seem, with one of the familiar principles for judging the
fairness of a revenue system : payments In proportion to benefits received.

TAXATION IN PROPORTION TO ARILITY TO PAY

While benefits in accordance with payments is one possible definition of equity,
a criterion that seems far more in keeping with modern democratic ethics Is
taxation proportional to one'sor a school district'sability to pay. This cri-
terion of eqnity underlies the graduated income tax, for example, and would
be approximated by systems of state or federal aid for education which used a
sophisticated measure of community wealth as the criterion for school aid al-
locations. Patently, for many school systems the amount of taxable property per
pupil is an inadequate measure of their ability to pay. Income may be more real-
istic. In addition, a measure that takes neconnt of the greater demands of a wider
variety of public services in urban areas should alto be nsed.

In short, in establishing a definition for equality of educational opportunity,
the way in which costs of education are distributed is an important component
to be considered. Our preference in dereloping such a definition is for a system
which distributes the costs of education in proportion to a realistic measure of
a community's or the individual's ability to pay. For educational finance, the
adoption of this goal would call for new approaches to equalizntion in most
states of the nation.

SUMMARY

in both the distribution of services and in the methods for supporting these
services a number of definitions of equality of educational opportunity are
rvallable. While we hare expressed our preferences among these competitg
criteria, what is probably most important for this committee to note is that
regardless of which of these tests of equity one wishes to apply, the current
system of financing public education in the United States fails to qualify. In short,
there is no recognized test of equal educational opportunity which our current
system of education finance is able to meet. In the next section of our testimony,
we present examples of the evidence from which we drew that conclusion.
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THE PROBLEM : INEQUITIES IN SCHOOL FINANCE

THE MAGNITUDE OF EDUCATIONAL REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES

The magnitude of the American public educational enterprise is breathtaking.
Designed to educate all children through age sixteen and most well beyond that
lioint, public schools enrolled 47,238,087 students in 1969-70 and spent. $39.5
billion. Almost fifty million Americans were thus involved in a full-time basis
in Public education, more persons than are found in any other segment ofAmer-
ican life.

Total expemlitures for public education in America have risen dramatically
in the past half century and particularly during the decade of the 1960's. Between
1960 and 1970 total expenditures increased by 153% from $15.6 billion to $39.5
billion. During the same period enrollment increased from 36.1 million to 47.2
million; Or just 30%

Bxponlitures for iniblic education have risen more rapidly than general indexes
of the nation's wealth. Public .school spending absorbed 2.3% of the gross national
product (G-NP) in 1919, but by 1967 schools spent 4.0% of GNP. During those
eighteen years GNI' increased at an average annual rate of 6.4% while school
expenditures rose at an annual rate of 9.8%.

These figures, of course, include only the direct costs of public elementary
and secondary education. While they will not enter our analysis, other nonpublic
and indirect costs add significantly to educational expenditures broadly under-
stood. Nonpublic schools enroll better than 10% of the nation's school children ;
on the job training programs in industry, government, and the army educate
millions more. Perhaps the largest single indirect cost of public education, a cost
frequently ignored by writers in the school finance field, is the earnings forgone
by students who attend school rather than obtain employment. Foregone earn-
ings of students, aged sixteen and above, were estimated at between $20 and $30
billion in 1967, assuming that approximately 75% of them could have . been
employed if they so desired.

Despite these massive expenditures, however, we face a fiscal crisis in educa-
tion. This committee has heard the tragic words of school simerintendents de-
scribing the cutbacks in educational quality they are being forced to make
because revenues do not keep up with costs. Yet despite the serious plight of .

many school systems, the greatest financial crisis is not the overall inadequacy
of public spending for education. The real crisis is a crisis in equity, not ade-
quacy, for if substantially more funds were miraculously forthcoming tomorrow,
under present patterns of allocation inequality of educational opportunity would.
be as great then as it is today.

VARIATIONS IN SCHOOL SPENDING

Variations in expenditures across the nation are spectacular. A careful study
sonie years ago found variations of classroom expenditures across the nation of
nearly four to one after the obviously unrepresentative dittriets had been
el imi na fed.

TABLE I.CURRENT EXPENDITURES PER CLASSROOM IN 1960SELECTED ITEMS

Classroom expenditure level:
Ifigh
At the 98th percentile .
At the 90th percentile
At the 75th percentile
Median for United States
At the 25th percentile .

, At the 10th percentile , ,

, At tne 2d percentile
Low ,

:

$25,2.17
13,177
11,063
9, 697
7,528
5,708
4,365.
3,410
1,495'

SoOrce: Profits In School Support, U.S. Government Printing Office, p. 4. POrrest W. Harrison and Eugene P. Mcloone.

Within individual states high spending districti outspent their low spending,
neighbors by better than two to one. A quick check of current data un high' and
low ekpenditure per Pupil districts collected for 1969-70, showed even higher
ratios, but the two studie are noncomparable in their techniques and do not
necessarily suggest a trend toward greater disparities. (See Table II).
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TABLE 11.-INTRASTATE DISPARITIES IN PER PUPIL EXPENDITURES, 1969-70

High Low
Index between

high/low

Alabama
Alaska (Revenue/pupils)

-- $581
1,810

$344
480

1, 689
3,771

Arizona 2, 223 436 5, 099
Arkansas 664 343 1, 936
California 2, 414 569 4, 243
Colorado 2, 801 444 6,309
Connecticut 1, 311 499 2,627
Delaware - 1, 081 633 1, 708
District of Columbia
Florida 1, 036 593 1, 747
Georgia 736 365 2,016
Hawaii
Idaho 1, 763 474 3, 719
Illinois 2,295 391 5,870
Indiana 965 447 2,159
lowa 1,167 592 1, 971
Kansat 1, 831 454 4, 033
Kentucky 885 358 2,472
Louisiana 892 499 1, 788
Maine 1, 555 229 6,790
Maryland 1, 037 635 1,633
Massachusetts 1, 281 515 2,487
Michigan 1,364 491 2,778
Minnesota 903 370 2,441
Mississippi 825 283 2, 915
Missouri 1,699 213 7, 977
Montana (Average of groups) 1,716 539 3,184
Nebraska (Average of groups) 1,175 623 1,886
Nevada 1, 679 746 2,251
New Hampshire 1,191 311 3, 830
New Jersey (1968-69) 1, 485 400 ! 3, 713
New Mexico 1, 183 477 2, 480
New York 1,889 669 2, 824
North Carolina 733 467 1,370
North Dakota (County averages) 1, 623 686 2,336
Ohio 1,685 413 4,041
Oklahoma 2, 566 342 7, 503
Oregon 1, 432 399 3, 489
Pennsylvania 1, 401 484 2, 895
Rhode Island 1,206 531 2, 271
South Carolina 610 397 1, 537
South Dakota 1, 741 350 4, 974
Tennessee 700 315 2, 432
Texas 5,334 264 20, 205
Utah 1, 515 533 2,842
Vermont 1, 517 357 4,249
Virginia 1,126 441 2, 553
Washington 3, 406 434 7,848
West Virginia_ 722 502 1, 438

Wisconsin 1, 432 344 4,160
Wyoming 14,554 618 23,553

For New Jersey data are for fiscal year 1969 since fiscal year 1970 data were not yet available.
For Alaska data represent revenue per pupil.
For Montana and Nebraska data are high and low of average for districts grouped by size.
For North Dakota data are averages of expenditures of all districts within a county.
Data are not fully comparable between States since they are based entirely on what data the individual State included in

their expenditure per pupil analysis.

Source: State reports and verbal contacts with State officials.

CENTRAL CITY-SUBURBAN DISPARITIES

One of the major inequities in educational finance is that variations in ex-
penditures tend to be inversely related to educational need. The following teacher
and expenditure data contrasts conditions in Central cities with surrounding high
prestige suburbs. (See Table III) .

Note that in every case, city students had less money spent on their education
and higher pupil/teacher ratios to contend with than did their high income
counterparts in the favored schools of suburbia. In a recent study of five large
Industrialized 'states, it was found that in Your out of five states, central cities

_ averaged $100 less per pupil in total expenditures than did the suburban districts.
The same haphazard and often inverted patterns of aid distribution may be seen
in rural jurisdictions as well.
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DIRECT CORRELATIONS BETWEEN COMMUNITY WEALTH AND SCHOOL SPENDING

Data ranking suburban school districts show a clear pattern of high quality
education in districts with high economic status. Por example, correlations be-
tween rank in property valuation and rank in per pupil revenues is virtually
perfect in Table IV despite state aid systems which are presumably equalizing.
(See Table IV.)

TABLE III.COMPARISON OF PUPIL/TEACHER RATIO IN SELECTED CENTRAL CITIES AND SUBURBS, 1967 1

City and suburb
Pupil/teacher

ratio
Per pupil

expenditures

Los Angeles 27 $601
Beverly Hills 17 1,192

San Francisco 26 693
Palo Alto 21 984

Chicago 28 571
Evanston 18 757

Detroit 31 530
Grosse Pointe 22 713

St. Louis 30 525
University City 22 747

New York City 20 854
Great Neck 16 1,391

Cleveland 28 559
Cleveland Heights 22 703

Philadelphia 27 617
Lower Marion 20 733

1 Taken from the Urban Education Task Force Report (Wilson C. Riles, chairman), New York, N.Y.: Praeger Publishers,
Inc., 1970.

Source: Gerald Kahn and Warren A. Hughes, "Statistics of Local Public School Systems, 1967," National Center for
Educational Statistics, U.S. Office of Education.

TABLE 1V.PER PUPIL SUBURBAN PROPERTY VALUE AND SCHOOL REVENUES IN METROPOLITAN AREASI961

Property valuatinn category
Valuation
per pupil

Number of school
systems

Valuation
per pupil

Boston suburbs:
High $44, 767 3 $824
Moderately high - , 2%343 II ' 780
Moderately low 2%554 . 9 760
Low 15, 481 5 595

Los Angeles suburbs:
High 57, 414 3 958
Moderately high . .11,116 16 686
Moderately low 7,195 16 630
Low % n79 3 663

New York suburbs:
High 60, 842 5 ' '1,411
Moderately high 31, 384 . .16 1,172
Moderately low 18, 413 . 17 1,043
Low 10, 997 3 1,009

Houston suburbs:
High 14% 719 1 982
Moderate high 64,356 5 571
Moderately low 27,146 4 . 466
Low IZ 494 2 482

Detroit suburbs:
High 27,138 4 899
Moderately high 14, 750 . 12 724
Moderately low 9 11 .629
Low 6,,282550 4 599

Source: The Policy Institute of the Syracuse University Research Corp.

In Table V we rank the same school districts (shown in Table IV). on the
basis of their median family income. Again, we find a pattern of higher school
revenues the further up in the income scale one goes, with only two exceptions.
In short, "them as has, gits" when it comes to the distribution of school resources
in five major metropolitan areas.
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TABLE V.-SUBURBAN INCOME ANO SCHOOL REVENUES IN 5 METROPOLITAN AREAS, 1967

Income category Number I
Income

range
Per pupil
revenue

Boston suburbs:
High 3 $9, 00049,363 5860
Moderately high 8 7, 300- 1%900 784
Moderately low 11 6, 300- i, 300 720
Low 6 5, 9C3- 6,300 683

Los Angeles suburbs:
High 2 8, 600-11, 977 1, 071
Moderately high 17 7, 400- 8, 600 682
Moderately low 19 6, 400- 7, 400 656
Low 4 6, 100- 6,400 685

New York suburbs:
Illgh 5 10, 500-14,459 1, 455
Moderately high 13 8, 000-10, 000 1, 172
Moderately low 18 6, 500- 8, 000 1, 068
Low 7 5, 500- 6, 500 1, 026

Houston suburbs:
High 1 7, 200- 8, 929 477
Moderately high 5 6, 300- 7,200 615
Moderately low 4 5, 000- 6,300 528
Low 2 3, 700- 5,000 472

Detroit suburbs:
High 3 8, 700-14,717 877
Moderately high 12 7, 400- 8,700 693
Moderately low 11 6, 600- 7,400 631
Low 5 5, 600- 6, 600 738

I Number of school systems.

Source: The Policy Institute of the Syracuse University Corp.

These patterns and examples are not isolated instances. They are duplicated
in countless studies and through the official reports of virtually every state in
the laud. Quite simply, they are typical examples of the fiscal roots of inequality
in educational opportunity that characterize the distribution of the benefits
and burdens of American public education.

The immediate impact of educational finance occurs, however, in schools. Yet
commenting upon the patterns of disparity in the allocation of resources within
school districts-to individual schools-is at present a hazardous activity in all
but a few school systems of the country. Adequate school-by-school data are
frequently unavailable and often unreliable. Julius Hobson's litigation here in
the District of Columbia has made this city one of the few where public exami-
nation of this question is possible.

However, some things can be said about expenditure patterns by schools. First,
patterns of discrimination which assigned lower resources to students who were
blacks or of lower socio-economic and minority racial status were probably
both fairly common and systematic through the 1950's and early 1960's. Studies
of Detroit, New York, and Atlanta found fairly clear discriminatory patterns.
Since the mid-sixties, however, scattered evidence suggests that at least in
expenditures, intra-district discriminatory patterns are weakening or yielding
to very mildly compensatory ones. But the source of the change appears to be
predominantly the effect of Title I of ESEA and State funds earmarked for the
disadvantaged. Studies of Chicago, and of Rochester, Syracuse, and a decen-
tralized distrIct in New York City reveal this phenomenon. In the New York
State study, schools with the highest proportions of low achieving pupils received
less funds from local and general State aid money than did the most advantaged
schools, but in those three cities, schools with low achieving pupils had 15%,
5% and 0.15% more to spend when Title I and State "urban aid" were added.

Yet even these studies showed that teachers who were less experienced and
new to the district were concentrated in the schools with the highest proportions
of educationally disadvantaged. Patterns of rigid discrimination in funding
may 11e breaking down as measured by expenditures and by some school service
measures. But ,what actual compensatory spending and staffing has occurred
appears to be of very, mild dimensions-indeed.

INEQUITIES IN EDUCATIONAL FINANCE : THE CAUSES

In the absence of explicit Constitutional assignment of educational respon-
sibilities to the Federal Government, plenary power over education rests with
state governments. In virtually every state, the legislature is required by the
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state's constitution to establish and maintain some kind of system of public
education. States have traditionally delegated much of their inherent control
over education to local school districts, 90% of which are independent of local
government but dependent upon the state legislature for their powers. Thus
has emerged the system of mixed, or shared, power that characterizes state-local
relationships in public education.

The tradition of delegating state powers to local school districts has the most
profound implications for school finance. As we have previously mentioned,
states usually allow local school districts access to certain taxable resources,
typically real property taxes, from which school districts are expected to obtain
a considerable portion of their revenues. These local revenues are supplemented
with funds derived from state taxes. In 1970-71 states provided 41% of the funds
used for public education, while local school district revenues, mainly from the
property tax, provided 51%. These proportions have remained remarkably stable
over time. Federal revenues the same year accounted for only 7% of school
revenues.

In the early 1930's there were approximately 130,000 lw2al school districts in
America, including thousands of one-room, one-teacher districts. The number
of districts steadily declined during the 1940's, 1950's, and the 1960's until in
1969-70 there were only 18,904.* The delegation of taxing powers to a vast and
changing array of local districts has resulted in two cardinal facts : local school
districts are grossly unequal in their local fiscal resources per pupil, and the
level of fiscal resources is unrelated to the types of educational programs needed
by the pupils of a district. This arbitrary grant of unequal taxing power to local
school districts not only distinguishes American schools from those in most other
nations but is the most pervasive single determinant of the quality and level of
educational services in local schools.

State governments thus have complete authority over arrangements for
financing public schools. States exercise this authority by a variety of legislative
actions specifying the conditions under which localities may levy taxes for schools,
by appropriating state funds and determining how they shall be distributed among
local districts, and by determining rules regarding school expenditures.

Since the 1920's the principle of equalization has been a central thrust of state
aid to local school districts. As we have explained, equalization usually refers to
equalization of the tax burden for education or equalization of the provision of
educational services. If the universal state practice of delegating to school dis-
tricts the power to tax implies a public policy that a better quality and quantity
of public services should be provided to the rich than to the poor, then the
presumed intent of state "equalization" programs is to nullify the fiscal and
educational impact of the delegation of the property tax to local districts.
Actually, as we have shown, states have succeeded in equalizing neither tax
burdens nor educational services, and the result is a hodge-podge of irrationalities
and inequities so confusing that it is obviously wrong to call the arrangement
a "system" for financing schools.

The effect of a state decision to use locally levied property taxes as the base
for school support was definitively explained in the landmark Serrano decision
of the California State Supreme Court on August 30, 1971. In the majority
opinion, the Court carefully explained that California's "funding scheme in-
vidiously discriminates against the poor because it makes the quality of a child's
education a function of the wealth of his parents and neighbors." The argument
is so lucid and persuasive that we quote from it at length :

"By far the major source of school revenue is the local real property tax.
Pursuant to article IX, section 6 of the California Constitution, the Legislature
has authorized the governing body of each county, and city and county, to levy
taxes on the real property within a school district at a rate necessary to meet
the districts annual education budget. The amount of revenue which a district
can raise in this manner thus depends largely on its tax basei.e., the assessed
valuation of real property within its borders. Tax bases vary widely throughout
the state ; in 1069-1970, for example, the assessed valuation per unit of average
daily attendance of elementary school children ranged from a low of $103 to a
peak of $952,156a ratio of nearly 1 to 10,000.

'In 1969 only 1,608 school districts were "dependent" on local town or county govern-
ments. Dependent districts are most frequently found in large cities and throughout New
England; and in the States of Maryland, North Carolina, and Virginia. N.EA. Reaearch
Bulletin, Vol. 48, No. 2, May 1970. National Education Association, Washington, D.C.,
p. 38.
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"The other factor determining local school revenue is the rate of taxrdion
within the district. Although the Legislature has placed ceilings on permissible
district tax rates, these statutory maxima may be surpassed in a 'tax override'
election if a majority of the district's voters approve a higher rate. Nearly all
districts have voted to override the statutory limits. Thus the locally raised funds
which constitute the largest portion of school revenue are primarily a function of
the value of the realty within a particular school district, coupled with the
willingness of the district's residents to tax themselves for education.

"Most of the remaining school revenue comes from the State School Fund
pursuant to the "foundation program," through which the state undertakes to
supplement local taxes in order to provide a "minimum amount of guaranteed
support to all districts ..." With certain minor exceptions, the foundation program
ensures that each school district will receive annually, from state or local funds,
$355 for each elementary school pupil and $488 for each high school student.

"The state contribution is supplied in two principal forms. "Basic state aid"
consists of a flat grant to each district of $125 per pupil per year, regardless of
the relative wealth of the district. "Equalization aid" is distributed in inverse
proportion to the weath of the district.

"To compute the amount of equalization aid to which a district is entitled, the
State Superintendent of Public Instruction first determines how much local
property tax revenue would be generated if the district were to levy a hypotheti-
cal tax at a rate of $1 on each $100 of assessed valuation in elementary school
districts and $.80 per $100 in high school districts. To that figure, he adds the
$125 per pupil basic aid grant. If the sum of those two amounts is less than the
foundation program minimum for that district, the state contributes the dif-
ference. Thus, equalization funds guarantee to.the poorer districts a basic mini-

,- mum revenue, while wealthier districts are ineligible for such assistance.
"An additional state program of 'supplemental aid' is available to subsidize

particularly poor school districts which are willing to make an extra local tax
effort. An elementary district with an assessed valuation of 012,500 or less per
pupil may obtain up to $125 more for each child if it sets its local tax rate above
a certain statutory level. A high school district whose assessed valuation does not
exceed $24,500 per pupil is eligible for a supplement of up to $72 per child if its
local tax is sufficiently high.

"Although equalization aid and supplemental aid temper the disparities which
result from the vast variations in real property assessed valuation, wide dif-
ferentials remain in the revenue available to individual districts and, con-
sequently, in the level of educational expenditures.* For example, in Los Angeles
County, where plaintiff children attend school, the Baldwin Park Unified School
District expended only $577.49 to educate each of its pupils in 1908-1909; dur-
ing the same year the Pasadena Unified School District spent $840.19 on every
student; and the Beverly Hills Unified School District paid out $1,231.72 per

Elementary.1 High school

Low
Median
High.

$103 $11, 959
19, 000 41, 300

952, 156 319, 003

1 Legislative Analyst, part V, .qupra, p. 7.

"Per pupil eXpenditures during that year also varied -widely :

Elementary 1 High school Unified

Low_ $407 $722 $612

Median_ 672 898 766

High. 2, 536 1, 767 2, 411

1 (I(1. at p. S)

'Statistics compiled by the legislative analyst show the following range of assessed
valuations per pupil for the 1969-70 school year :
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"Similar spending disparities have been noted throughout the country, par-
ticularly when suburban communities and urban ghettos are compared. (See,

e.g., Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders kBantam ed.

1968) pp. 434-436 ; U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Racial Isolation in the
Public Schools (1967) pp. 25-31 ; Conant, Slums and Suburbs (1961) pp. 2-3;
Levi, The University, The Professions, and the Law (MS) 56 Cal. L. Rev. 251,
258-259. )

"The source of these digparities is unmistakable: in Baldwin Park the as-
sessed valuation per child totaled only $3,706 ; in Pasadena, assessed valuation
was $13,706; while in Beverly Hills, the corresponding figure was $50,885a
ratio of 1 to 4 to 13. Thus, the state grants are inadequate to offset the inequali-
ties inherent in a financthg system based on widely varying local tax bases.

-Furthermore, basic aid, which constitutes about half of the state educational
funds actually widens the gap between rich and poor districts. Such aid is dis-
tributed On a uniform per pupil basis to all districts, irrespective of a district's
wealth. Beverly Hills, as well as Baldwin Park, receives $125 from the state

for each of its students.
"For Baldwin Park the basic grant is essentially meaningless. Under the foun-

dation program the state must make up the difference between $355 per ele-
mentary child and $47.91, the amount of revenue per child which Baldwin Park
could raise by levying a tax of $1 per 100 of assessed valuation. Although under
present law, that difference is composed partly of basic aid and partly of equali-
zation aid, if the basic aid grant did not exist, the district would still receive the
same amount of state aidall in equalizing funds.

"For Beverly Hills, however, the $125 flat grant has real financial significance.

Since a tax rate of $1 per 100 there would produce $870 per elementary student,
Beverly Hills is far too rich to qualify for equalizing aid. Nevertheless, it still

receives $125 per child from the state, thus enlarging the economic chasm be-

tween it and Baldwin Park."
The most obvious fiscal problem of urban education is that city schools do not

have enough money. The aggregate level of resources currently being allocated
to urban education by local, state, and national governments is inadequate when
compared to 'requirements for expensive educational services. Superthtendent
Shedd has eloquently testified before the Committee on the fiscal poverty of
urban schools. But this seemingly simple problem of level of resources turns out,

on closer examination, to be a combination of numerous overlapping and some-
times contradictory factors deeply imbedded in the intricate intergovernmental
relations of our Federal system. For instance, some problems are primarily

local in character, such as municipal overburden, shrinking assessment ratios,

or decaying property tax base, matters we shall discuss late in this chapter.
But when such fiscal circumstances are combined with the steady flow of edu-

cated people out of cities (a trend that has now been observed for five decades),

and their replacement in the city by less well educated persons requiring ex-
tensive public services such us education, city schools find themselves in a double

bind so serious that the problems exceed the problem-solving capacity of local
structures and resources.

Unfortunately, these problems are more often compounded than alleviated by
state action. City schools are often hamstrung by state limitations on their taxing

power, and by state aid formulas which favor rural and suburban districts. State
school aid formulas do not take into account the fact that the central city tax base
must be used in a much heavier proportion for non-educational purposes (e.g.,

police; fire, streets) than is true in suburbia. The result is that state aid, measured

on a per student basis, is frequently higher to suburban districts than it is to city

districts.
The fiscal problems of urban -schools .are further aggravated because urban

schools feel more keenly than .suburban and rural schools the effects of three,

major sets of constraints on .school board- decisions about school revenues and
expenditures. The three sets can be .calledlegal,Araditional, and socio-economic.

First, federal, state and local laws .and rulings reStriet the freedom to maneuver

of local decision makers. Rights .of citizenship under the. U.S. Constitution, stipu-:
lations. of federal statutes and administrative regulations and guide lines, court

decisions on rights of property, and-rights of people, state constitutional and legis-

lative mandates,. and municipal-policing power all take precedence over school

board .authority and thus restrict local discretionary authority for budgeting.

Statutory restrictions from the state level are 'especially severe for city school.

districts ; in seven of the fourteen largest cities, state definition of local school

board taxing powers is More restricted 'for city districts than for 'other school

districts in the same state. Ironically, city schoolsdeliberately sought much of

GS-412-71p t. 16A-5
r
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this special law in attempts to insulate city schools from the rigors of city and
state political machines.

Second, and perhaps as contraining as legal restrictions though not nearly so-
visible, is the tendency in big city school systems for their administrative ar-
rangements to become so formal and inflexible that they may impair the function-
ing of the institution and reduce its potential for adaptability. An example is the
tradition in most cities of the so-called "merit" systems for promotions into and'
within the administrative hierarchy ; these systems are frequently devices to
insure that no "outsider" can receive an appointment to administrative position,
and also function to establish rigid and universalistic criteria for judging all
candidates for administrative positions.

Third, a Stanford University study revealed that more than two-thirds of the
variation in expenditures per pupil among 107 of the nation's largest districts was
accounted for by the wealth of the district and the socio-economic level of its
population. This means that local decision-making about urban school budgets
must be viewed in the context of a number of dc facto limitations on the decision-
makers' autonomy. Working within these limitations, school administrators and
school boards tend to assume that existing programs will continue and focus their-
budget analysis, meager though it is in some cases, upon proposed changes in, or
additions to, the existing programs. To simplify the budget' process further
formulas are frequently utilized to determine how much will be required for par-
ticular categories of expenditure. The formulas act to centralize decision-making
within the school system and tend to create internally inflexible paterns for allo-
cating school resources, both human and material, since the basic assumption
underlying use of formulas is that educational services should be distributed
equally.

THE PROPERTY TAX

All schools, but especially urban schools suffer from the effects of reliance on .
the property tax as the major local source of school revenue. The property tax
is the largest single source of revenue for all state and local government and
provides 51% of all public school revenues. Over 98% of public school revenues.
from local tax sources are property tax revenues. The yield of the property tax
has increased throughout the 20th century, and particularly since World War II,,
whether that yield is measured in absolute dollars or in relation to the gross
national product or population. Table 6 compares state and local government
property tax yields in selected years.

TABLE VI.STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROPERTY TAX REVENUE IN SELECTED YEARS, 1902-631

Year

Percentage of

Total Gross,
Amount State-local national

(millions) Per capita tax revenue product

1902
1927
1940.
1950
1956
1963

$706
4,730
4,430
7,349

11,749
20,069

$8. 92
39.74
33.53
48.45
70. 24

106. 51

82. 1
77. 7
56. 7
46. 2
44. 6
45. 4

3. 2
4. 9
4. 4
2. 6.
2.8.
3. 4.

I Source: Dick Netzer, Economics of the Property Tax. The Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C., 1966, p. 2.

The full import of state-local reliance on the property tax lies in controversies.
regarding the equality and administrative practicality of the property tax. Net-
zer's authoritative treatment of the property, tax begins with these words :

"The American property. tax abbunds in anomalies; 'During the past century,
no . major fiscal institution; here or atiroad, has been criticized at such length .
and with such vigor; yet no major fiScal institution has changed so little in mod-.
ern times. There,is a vast literature on the property tax ;yet less is known about
its overall impact, incidence, and effects than is known about any other major-
tax. The demise of the property tax as a major factor in the American. fiscal:
scene has long been heralded ; yei.it continues to finance More than one-fifth of
the civilian general expenditures of federal, state, and local' governnients. The.
United States is the citadel of capitalism ; yet this tax on -wealth is more im-
portant in the fiscal system and relative to national income than'are" comparable
taxes in any other advanced country in the world excePt Canada.* "

* Dick Nctzer, Economies of the Property Tax, The Brookings Institution, Washington,.
D.C., 1900, pg. 1.
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Property taxes, of course, are the principal local source of revenue for all local
government, not just the schools. Generally speaking, it has been a more eiastic
revenue source than is usually thought (its yield doubled during the 1960's) and
every available indicator suggests that it will continue to be a major revenue
source for state and local government in tbe foreseeable future. But despite its
durability the property tax suffers from two critical administrative problems:
1 ) unequal assessment, an(I 2) under assessment.

Almost two-thirds of the states require assessment at full value, yet locally
assessed real property averaged less than 33% of market value according to the
1067 Census of Governments. Assessment variations both within and among as-
sessment units are scandalous. While progress has been made in narrowing such
variations, nearly 40 percent of large assessment districts hail coefficients of dis-
persion (a measure of the departure of individual assessments from the typical.
level of valuation within nn assessment area) that fell outside the minimum levet
of acceptability, according to the ACIR. Applying a more rigorous test 4)f disper-
sion, only 1/3 of assessing areas can qualify as following acceptable practices.* No .
state can be satisfied with its record in property tax administration, and no other-
activity of government in the United States is more in need of fundamental reforzn..

Another problem connected with the property tax is the tendency of many
assessors to allow the ratio of assessed values to full market values to decline,.
thus reducing the capacity of the school district to tap locnl funds. For example, .
according to one estimate the assessment ratio in the city of Detroit declines,
from 90% in 1930 to about 50% in 1960. The estimates show a decline in assess-
ment ratio in Baltimore from 90% in 1930 to 04% in 1960, from 80% to 45% in
Cleveland, from 50% to 23% in Los Angeles, and from 65% to 30% in St. Lonis.t
These reductions are particularly restrictive in many states which define local:
school. taxing authority in terms of tax rates and even more restrictive on the
many large cities for which taxing authority is limited even more stringently
than for other school districts in the same state.

If equitable and reliable assessments are to be achlevedi one of two courses,
of action is indicated. The first, statewide administration, while vulnerable to,
many oe the smne problems as local administration, represents a long range hope
if not an immediate possibility.

la the meantime, an auditing function is needed..Perhaps state agencies can.
perform such a function adequately, but it is possible that the same vested in-
teresth and political influences that shape local assessments may ensnare state
agencies as well. Use of private, state-certified appraisers to "audit" local assess-
ments may be needed, similar to the way private C.P.S. auditors regularly review
revenues and expen d itures of public agen cies.

FEDERAL AID

.States, then, have delegated unequal grants of power to support education
through the creation of local school districts with the authority to tax real
:property. State aid systems, while nominally designed to offset the reSulting dis-
parities in revenue raising ability, have failed to achieve effective equalization.
What impact has federal aid had in affecting the pattern of allocation of re-
sources for education?

Largely because of the impact of Title I of ESEA., which provides closeto forty
percent of federal funds for elementary and secondary education, aggregate
federal aid has a decided equalizing effect. Flowing in greater proportions tO dis-

"tricts that are blacker, poorer, and more urbrnized, federal till has provided a.
small but strategically welcome aid to many fiscally threatened school districts..
(See Tables VII, VIII, IX).

'The quantity of federal aid is, however, relatively meager. Its overall seven
percent of total public school revenues often gets last in comparison with the
state and local revenues with which it interacts. Thus in a five state stady of
federal aid diStribution, while federal aid went in larger proportions to central
city than to suburban (outside central city) areas in four of the five States under
study, suburbs still averaged more than $103 higher in total:revenues for educa-
tion. (See Table X).

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, State and Local, Finances
Significant Pcaturca, 1966-1969, pp. 3-4.

Ratios.for 1930 from 'National -Municipal Review- (December 1931), pp: 707-709 -1960
ratios provided by local officials 1962 sales-based sample data,. U.S. Bureau' of the:Census,
eentinti of Governmenta 1962, Vol. II, Taxable; Property Valtiea (Washington, D.C. : U.S.
Government Printing Office, 1963)

; ,
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The dozens of separate categorical programs with their differing educational
objectives lack focus and coordination. Financially, many of them serve to rein-
force the disparities between "have".and "have not" districts, offsetting to some
extent the impact of Title I. Impacted areas aid, of course, is a notorious villain.
Vocational aid continues to be the captive of the small towns and rural areas.
despite the amendments of 1968. And Federal administrators, rather than posing
;t threat of federal control of American education, stiffer from debilitating in-
feriority complexes when dealing with their state and local counterparts.

TABLE V11.-COMPARISON OF FEDERAL AID PROGRAMS AND STATE AID FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN
METROPOLITAN AREAS, 1967

All areas larger than 500,000 population
ESEA I

(per pupil)

State
discretionary

Federal funds
(per pupil)

State aid
(per pupil)

California:
Central city (N =7)
Outside central city (N=119)

New York:
Central city (N =5)
Outside central city (N=73)

Texas:
Central city (N=4)
Outside central city (N=33)

Michigan:
Central city (N=1)
Outside central city (N=31)

Massachusetts:
Central city (N=1)
Outside central city (N=26)

$19.64
11.09

53.90
12.35

19.67
12. 25

37.15
7.86

32.33
7.95

$11.44
8.92

13.70
11.44

5.73
10.38

7.27
5.75

7.18
11.58

6234. 29
275.78

372. 51
494.06

174.26
209.35

238.13
271.26

1 236.00
110.26

ESEA II, NDEA III, VA, vocational education, lunch and milk.

Source: The Policy Institute of the Syracuse University Research Corporation, Project: ''The Pattern of Allocation of
Federal Aid to Education," supported by Ford Foundation Grant 690-0506A.

TABLEVIII.-COMPARISON OF FEDERAL AID PROGRAMS AND STATE AID FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN 5 LARGEST
METROPOLITAN AREAS RANKED BY MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME, 1967 FISCAL YEAR

School districts in 5 SMSA's (Suburbs ranked by income
categories) (No. of districts) (Median family income level)

ESEA I
(per pupil)

State
discretionary

Federal funds 1
(per pupil)

State aid
(pet pupil)

Los Angeles:
2, high ($12,000 to $8,600) $0.00 $3.60 $230. 25
17. moderately high (68,600 to $7,400) 6.00 7.71 242.04
12, moderately low ($7.400 to $6,400) 14. 39 7.86 272.63
4, low ($6.400 to $6.100) 24,19 12. 72 380.70
1, central city ($6,896) 23.05 4.92 191.53

New York City:
.., 5, high ($17,000 to $10.500)

13, moderately high mum to $8,000)
7.17

11.86
7. 74

12.18
338.98

494. 20
18, moderately low ($8,000 to 66,500). 12.88 10.68 r505. 20
7, low ($6,500 to $5,500) 17.12 10.83 584.55

'w. 1, central city ($6.091) 68. 72 8.89 329.74
Houston:

1, high ($8,900 to $7,200) 2.61 9.69 201.50
5, moderately high ($7,200 to $6,300) 4.03 10.34 . 179.03
4, moderately low ($6.300 to $5,000) 7.40 9.89 167.03
3, low ($5.000 to $3.700) 49.69 9.06 243. 56
1, central city ($5,902) 14.32 6.92 172.60

Detroit:
3, High (14,700 to $8,700) 1. 70 3.07 206.68

. 10, moderately high ($8,700 to $7,400) 6.56 6.24 261.07
fr. 12, moderately low (57.400 to $6,600) 7.52 5.45 297.90

r - 5, low ($6,600 to $5,600) 12.28 7.03 268.46
Central city ($6,069) 37.15 7.27 238.13

Boston:
3, high ($9,400 to $9,000) 4.31 7.81 125.20
6, moderately high ($9,000 to $7,300) 5.16 12.57 121.78
11, moderately low ($7,300 to $6,300)_ 6.65 12.13 99.73
6, low ($6,300 to 65,900) 14.93 9.07 118.68
Central city ($5,747) 32.33 7.18 236.08

ESEA II, NDEA III, VA, Vocational education, lunch and milk.

Source: The Policy Institute of the Syracuse University Research Corporation, Project: "The Pattern of Allocation of
Federal Md to Education," supported by Ford Foundation Grant 690-0506A.
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TABLE IX.-COMPARISON OF FEDERAL AID PROGRAMS AND STATE AID FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN 5 LARGE METRO-

POLITAN AREAS BASED ON PERCENTAGE OF NONWHITE ENROLLMENT, 1967 FISCAL YEAR

Districts In 5 largest SMSA's ranked by racial makeup
(number of districts)

State discre-
tionary Federal

ESEA I funds I State aid
(per pupil) (por pupil) (per pupil)

New York :
(B) 15 percent nonwhite or more
(35) less than 15 percent nonwhite

Houston:
(6) 15 percent nonwhite or more
(B) less than 15 percent nonwhite

Detroit:
(5) 15 percent nonwhite or more
(22) less than 15 percent nonwhite

Boston:
(1) 15 percent nonwhite or more
(26) less than 15 percent nonwhite

Los Angeles:
(25) 15 percent nonwhite or more
(19) loss than 15 percent nonwhite

$30.89 $13. 01 $413.17
10.62 10.48 523. 62

10,21 11.38 193.35
19.31 8. 35 188.49

25.85 8,07 285.66
5.13 5.87 272.69

32.33 7.18 236. 08
7.99 11;68 112.19

15.30 8.63 296.26
6.28 7.21 236. 72

ESEA II, NDEA III, VA, vocational education, lunch, and milk.

Source: Policy Institute of the Syracuse University Research Corporation, Project: "The Pattern of Federal Aid To
Education," supported by Ford Foundation Grant 690-0506A.

TABLE X.-FEDERAL AID AND TOTAL REVENUE BY CENTRAL CITY, OUTSIDE CENTRAL CITY, AND NONMETRO-
POLITAN AREAS, 1967

State Federal aid Total rovenuo
Percent Federal

aid

California:
Central city
Outside central city
Nonmetropolitan

New York:

$39
40
54

$684
817
641

5. 8
4.8
8.4

Central city GB 876 7. 7

Outside central city 31 1, 037 3. 0

Nonmetropolitan 31 923 3.4
Texas:

Central city 38 479 7. 9

Outside central city 36 485 7. 4

Nonmetropolitan 63 535 11. 8

Michigan:
Central city 29 683 4.2
Outside central city 17 666 2. 5

Nonmetrepolitan 30 629 4.8
Massnchusetts:

Central city 69 675 10.2
Outside central city 38 779 4. B

Nonmetropolitan (I) (I) (I)

I Not available.

Despite these and other problems, we believe that the federal role In education
ean provide a needed stimulus to reform, a lever to move far more than the
weight of its own slim share of educational finance. Our conelmling remarks will
contain recommendations to that end.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We have attempted in this testimony to summarize how public schools are
financed, but we also have identified the mnjor criteria we believe to be most
appropriate for judging how equitably the present finance scheme is serving the
public interest. We have based these criteria on a definition of equal educational
opportunity and used that definition as a yardstick against which present local,
state, and federal financing arrangements can be measured.

As the testimony reveals, we find present school finance plans sadly dysfunc-
tional In terms of our definition of equal educational opportunity. Our analysis of
the ills of the 'present system has also Suggested a number of general policy rec-
ommendations that, If implemented, would dramatically reduce the gap between
the promise-equality-aml the reality-inequality-in America's public schools.

t
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While Nye do not argue at length for the recommendations in this testhnony, the
rationales for the rmommendations are substantially reflected in our earlier
review of how the present system works.

Major fiscal reform in public education must begin at the state level. We believe
strongly timt the fiscal inequities which plague public education will never he
xelnoved unless states assume complete financial responsibility for this vital state
Tesponslbility. Specifically, we favor state action first of all to remove the power
local school districts now have to tax property and adoption, ideally, of a grad-
tatted state income tax sufficient to provide school revenues. Reality suggests,
however, that a source of government revenue as productive in its yield as the
property tax will not disappear, and if this is the case we favor state assumption
.of the property tax, including its administration, at a modest butt uniform state-
'wide property tax rate.

The state would then have to devise criteria with which to distribute school
funds. We favor a basic per pupil distribution wRh additional amounts for dis-
advantaged pupils as measured by low achievement s;..ores and low tiocio-tconomic
status. While other distribution plans could be fashioned (such as the plan Pro-
fessor Coons will be discussing with you next week) and other revenue packages
could be defended, we have suggested general approaches we feel to be worthy of
serious public consideration.

We stress state action because state-local taxes raise $.93 of every school dol-
lar and because education is primarily a slate, not local or Federal, responsibil-
ity. However, we would not.deny for a moment that there is all important role for
the Federal government to perform in redressing the fiscal inequities in educa-
tion. We summarize below our ke.y recommendations. recognizing full well the
complexities of the issues involved, and again basing the summary recommenda-
tions primarily on the analyses we previously presented of the Federal role as
it currently operatas,

'First. it is clear that the only Federal program now providing substantaal dol-
lars for the public schooling of poor children in ESNA Title I. As presently
funded, Title I provides about $1.00 per participating child per school day. hardly
a sum to engender confidence in the progron's prospects for success. We favor
substantially larger funding for Title I because it targets Federal dollars on
chikiren shortchanged by local ancl state funding patterns while allowing great
state and local discretion in determining the na;.ure of the educational program
itself.

Federal regulations now require "comma:1411M in sth te and local funds as
a prerequisite for a school districts' receiving Federal funds. We urge rigorous
enforcement of this desirable but slippery target so that Federal dollarsnotably
Titk Ican provhk the compensatory services for which they were designed,
instead of merely filling in the holes left by discriminatory state and local fund-
ing plans.

New Federal education programs should feature fiscal arrangements which re-
quire and/or stimulate state governments to reform their own state school
finance programs, Specifically, Federal aid should be designed to encourage state
governments to build state finance plans which not only reduce expenditure dis-
parities and move toward full state funding, but also take into account the total
fiscal effort of localities, and pupil characteristics which correlate closely with
low achievement. Use of those two sets of factors by states would almost surely
increase the state aid flowing to urban districts, and would tend to decrease the
possibility that states might balance any Federal increase in urban aid by in-
creases in state aid to subnrbs,

A second part of this same problem Is the difficulty of assuring .that increases
in Federal aid are not completely absorbed through salary Increases for school
personnel, or for tax relief. The former can be partially nandled by requiring
some sort of proposal from the local district which specifies the educational serv-
ices to be provided with the Federal money. The, latter problem can partially be
handled by Congressional provision that state and local appropriations shall not
be reduced, However, this does not provide protection against action by local tax
assessors, who, perceiving new resources available to the schools, may, lower as
sessnuent or fail to raise them in accordance with growth of market values,
thereby reducing the actual thxing power of many urban and non-urban boards
of education which operate under fixed maximum rates.

Finally, we point to a critical inadequacy in the data available to the Congress
and the public regarding Federal aid to education. One of the key fiscal statistics
upon which Federal policy should be built is the.aggregate Federal aid to each

0 d
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local educational agency, including all Federal programs aiding public schools.
.Such data would be extremely useful in identifying the extent to which a pa,
ticular national priority, say, urban education, is receiving support at the present
time. In other words, it would tell us what our policy now is. Unfortunately,

these data are now available only in crude and incomplete form.
We call to the Committee's attention that the Federal government does not

now have a systematic way of measuring its own overall resource allocation
priorities in education. The difficulties encountered by even skilled researchers in
focusing attention on the aggregate impact of Federal aid on a particular type
.of local district, say, urban districts, underscores the presently fragmented
patterns of thinking about Federal aid to education. Federal policy toward a
particular local school district is primarily a function of the relative distlibution
.of Federal dolhtrs; today, we discuss future policy without really knowing what
.present policy N.

The availability of comprehensive data affects decision-making at the Federal
level in three ways. First, it provides basic tools and essential information by
which the Executive Branch and the Congress can view American educalion
on a nationwide scale and set national priorities for Federal action. Second,
availability of comprehensive data permits the design of realistic programs af
Federal expenditures to achieve these goills. Finally, it provides a means by
which the Federal goVernment can evaluate the outcomes of program designs
*both in terms of the distribution of Federal funds and the resulting programmatic
and aggregate impact of those funds prior to the making of new policy decisions.
Until school by school data are available on the delivery of school services and
the allocation of school resources, and until such data are meaningfully linked
to their effects o» children in specific classrooms, educational policymakers will
operate through hunch and guess rather than through a reasoned appraisal of
pro;lems and possibilities of public policy.

In closing, we would like to express our appreciation to the chairman and to
the members of this committee for the opportunity to present this testimony.
We commend the committee for its interest in the challenging problems of equal

.cducational opportunity and hope that our efforts will be of some use in its
,deliberations.

Senator MONDAM All right, proceed.
Mr. KELTX. Senator, I am mindful of the thne problem and par-

ticularly of your patience with us in going through some somewhat
d re a ry statistics.

Senator MONDALE. We are doing all right.

'STATEMENT OF JAMES A. KELLY, PROGRAM OFFICER IN PUBLIC
EDUCATION, THE FORD FOUNDATION, NEW YORIC CITY

Mr. KELTX. Unfortunately, theyroblem is simply not a simple one
to unravel and it is not one to which one Can supply_simple solutions.
The first section of my remarks will.dea with an attempt to suggest
.exPlanations for the disparities and inequities that we have been dis-
cussing. Second, we will turn to suggestions and recmmendations,
whiCh are mite general but we' hope will be helpful, that arise out
ef those analyses.

In the first half of these remarks that deal with explanations as to
'why we are in this mess, I want to deal with four issues. I will deal
with a couple of them somewhat quickly because they are elaborated
upon in the prepared testimony, and I do not think need to he gone
into in great detnil verbally.

The first deals with the centrality of State governments in this
whole proposition ; second, the special circumstances of urban school
'districts; third, tho difficulties and problems asseciated with the prop-
erty tax aS the central source of local school revenue; and fourth,
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comments about Federal aid to education. All of this is within the.
fist section of the remarks dealing with explanations.

In examining the question of why school expenditures are allocated
in such a discriminatory fashion, there iS no way to avoid the position
of State ouvermnents in unraveling the story. States hold plenary
power over that function of government we call public education.
It is not a Federal function; legally it is a State responsibility.

States choose to exercise that responsibility by creation of local
school districts, by assigning to those districts the power to tax prop-
erty, and by passing statutes and regulations dealing with school ap-
propriations and expenditures, by adopting statutes and regulations
dealing with specific educational practices ranging from who may
teach to who must attend school and what school, what books they
may read, what curriculum they shall study and what day and hour
they shall observe Arbor Day. So there is no way to avoid State
responsibility for the situation that we are now in.

That leads us to certain conclusions later about Federal fiscal stra te-
cries in this area.

STATE EQUALIZATION PLANS

A word about State equalization plans.
For the past 40 years State governments have gotten away with

claims that they are equalizing educational resources and educational
expenditures and sometimes even that they are equalizing the fiscal
burden of paying for education because they adopt equalization
schemes. Our position is that few if any of these so-called schemes
equalize anything. We are prepared to defend that with volumes and
volumes and stacks and stacks of evidence. But I will not go into
detail except to assert it.

There is an explanation in our prepared statement on pages 15, 16,
and 17 of the way the California State. school equalization program
works. I call it to your attention because it is well prepared and its
author is a distinguished iustice of the California State Supreme
Court who wrote the opinion in the Serraszo versus Priest case.

In California the amount of State aid is determined as follows:
First of all, they require the local district to levy a $1 tax on the

assessed value of the property.
Second, the State provides $125 for State aid for every student in

the State regardless of any other consideration.
You add those two figures together, and then you subtract from

$355, which is an arbitrary legislatively set difference. That difference
equals the aid. The average expenditure is now $950 per pupil, yet
State aid is calculated in a never-never land of funny numbers based
upon this arbitrary $355 "equalized" basic program.

In the case of the Baldwin School District, as the court pointed
out, its $1 local property tax raises approximately $50 of local money.
The State throws in $125 basic aid and the additional amount to $355
in equalization aid.

I contrast that with Beverly Hills whichI can refer to the texthere
Senator MONDALE. Poor Beverly Hills.
Mr. KELLY. Yes. Its $1 produces $870 per pupil, n difference of

about 17 times in magnitude. Yet Beverly Hills thinks of itself, and
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the political culture with which educational finance lives in the State
level allows Beverly Hills to get away with thinking that it is a
"minimum aid" district because it has the lowest percentage rate of
equalization. Beverly Hills should properly be thought of as a bonus
districtthe State pays the bonus for being rich. Despite the fact
that its $1 tax raises $800 of local money, they still get $125 State
aid per pupil.

WIDENS GAP BETWEEN DISTRICTS

So the program in California not only fails to bring the poor up to
standard but provides direct payments to widen the gap between. the
rich and poor.

The second point I wish to make has to do with the special prob-
lems of urban school districts. The nature of these problems is directly
involved in a population shift in the United States which is now in its
sixth decade in which the schools in cities have received children from
outlying rural areas and from the South. I am speaking here of central
city schools in the Northeast, Middle Wrest, those sections of the
country.

These children have been educated in the city schools, received
their high school education, and frequently received college educa-
tions there. They have joined the professions and joined the ranks
of the white-collar workers, secured good positions. They live in the
suburbs; those are the people that live in the suburbs. My own father
is a perfect. example o:F thisa. person educated in city schools but
now living in a residential suburb.

To take their place in the city more people come ill from rural
areas, and from the South. This population shift is, as I say, now in
its sixth decade, and is still continuing. It is impossible to talk in-
telligently about the pt.oblems of city schools and what reasonably
to expect thein.to do unless you look that fact in the face. It is par-
ticularly difficult to think of what you would expect them to do
when they are not receiving as much resources as the children of those
suburban citizens who were previously educated in the city schools,

Senator MONDALE. So if you look at it from the standpoint of equal-
ity of financial inputthe rich suburban school versus the deprived
central city school systemthat grossly understates the disparity ;
there are many, many other factors: higher cost of education, school
property costs, differences in education input of the families, which
must be a tremendous difference.

The educational input of the children to thisif you have a group of
high achievers in a class, they must contribute enormously to each
other, don't they ?

FEDERAL POLICY ATTRAcTs POOR To CrriEs

Mr. ICELLY. Yes, sir. Also, you see, there is a deliberate Federal
policypublic housingto attract poor people to cities. In New York
City there are approximately 150,000 children attending public school
living in public 1-tousing for wMch the city receives no local tax reve-
nue. Lest time I looked at it it was a negotiated payment of about $20
per pupil per year.

7 2`1,"
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Senator MONDALE. We tried to get a bill providing impact aid for
public housing; we got an appropriation in the Senate, but it was
killed in the House.

Mr. KELLY. Yes, they killed it in the House.
On paper the prepared testimony points out three constraints on the.

reform potential of local school districts that are particularly acute in:
urban schools.

First of all, the body of State law and regulation that governs public
schools is much more detailed for ubran school districts than for
others. Most large States have special bodies of education law per-
taining exclusively to large central city school districts. In about half
of the largest cities in the United States there are more restrictive tax
provisions on the access of school districts to tax property in large
central school districts than for any other school district in the State.

In the case of Wisconsin this applies only to the city of Milwaukee.
In Missouri, only St. Louis. In Michigan, only the city of Detroit. So,
it is in many other States across the country.

These are laws which were passed 30 or 40 years ago when it was
widely perceived that city schools were in a favored position and
should be controlled by the State for the benefit of the rural and out-of-
State interests.

Second, the bureaucracies which administer large city school sys-
tems are unquestionably less responsive and more rigid, less capable
of internal reform, probably more defensive in the face of external
demand for reform than in the case of small school districts.

BARRIERS TO REFORM

Senator MONDALE. I am fascinated with my city brothers who talk
of need to experiment with community-controlled schools. We have
thouGands of schools where the local folks take a great interest and
run those schools and they do not have an enormous bureaucracy to
frustrate them. It is in the big city where, in effect, the ability of the
community to have this control is frustrated..I think that the insula-
tion of the central bureaucracy from anycommunity concerns is really

ione of the great barriers to school reform n this country.
Mr. KELLY. Well, New York State, which I mention in this context

because of the explosive results of the school decentralization fight
in New York City in the last 3 or 4 years, is an interesthio place to
contrast the way in which school districts in New York SEate deter-
mine their budget. Many. hold an aimual meeting at which anyone
may come and at which there is a vote of those present. The others
have referendums.

In New York City there is a nonelected school board and the budget
at no point passes through the public for referendum or approval -in
anIr sense. There are hearings which are highly, pro forma.

6nator MONDALE. In the 'fight over community control at this.
point without any doubt, the edge must be given to the central bureauc;
racy ; is that correct ?

Mr. KELLY. That Would be correct.
Senator MONDALM The effort to get control Of the central elemen'is

of the school systm which has been the plea of cmnunity control,.
has been largely frustrated?
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Mr. KELLY. Yes, but in New York City, and in special cases in ether
cities acrosS the country there are places in which decentralized elected
boards are appointing school principals,' which is not an insignificant
lever on power. I think there are some .signs--

Senator MONDALE. It iS a tendency and not a victory.
Air. KELLY. ICS by no means a wiaespread tendency, and it'sfacing

even more entrenched opposition from the education establishment
than it did 3 or 4 years ago, I .would say.

The third of three constraints I wanted to mention that place.
school districts in a bind in terms of the local capability of dealing:
with the problems, is a fiscal system which forces them to rely on local
property tax base for additional marginal resources they need from
year to year to finish their budgets.

PROPERTY TAX BASE

As Mr. Berko pointed out, it's possible to predict with accuracy the
level of school expenditures in local districts in :the United States
simply from two or three measures of the income level of the popula-
tion and property tax wealth of the school district without any regard
whatsoever to political leadership of the school board or educational
needs of the pupils.

In the case of city schools there have been more severe assessment
problems in the cities where assessment ratios have been allowed to
slide down and down over a period of time, thus concealing from the
school district a portion of the real tax base in the community that it
otherwise would have had access to. Wo have data in oar :testimony
on that for a few cities. This is particularly severe again because
States have frequently restricted city school districts in their capacity
to tax property by saying what the maximum tax rate will be; when
the city government drops the assessment ratio over two or three dec-
ades from, say, 80 to 40 percent, which is not untypical from: themid-
1930's to mid-1900'syou see the bind these schools are in.

It's a real bind, and I think it's not adequate to cop out on the
issue of that bind by saying we don't know whether teachers should
use this book or that book, or we don't know the proper political struc-
ture at the community level. That is a real problem. Whatever it is
they would decidethey want to do, they have serious fiScal problems in
getting the resources to do it.

REFORM OF PROPERTY TAX
.

Now,I skip quickly across the property tax questionnot because
it is riiSgnificant;- it's the heart of the problem of educational finance
in the United States. But I 'believe you will have eXpert testhnony later
in these hearings from people ,who are more specificallY'knowledge-
able about the property tax than either Mr. Berke or I..

Wo have alluded to the difficulties that are :associated with the
property tax. I would like, to point out that of all public school reve-
rules in the United States, 51 percent of theni are from' the property
tax. Of all school 'reVenues in' the United States :from hical saurces,
98 percent are from the property tax. It would take a Very snbstan-

7,4
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tial State income tax or national incomo tax to make up the tens of
billions of dollars of revenue that lccal and State goveriunents get
from the property tax. It may be the world's worst administrated tax.
It probably is. It is corrupt, inefficient, unequal, inequitable; but it
l?roduces a lot of revenue and it will be with us in one way, shape, or
form for quite a while.

A significant question about reform is how can we make the prop-
erty tax a better tax because it's going to be a tax that will be with us
for quite a while. We have a couple of suggestions in that regard in
our prepared testimony.

Ono other comment about the property tax is that legislators have
expressed their unique confidence in public support of education by
making it the only public service in the United States that has the
honor of going to the electorate once a year for the taxes needed to
support iL I would like to ask the Smator if you feel that a lot of
other services of government, be they Federal or State or local, would
be able to obtain their funds if they had to go to the electorate once
a year. I doubt if the New York State income tax would be passed
each year and raised each year as property taxes are for the schools.

it unique instrument for allowing public access to the decision-
making about fiscal governance of schools.

TAXPAYER'S REyour

In recent years the access of schools to revenues has been inhibited
by a now reluctance on the part of taxpayers to go through that ritual
without asking a lot of questions each year. There is a taxpayer's
revolt.

In the State of California, I understand last year GO percent
measured by the dollar vohune of bond issues involvedGO percent of
tho bond issues were defeated. Similar difficulties are occurring in
other States. This is a difficulty associated with the property tax use
as we have been using it.

Federai aid to education. I call your attention here to the
prepared testimony that begins on page 4. We treat Federal aid here
in a cursory waybecause the definitive recent study of it was the study
at Syracuse University, which your Select Committee has already
noted by issuing a committee print of their interim report.

We point ortt that Federal aid to education provides 7 percent of
the revenues for public schools in the United States, In some tables
which follow page 24

Senator MONDALE. What was that second paragraph? Largely be-
cause of impact of Title I

Mr, KELLY. Which provides close to 40 percent of the Federal ftmds
for elementary and secondary education,

SellatOr MONDALE. That can't be right; is it?
Mr. KELLY. Well, Federal funds
Senator MONDALE. Oh, Federal funds.
Mr. KELLY, Yes,
Senator MONDALE. Do you have a breakdown of the total amount

of each of the categories of Federal funds? Like impacted aid, Title
II, Title III?
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Mr. KELLY. No.
Senator MONDALE. I would like to see a breakdown of each of those

types for the record.*
Mr. KELLY. All right.
Senator MONDALE. It's interesting that the most dramatic increase

has been in Federal impact aid, and I think that is growing dispro-
portionate to need.

Mr. KELLY. Well, I was starting to say that Mr. Berke's study is
the first one that really addressed itself to the question of who is
rettino. Federal aid to education. What kinds of people, what places
and in what proportions? We haven't had the data on that until the
Syracuse study. Tables 7, 8, 9, and 10 'address themselves to that
question.

For instance, table 7, which follows page 24, compares federally-
aided programs with local and State in the different States.

In California ESEA Title I provided $19 per pupil to thie central
cities in that study, and in other school districts in California, Title I
provided $11 per pupil.

State discretionary Federal funds were distributed to central cities
in the amount of $11, and outside cities it was $18. That is ESEA. Title
II and Title III, and the school lunch money.

Senator MONDALE. Do you have impact aid ?
111r. KELLY. No ; that is not a state discretionary fund. But we could

break that out for you. That could be done but that is not in that table,
because it is allocated to the school districts by Federal formula. The
point that I wanted to make about that table, Senator, is that while
Title I is providing in most of those States a favorable treatment for
central city schools, general State aid has the opposite impact, that is,
it discriminates against the cities.

In California $40 more State aid per pupil was provided outside
central cities than to central cities.

Similar comments could be made about other States shown in that
table.

In tables 8 and 9, Mr. Berke's data show that--
Senator MONDALE. Go back to 7 a moment. Your data does not try

to break out the poor rural districts, does it ?
Mr. BEincE. These data, Senator, in this table are for the metropolitan

areas in the States. We do have some rural districts in our States, and
what we find is that :Federal aid goes there in fairly high proportions.In fact

Senator MONDALE. In other words, it shows that the rural poor dis-
tricts do better through Federal aid than do central cities ?

Mr. BERKE. If you look at table 10 the answer is yes. We do show
central city-outside central city, which is suburban, and then non-
metropolitan. You can read largely "rural" for "nonmetropolitan."

Senator MONDALE. That doesn't break out the rich rural districts
versus the poor ones?

Mr. BERKE. No, it does not.
Senator MONDALE. Mr. Kelly talked earlier of a Federal program

of encouraging people to move to the big cities public housing.

*See Committee Print : Financial Aspects of Equality of Plucational Opportunity.
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We have another one which is rural poverty, about which nothing
is being done. Many of our rural poor districts in Mimiesota and most
.States are just as bad off as the central cities.

MUST REVERSE RURAL MIGRATION

'That is one of the reasons the people are leaving. I am increasingly
of the viewI notice people like John Gardner and others are begin-
ning to say thisthat we have to stop the migration into these major
central cities.

More than that, we have to reverse it. That is why I think we have
to look not only at the central city schocl systems that are losing, but
also at the,se poor rural districts where :from everything I have seen
the people would much prefer to liveif ihey could get decent services
and feel their children weren't being cheated and where there is
community control in most instances

Mr. I3ERKE. Of course Mr. Kelly has outlined problems with the
property tax base in central cities. Of courED there are equal problems
in the outlying areas.

Senator MONDALE. Yes, same thing. A. very iimilar situation.
Mr. BEiniE. The major problem there, quite simply, is absence of

resources to tax in the areas you are talking about.
Senator MONDALE. IS there any way of fretting data in your study to

try to break out on some basis, sonic of tliese rural districts as well as
the central cities? There are many nonmaropolitan rural areas that
are wealthy.

Mr. J3ERKE..1.-. there are.
Senator MON LE. There are many that are tragically poor. Once

again, this real ebuitte tax thing comes In.
Mr. BERKE. One of the services, Senator, this committee could do

I am jumping ahead a little into the recommendations but it seems too
(rood an opportunity to missis to recommend an increased concern
on the part of the Office of Education and increased support to fulfill
that concern for developing the kinds of data that you as a Senator
need to address these problems.

Senator MONDALE. Amen.
Now, we are (ming to have hearings on that because the more we

get into this, tlie really tough questions of education, the more it
becomes apparent that the data collection.process of the .Federal Gov-
ernment is appalling. You learn everything you don't want to learn
and nothing that you need to know. It is increciible how much we spend
on useless information and how little we ask what some people call
the "hot" questions.

We will have hearings on Federal data and research and demonstra-
tions and the rest.

Mr. KELLY. WC have some general recomMendations to make t.o you.
Senator MONDALE. We would like to hear those because those are

the problems we are up against, really.

HMV DIFFERENT DISTRICTS REACT

Mr. KELLY. I would like to point out as a remark that one of the
interesting fallouts .of the Serraino case in California is the difference
between rich and poor rural districts in how they perceive the likely

77
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impact of Serrano. Rural districts in the central valley of California
-which have high land values are not intrigued by the prospects of a
:statewide property tax.

But there are other districts which are poor which would benefit
:greatly from that.

Senator MONDALE. There iS a tremendous identity of interest be-
tween rural and urban poor which I think is beginning to emerge.

Mr. KELLY. Not to argue or tend to go against the point you make
abut the rural poor, there is one more point I wanted to make about
-the data in our prepared testimony, particularly tables 8 and 9, those
tables on Federal aid proarams within metropolitan districts. I would
like to point out that table 8 shows State and Federal aid to education
within metropolitan areas of five States by income groupings. It shows
that communities which have high incomes tend to receive a very small

:amount of ESEA, Title I, a small or average amount of other Federal
funds, and a substantial amount of State aid to education, sometimes
larger than is provided central cities.

That comparison can be made through the data in table 8. Table 9
'shows the racial groupings.

Senator MONDALE. SO the wealthiest grouping in California receives
no Title 1, $3.60 Federal fluid discretionary funds, and $230 from the

. State.
Mr. KELLY. That is right.
Senator Maximum Whereas the poorest district receives $191 from

the State, a difference of about $40.
Mr. KELLY. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. Whereas Title I gives $23. But that doesn't make

it up, that is only half the difference between the State aid
'contribution.

Afr. KELLY. That $40 per pupil in the case of Los Angeles has to be
multiplied by 750,000 students to arrive at a total dollar impact. We
are talking of $30 million which is a lot of money for a school system.

Table 9 does the same thing by racial groupings within metropolitan
,districts. Again, Title I comes out looking very good in terms of its
ability to deliver Federal dollars to school districts with high concen-
trations of students from minority groups; whereas other Federal
funds come out about even; and the State record is spotty at best, and
in some cases, for instance in New York, it goes against the trends we
luwe been proposing in this testimony.

Senator MONDALE. In almost every case the inequity of State aids
more than wipes out the so-called compensatory value of Title I.

Mr. KELLY. Yes; and for that reasonit raises a point which we
make in our recommendations as to what makes sense about the func-
tion of Federal aid to eja-ation.

Senator MONDALE. But there are people who say Title I isn't working.
In fact, when you look at the total amount of dollars the school systems
receive, there would be no reason to see a return because all that counts
'is the dollar that the school gets.

The Title I aid really hasn't made much difference.
Mr. KELLY. WC have three double-spaced pages of recommendations

-which we have worked on carefully and which deal with that question
:and several others. We can dispense with that by letting me go
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through it with you and highlight what I think are the iMportant
points 'in it: I think it would clarify the pOsitions.that we try to take.

Senator MONDALE..All right.
Mr. KELLY. We have attempted in this testimony to summarize how

public schools are financed, but we also have identified the major
criteria we believe to .be most appropriate for judging

ihow
equita-

bly the present finance scheme is serving the public nterest. We
have based these criteria on a definition of equal educational oppor-
tunity and used that definition as a yardstick against which present
local, State, and Federal financing arrangements can be measured.

Every one of these points is supported by a large body of mate-
rial. Major fiscal reform in public education must begin at the State
level. I say 'burin, not in any time sequence, but begin in the sense
of the unavoifable centrality of its position in the whole structure.

We believe strongly that the fiscal inequities winch plague public
education will never be removed unless States assume complete fi-
nancial responsibility for this vital State responsibility. We use the
term complete financial responsibility to designate the way we would
like to see it happen.

First of all, the State would then have to devise criteria with which
to distribute school funds. We favor a basic per-pupil distribution
with additional amounts for disadvantaged pupils as measured by
low achievement scores and low socioeconomic status. While other
distribution plans could be fashionedsuch as the phin Professor
Coons will be discussing with you next weekand other revenue pack-
ages could be defended, we have suggested general approaches we
feel to be worthy of serious public consideration.

-We stress State action because State-local taxes raise $0.93 of every
school dollar and because education is primarily a State, not local
or Federal, responsibility. However, we would not deny for a mo-
ment that there is an important role for the Federal Government
to perform in redressing the fiscal inequities in education.

SUMMARY OF KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

We summarize below our key recommendations and they are as
follows:

First, it is clear that the only Federal program now providing
substantial dollars for the public schooling of poor children is ESEA
Title I. As presently funded, Title I provides about $1 per partici-
pating child per schoo day, hardly a sum to engender confidence in
the program's prospects for success.

We favor substantially larger funding for Title I because it targets
Federal dollars on children shortchanged by local and State fund-
ing patterns while allowina great State and local discretion in de-
termining the nature of the alucational program itself.

Federal regulations now require "comparability" in State and lo-
cal funds as a prerequisite for a school district's receiving Federal
funds. I would interject that we are not naive about compliance with
the comparability regulations, but the regulations are there. We urge
rigorous enforcement of this desirable but slippery target so that
.Federal dollarsnotably Title Ican provide the compensatory serv-
ices for which they were designed, instead of merely filling in the
holes left by discriminatory State and local funding plans.
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NeW 'Federal, edu4tioli programs should feature- fiscal arrange-
ments which require and/br stnnulate State governments to reform
their own State 'sChool -finance programs. Specifically, Federal 'aid
should 'be designed to ekourage State göverninents to build State
'finance PlMis; formulas' for distribution Which .not only reduce ex-
penditure disparities and move toward full State funding, but also
take intO account the total' fiScal effOrt of localities, and pupil charac-
teristiCs'WhiChborrelate closely with loW achievement.

Use 'of those factOrs by States would almOst surely increase the
State aid flowing to urban districts.

Senator MONDALE.. Would yOu say poorrural ?
Mr. KELLY. Yes, and I saw your thought there.
Senator MONDALE 'I think that is a bias that has to be eliminated.
Mr. KELLY. I accept youreothment.
Senator MONDALE. "Somebody 'was telling me we have a dock strike

'on the west Oita but it is not a national emergency because it is on
the' west coast.

If it were on the east coast it' would' be a national emererency. But
that is "just the folks out there in the boonies." They shoitld be able
to get along all right, I gness.

Go ahead.
Mr. KELLY. And if States were to use these factors the way we

would like, it would tend 'to decrease the possibility that. States
would siMply. balance any Fe' deral increase in aid for the poor by 'in-
creases in State aid to the -suburbs, a process that probably' haS been
going on since Title I was passed.

A -second part of this same problem is the 'difficulty of assuring
'that increases in Federal aid are not coMpletely absorbed through
salary increases for school "personnel, or for tax relief.

A third category would be for educational services, of course.
The former can be partially handled by requiring some sort- of

proposal from the lOCal diStrict which specifies the educational serv-
ices to be provided with the Federal money. That is a partial solu-

tion'. The latter problem can partially be handled by congresSional
provision that State and Ideal appropriations shall not be reduced,
'lint this does not solve the problem either.

INADEQUACY IN AVAILABLE DATA

Finally we point to a critical inadequacy in the data available to
the Congrress and the public regarding Federal aid to education. One of
the key fiscal statistics upon which Federal policy 'should be built is

the acrgrecrate Federal aid to -each local edUcational agency,' including
all eederabl programs 'aiding public schools. Such data would be ex-
trentely useful in identifyina the extent tO which a particular na-
tional primity, say, urban ''education, is receiving support at the
present time.

In Other words, it would tell 'us Whitt our
i
policy now is. Unfortu-

nately, these data are noW available' only n crude and incomplete

form.
,

Senator MONDALE.. Let'. me see ; you think they Ought to prepare
statistics which sho*Federal aid to each LEA ?

r gr. KELLY.' Front:all ' 'sourceS.
, Senator MOINMAtE.' All right, if you aSk 'OE for a breakdown on

Federal aid to the Chien:go' 'school system, Would they tell yOu? '
GS-412-71-pt. 10A-0
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Mr. KELLY. Well, Senator, 3 or 4 years ago I worked at the National
;Urban Coalition worldng on these programs. When I came to Wash-
ington I was interested in whether cities were getting a fair shake on
_Federal aid to education and I found it was impossible to know.

I do not think Mayor Daley knew and I do not think it can be found
now.

If Chicago has 30 percent of the pupils and 60 percent of the Title I
pupils in Illinois what percentae of Federal funds going to Illinois
does Chicago get? Does it get 301"apercent, 50 percent ? Nobody knows
-at the present time.

We do know of data from the Office of Education on expenditures:at the local level.
Senator MONDALE. You could find out how much money went to

:Chicaoo, but not how much went to Illinois?
Mr.KELLY. You could find how much went through Illinois through

:the OE programs. You would have to go to some other Federal office
to find out how much 0E0 money went into public schools in Illinois,
and similarly for Labor and other departments that would be involved.

REGULAR ANALYSIS NEEDED

The best data on the equity of Federal aid in terms of your com-mittee's interest are those that were smoked out in five States in the
study at Syracuse University. A number of people are trying to usethat analysis as a demonstration and as a device to get the Office of
Education, Office of Manaoement and Budget, and Congress jointly
to agree that that analysis stould be done regularly.

There is a lot of money involved and it is not expensive to get those
data. We do not know where the dollars are going.

Senator MONDALE. That is incredible.
Mr. KELLY. We call to the committee's attention that the Federal

Government does not now have a systematic way of measuring its
own overall resource allocation priorities in education. The difficulties
encountered by even skilled researchers in focusing attention on the
agaregate impact of all Federal aid, not just Title f for example, on apataicular type of local district, say, urban districts, underscoresthe presently fragmented patterns of thinking about Federal aid toeducation.

Federal policy toward a particular local school district is primarily
a. function of the relative distribution of .Federal dollars ; today, we
discuss future policy without really knowing what present policy is.Senator MONDALE. All right.

Mr. KELLY. The availability of comprehensive data affects decision-
making at ,the Federal level in aim ways. These could provide us a.
rationale for our solutions, and they would provide us a basis for ourwork.

In closino., we would like to express our appreciation to the chair-
man and t:3 the members of this committee for the opportunity to
present this testimony. We commend the committee for its interest in
the challenaing problems al equal educational opportunity and hope
that our efforts will be of some use in its deliberations.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much, and I. would say thatboth of you, Mr. Berke and you Mr. Kelly, have been-of great help to
us M. a pioneering nature in helping this coimnittee to understand the
financial elements of the inequality of education..
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Your proposal, in effect, calls for interdistrict equality of financial
inputs within a State with some adjustments for, need yet to be
defined.

Is that essentially it ?
Mr. BERKE. Yes.

KELLY. Yes. ,

Senator MONDALE. Certainly the California case is a very hopeful
and he4ful new step on the input side, is it not?

Mr. KELLY. Mr. Berke pointed out the Serrano decision strikes down
the use of the local tax base as the determinant. It allows legislative
decision on any other.

Senator MONDALE. That is right.

EDUCATION AND EQUAL PROTECTION DOCTRINE

Mr. KELLY. I would read that decision to mean that an equal-dollar-
per-student systein would .be acceptable, or that an equal-dollar sys-
tem adjusted on the basis of educational need as we have defined it, m
-terms of achievement scores and so on, would be acceptable.

Legally, it 'is a question of what is an acceptable classification of
people under State action Within equal protections doctrine.. The court
is saying; that wealth is not an acceptable classification for something
that is of "fundamental interest" to the State. . .

Senator MONDALE. Yet it is a fundamental new decision because it
says the State is responsible and the State cannot shuck off its respon-
sibility by putting. the burden on local real estate taxes and accepting
the valuation differences that flow between districts.

. Mr. KELLY. Leg;islators wanted the best of both worlds. They wanted
-to be able to specify, what shall happen in each and every classroom,
but. they have created a financial system which the public perceives to
Ie placing major responsibility for fmancing schools on the local
community. . .

Anything the local cOmmunity can pick up.in the way:of State aid
should be recrarded itS a, gratuitous- gesture by, the State. legislators.

.
IgalIy, the System is not structured that way and the Serrano deci-

.sion makes that clear. .

Senator MONDALE. Do you See a way of dealing with the interstate
'differences? .

I notice. Your reconimendations do not seem to deal with the, wide
;differences betWeen States in their ability to generate revenue.

. It would seem it would folloW quickly on the heels of the Serrano
decision, if that becoines generally acCepted law, that you must look
..at the difference not only betWeen the school districts, 'but the differ-
ences between States. Would you not think SO ?

KELLY. I don't think that it is likely to emerge directly' from
-.the Serrano argument, because the Serrano argument, is restricted tO
State action intrastate action.

Mit I think in the eyes of the public and politically, in terms of what
-will be acceptable in this field ,if that decision stands, the interstate
question of meqUity is real arid is going to be able to be faced more
squarelythan we can face it at the,present time., ; . .

We do not come fortard 'with, a speCifiC plan for:a Federal program
-to alleViate interstate differences: in expenditures, although. we would
,certainly miish to. apply,' I aria sure, our definition of equal educational
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opportunity, which implies',a direct interest in pupil socioeconothic
background, and in achievement..

Mr. Berke can speak for himself here.
Mr. BERKE. I have nothing to add.
Mr. KELLY. We do say, Senator Mondale, that specifically Title I

of ESEA. is the only Federal program which addresses itself, intra
and interstate to our criterion of educational need.-

FUROR ABOCT TITLE I. 'FUNDS .

We are both acutely aware of all of the furor about how good-Title
I is. The fact of the matter is that if you want to .provide local people
with the opportunity to spend money on education and you wish to
provide those dollars in greater amounts to the poor than to the rich,
the only thing you can vote for in Washington that does that, is
Title I.

Senator MONDALE. And student assistance, which goes to poor
peoPle.

Mr. KELLY. I am talking elementary and secondary levels.
Senator MONDALE. The worst thinir about Title I is that it has

no political constituency, no political crout behind it.
Mr. BERKE. A thought occurred to me from your comments about

ithe rural problem, and some of the others that s not unrelated to the
kind of formula one might want for distributing...aid.

My coMment is that we took a look at how different formulas relat-
ing to educational need would work for New York State. In other
words, we simulated; through the computer,' where the dollars would
go using two different techniques. Using an achievement test technique,
we distribUted additional money to districts in proportion to the
number of pupils Wow minbmun competence by statewide achieve-
ment tests. In New York State it is approximately the lower quarter
of the class that fits that definition, and distributina additional moneys
to districts in proportion to the number of pupirs of that kind they
have, we found that aid went in large measure to central .cities.

But we found also that that kind of measure unlike the second tech-
nique, the use of pupils from homes, receiving AFDC Was able to pick
out suburban areas and rural aretis also; and the interesting thing was
that there was a very good correlation between the districts with what
We would call financial problems; and educational problems, so that as
we, do move more into this area of allocating aid on the basis of need
and as we do look forward to .tinkering with the Title.I, approach and
whatnot, I wou ld commend consideration---

Senator MONDALE. The formula .yon are talking about,, is th at based
on the number of children beloW a certain ()Tack, achievement level or

. .

-eeonoMically ?
. .

Mr. BERKE. NO, it was based On achievement.
Senator MONDALE. But it tended to ha;ve ft correlation tneconomics ?

FAMILY BC01TOMICS BEST PREDICTOR

Mr. BERKE. Yes in faet the scholiirs'.who inveStib.ated Some of the
queStions yOu Stated. 'earlier 'found -the best -predictor:as' to .how a stu-
dent. does in school bears on the edonomiclevel Of the family.
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This is a frightening statistic, and it is one we will have to break
down if we are to move toward educational opportunity.

Mr. KELLY. Can I make a comment that ties together a couple of
loose strands here, particularly about your musing ont loud about
the political, constituency of Title I? In making this comment, I don't
want to overemphasize my hope that Serrano will immediately stand
as the *law of the land, but over a period of years, it is likely to stand.

If it does stand, a couple of things might start to happen. A closer
political identity on this issue might be perceived between blue collar
workers living in suburbs and blacks in Cities. According to the data
we_present in our tables, both.groups are misserved by the system.

Second, over a longer period of time, if this decision were to stand,
it wonld remOve one of the rationales for maintaining segregated
housing in the suburbs, namely that racial minority groups can be
kept out of suburban nhool districts by segregated zoning or some
other praCtice.

If the local tax base doesn't have anything to do with the amount
of .education they can provide, it would chip away at the problem of
distribution of populations.

Senator MONDALE. Would it be possible to develop a Berke-Kelly
formula for true equality in financial distributions which would adjust
for this number of children below grade level, the costs of education,
the contribution of student body to each other, the contribution of
parents, et cetera, and come up with a formula that would trulywith
a theoretical target for what is necessary for delivering full equality
educational programs?

Mr. BERKE. I guess that deserves a serious answer though, Senator.
Mr. KELLY. I think we can, in our recommendations in the broader

report* that we will submit to you, we can specify the kinds of factors
and specific kinds of measures that we believe should be involved if a
centrally funded distribution scheme is to meet our criteria for edu-
cational need.

EQUALITY BASED ON NEED

Senator MONDALE. In effect, your testimony comes down hard on
the point that equality in dollar input is not adequate. You need to
have equality based on need. There ought to be a support system which
delivers an extra punch where you have a student body or large propor-
tion of the student body which needs extra help, right?

Mr. BERKE. Right.
Senator MONDALE. So the figures you use, the data we have is all

dollar input ; it doesn't tidjust for those other factors.
Wouldn't it be useful to have the Berke-Kelly model which would

be a decent system of aids based on these factors?
Mr. BERKE. Senator" there is nothing I would like better to do. I

think we would be delighted to try to put something together and
submit it to the committee.

Mr. KELLY. In terms of what would be specifically helpful to you,
it would be necessary for us to have further conversations with your
staff. The two of us would be happy to do that.

Senator MONDALE. Certainly.
I would like to see a little more breakout,if it is available or can be

done, on the plight of the poor rural districts. We are weak in that
*See Committee Print : Financial Aspects of Equality of Educational Opportunity.

3-1
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regard. And anything that will show the interstate differences in effort,
dollar amounts, or whatever.

Mr. KELLY. That can be done.
Senator MONDALE. And some suggestions for action.
I don't want to pick on Arkansasbut I suspect if the State of*

Arkansas took the Serrano case and had a full program of equality
of education input within the State, for all practical purposes, the
children of Arkansas would still be cheated if one looks at their status,
as American citizens.

Mr. KELLY. Well, on the interstate problem, we can provide all sorts
of data for you and those data are available relatively easily through
the NEA and the Office of Education.

The rural problem we will have to dig on, and we will do what we
can.

Senator MONDALE. All right.
The committee is in recess, to reconvene at 10 a.m., on Thursday,.

in room 1114, of the New Senate Office Building.
(Whereupon, at 12 :10 p.m., the Select Committee was recessed, to-

reconvene at 10 a.m., on September 23, 1971, in room 1114, of the New-
Senate Office Building.)

:



INEQUALITY IN SCHOOL FINANCE

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1971

U.S. SENATE
SELECT Comm-1TE ox

.EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
ashing ton, D.0 .

The Select Committee met at 10 : 05 a.m., pursuant to call, in room.
1114, of the New Senate Office Building, the Honorable Walter F.
Mondale chairman of the committee, presiding.

Presea : Senator Mondale.
'Staff members present : William C. Smith, staff director and general

counsel ; Dorm Mitchell, professional staff ; and Leonard Strickman,
minority counsel.

'Senator MONDALE. The committee will come to order. This morning
we continue our hearings into the issue of school finance which relates
to equality in education. Our first witness is an old hand. at this
issue, Mr. Julius Hobson, director of the Washington Institute for
Quality Education, Washington, D.C. Following his testimony, we
will hear from Mrs. Catharine Barrett, president-elect of the NEA,
and then, Dr. Charles Benson, staff, director, New York State Com-
Mission on the Quality, Cost and Financing of Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education.. . . .

. ,

We are lieu pleased to have you here with us this morning.
Mr. HonSoN. Thank yon very much. I have some more Statements

coming for the press as soon as the young man conies- in.
'Senator MONDALE. Very . well, we'll distribute them . when they

arrive.
Mr. HOBSON. Thank 37ou.
Senator MONDALE. A.nd we appreciate your Willingness to testify

out of order here.

STATEMENT OF JULIUS W. HOBSON, DIRECTOR, THE WASHINGTON
INSTITUTE FOR QUALITY EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

, Mr. HOBSON. All . right My name is Julius W. Hobson.,I , am the
director of the Washington Institute for Quality-Education: WIQE
is a nonprofit organization designed to develop action research pro-
grams:in public education..I also teach a, course at the American'Uni-
versity entitled, ;`,`Social ;Problems and the.Law." I'm here to , discuss
the neffect 'of unequal, resources:among. so1lools; within school districts
and the extent to which .Federal programs benefit disadvantaged chil7
dren usingtheD.C: public system as-an example.

-In the District:of , Columbia, , education is a big, industry and . should
be administered as such, it seems to me. Washington schools have an
average annual budget of over $150 million, if you count funds from

(6683)
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all sources, with approximately 18,000 employees and over 6,000
teachers servina some 143,000 Children in over 2CD school buildings.

Up to now, rarge urban school systems in the United States have
traditionally consicrned the poor and the black children to the social
and economic junkheap. This goal has been accomplished through a
variety of vehicles, some obvious, like simple segregation by race,
others more Subtle, such as an unequal distribution of-educational re-
sources, rigid tracking, and inferior physical plants, and the District
of Columbia is guilty of the whok kit and caboodk.

In fact, my first challenge to the District of Columbia schools
occurred in 1953, under Superintendent Carl Hansen, when I attempted
to take my 6-year-old son to the closest ekmentary school, all white,
rather than transport him out of our neighborhood to another school,
all black. There were no top-level objections then to busing children
in order to maintain segregation. The whole issue of busing is a camou-
flage, I think, both on the part of Mr. Nixon and of the NAACP--

Senator MONDALE. What does your comment mean about the
NA ACP ?

Mr. HOBSON. I beg your pardon ? We, I just think the issue of in-
tegration is a doad issue in the black community. I don't think anybody
is concerned about where they sit in a public school anymore. I think
we have achieved the primary purpose of the Supreme Court decision
of 1954 ; namely, that we have now disallowed State and Federal sanc-
tion of segyegation and now, I think the argument is whether or not
we are going to divide resources and where we are going to place
teachers, books, supplies, and equipment, and not who we are going to
sit down by.

I have an impression that if the District of Columbia public schools
bad a reputation for being excellent, the whites would flow back in
here like the birds fly back in summertime. The point of integration
was to go where the gravy was, the resources. The resourcesaood
schoolswere in the white community. That was our argumea in
favor of integration.

Senator MONDALE. SO, that it's your opinion that the key objective
of the Brown decision has been achieved ; namely, the elimination of
dual school systems and that that was the key objective, as you saw it.
rather than body mixes ?

RELEVANCE OP INTEGRATION

Mr. HOBSON. Well, I didn't have a key 'objective in the deCision,.1.mit
that Certainly was an objective'. The State is now prohibited bystatute
and by the Supreme Court, from using its power to sanction segrega-
tion. So that means that if I live in your Community .next door to the
school, I 'don't have, to bus my .children all', across town. He' can 'go
to that school.

I think that fight has now moved to finother firenh: The area of jobs;
and the opportunity. to -earn enough money to live in mhatever com-
munity I 'might like: The emphasis is not whether theschool can inte.
grate, but whether the 'whole country can integrate.

Senator MONDALE. IS it Your belief, 'then, that the.- NAACP, in
encouraging busing, is really carrying out a cause irrelevant to
education?

,-87.0 '
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Mr, llonsoN. I think it's irrelevant to the whole education thina. It's
an argument which went on in the 1960's, which I joined and W6'hich

everybody I know joined, but I don't see any center city people who
are now not all that anxious to intenTate.

Senator MONDALE. Well, would it Fie fair to say, then, that you agree
more with Prasident Nixon, who opposes busing ?

Mr. HOBSON. Certainly, and, I don't aabree with Nixon on even the
way he spells his name, but I'm not here to agree with Nixon ; I'm here
to discuss the real issue, which is inequality in the distribution of
public resources.

Senator MONDALE. Very well.
Mr. HOBSON. Integration was only a temporary and expedient ploy

to postpone the more important and revolutionary issues related to
the equal distribution of public funds in public programs. In other
words, should tax benefits be disbursed according to tlie level of pay-
ment, or, in a democracy, should we be talking about one man, one
dollar?

It is extraordinary to me that these really significant questions have
been ignored for a long time and that we are now, for the first time,
addressing ourselves to what is obvious. The fight for equal resources
is not a black or white fight; it is a war perpetuated by those who bene-
fit the most from public resources against those who are unable to
object.

The research leading to Judge J. Skelly Wright's opinion of June,
1967, in the Hobson versus Hansen case, exposed the differential treat-
ment within the District of Columbia system. After a 2-year struggle,
we were able to secure through court order data on the average expendi-
ture per pupil in elementary schools. These data ranged from a low of
$216 per child in the poor and black community to a high of $627 per
child in the wealthy white community, or 190 percent more for the
white child than for the black child in the school year 1963-64.

We put these in the court. When these data were put before the
court, the differential in expenditures per pupil between the lowest
school in the predominantly black community and the highest school
in the predominantly white community amounted to $411. By 1968,
this spread had increased to $506. Data for 1970 showed that the dif-
erential had reached an unbelievable amount of $1,719 between the
lowest elementary school expenditure per pupil and the highest ele-
mentary school expenditure per pupil.

DISCRIMINATTON BY RESOURCES

Judge Wright's 1967 opinion decreed that discrimination in the dis-
tribution of public resources based on race or income was unconstitu-
tional and thereby ordered the school system to set about eliminating
this differential. The judge stated that:

The doctrine of equal educational opportunity for Negro and poor public school
children of the District of Columbia, under the equal protection clause in its
application to public school education, is in its full sweep a component of due
process binding on the District of Columbia under the due process clause of the
Fifth Amendment

The District of Columbia school administration made no attempt to
abide by the judge's decree, even though it was upheld at the appeals
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court level. Thus, the plaintiffs returned to court in 1970, asking that
the school administration be directed to equalize expenditures per
pupil based on teachers' salaries from regular budgeted funds. The
court found on behalf of the plaintiffs and so ordered. on May 23,1971.

My testimony from here on will deal with the statistical proof upon
whic'h the case was based. The District of Columbia public schools
-over the last 6 years have fared well interms of money received from
the U.S. Congress. In fact, the data in table 1,* if you will turn over
and look at table 1, show that the District of Columbia schools have
bad an increase in appropriated regular budgeted funds of 83.5 per-
cent from 1966 through 1971, and that the average amount of funds
.appropriated versus funds requested over the same period amounted
to a fantastic 95.8 .percenta higher batting average than any other
.school district in the United States.

Senator MONDALE. Is that figure for the 1971is that a direct ap-
propriation? That doesn't come through Title I or any of the other

Mr. HOBSON. That does not come through Title I. What I am talking
.about is regularly budgeted funds. I am not talking about construc-
tion funds, only regular funds used to pay teachers' salaries, buy books,
:and thinas like that.

Senata MONDALE. In other wordS, the school districts of the Dis-
trict of Columbia get $138 million for general operating expenses?

Mr. HOBSON. Right.
Senator MONDALE. In addition to that they. get Title I ?
:gr. *HOBSON. In addition to that they get Title I. The whole budget

:a.verages $150 million.
Senator MONDALE. When you consider all the Federal contributions ?
Mr. HOBSON. Right. So it seems to me that they are well paid.
Table 2 * shows that in the fiscal'year 1969, the District of Cohimbia

-public schools had more professional staff, excluding teachers, per 1,000
pupils than does, for example' ,New York, City, Philadelphia, Balti-
more, Boston, or Cleveland, if vou look at that table.. .:

Senator MONDALE. Let me ask'you a,question. YOu are familiar;with
these tables ; I'm not. . ' , :

In other words 'your figures disclose that. where. New York has 54
teachers per 1,000L--

Mr. HOBSON. Not teachers, professionalstaff.,Thatexcludes teachers.
Senator .MONDALE. ;That would include adnrinistrators, principals,

'central office personnel; and so oh ?!; ii), :
Mr. HOBSON. Right, excluding teachers:
Senator MONDALE. Does that include custodial 'personnel ?
Mr. HOBSON. Justprofessional staff.
Senator MONDALE. .A11right. Now in New- York thek haVe 54 teachers

per 1,000 pupils; Washington; D.C. has 63 per1,000 pupils.? ).
Mr. Robson.:Right. - ,H' ".H. ' .: ;;'''

Senator MONDALE. In other words,' froin your table,.then,-it appears
that by , a substantial .propor tion, .15. percent . or so,, Washington,. p, C.
has a higher professional staff ratio per pupil than any. school district
-shown on this chart ?

Mr. HonSON: Shdwn on this' chart, and 'any city' I haye, beeir able.; to
find. In, fact, we have school supervisors in :Washington stninblingjill
.over theinselires in duPlieating prdgrainS. ' " ' '

' Senator MONDAL I want to aSk abOnt that a littre later.
See Part 113D, Appendix 3.

;4,2= aas
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UTILIZE EXISTING FUNDS CORRECTLY

Mr. HOBSON. It appears, therefore
'

that the answer is not more
money to do more of what the school systein is already doing or to
add more deputy and duplicate superintendents, but rather to engage
in a more economical and intelligent utilization of existing funds di-

rectly in behalf of the children.
If I may, Pd like to call your attention to the seatter diagram* which

is on the back of your statement there entitled, "Relation Of Average

Per Pupil Expenditures to Neighborhood Income Levels for 'the
School Year 1969-70." It shows that one District of Columbia ele-

mentar3r school at the highest extreme had average 'expenditures per
pupil of $2,024 per child, while the lowest expenditure- per Pupil in
another elementary school came to $305, or a differential of $1,719.

Senator MONDALE. What school was that?
Mr. HOBSON. That was Bundy.
Senator MONDALE. What school was the lowest ?
Mr. HOBSON. Just a moment. Let me look at my notes. That was

Thomson Elementary. In other words, expenditures per pupil on the
-scatter diagrcim really range from a low of just $100 per child. .

Now, the reason I didn't include the $100 in counting the differential
-was because they screamed that that's an annex and that that should

not be included, so 1 left that out, and.went to the next lowest to make

.sure that I got in what they call an elementary school, but even at that,
when I went before the judge and said, "Look at this differential of
$1,719," our case was then made so airtight we could have won it in the
South African,court.

I'd like to turn now to, "The Damned Children " :Which is a
graphic representation of public education in thQ District of Co-
lumbia from 1906 through 1969, and it discusses the District of CohuiF
bia "education" from its inception in 1906 down to Johnny's ability
to read in 1969.

I. think 'it graphically preSents segregation and discrimination in
the terms of the distribution of -public resources in education: If
might call your attention rirrht faSt to chart 1 *that appears on page 9.

.
SELECTION OP SCHOOL 'BOARD'

The Board of Education was selected in the District of Columbia
public -schools based On :race. They had a quota systerii from 1906
through 1961. They had a quota system of three blacks and six whites.
'There were nine peo-ple on the Board of Education.

Now, it Appears that in 1962, they increased the Board to four blacks
and 1967, to five and then, We elected a BOard 'of Education which is
no* primarily black, and when I went to court iri 1966; the Roard was
primarily Wh'ite. It's now primarily black,And it's now engagedin the
systematic destructiOn ofehildren 3ust like it -was When it was primar-
ily:white: .

We lOst the case before 'the U.S. District Court to try to get them tO
declare this method of selecting the school board unconstitutional' on
the grounds that 'the Constitution states. that a Federal: judge. shall
have the right.to appoint those officers 'who have functions peculiar to
the functions Of, the Court,* and I. :did not- find that a schOol board

See Part 16D, Appendix 3.
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member had a function that could be considered peculiar to the func-
tion of the court.

We lost that on a split decision with Judge J. Skelly Wright dis-
sentinff. Congress subsequently put together a bill which wre us a
schoorboard with only the power -to sit down. Our proposati in court
was to have a Board of Education to control its own taxes and so forth.

Now, let's talk about the temporary teachers, which appears on page
11, chartino- the distribution-of teachers.

In the District of Columbia, they have a definition of three types of
teachers.. There's a permanent 'teacher, who has all the academic re-
quirements and who has passed the examination to become Permanent,
and who by that definition, when they come to you to get money, is a
good teacher and gets a high salary.

There's a temporary teacher, who has not passed the examination
to become permanent and cannot or may nothave 'all the academic re-
quirements. That's the lowest teacher who gets a contract from year-
to-year and then, there's.a probationary teacher in the middle who has
the academic ,requirements, has passed the examination- to become per-
Moment, but who is still serving a probationary period..

NoW, if yOu look at the distribution of teachers in tenns of the
Board of Education's definition :of what a good teacher is and where
they . are assigned, as shown in chart 2; yon will see that in the neigh-
borhood -where the income level was around $3,999 and under, 46 per-
cent of the- teachers were temporary, when if you go .over-tO the other
income extreme on-that chart, you see that where the inceme level was,
say; $12,000 and up, 23 percent of the teachers were temporary.

Now, I'm not an educator, but I do disaaree with-the school admin-
istration's definition of a (rood teacher. Itowever, in court this made
till excellent argument andt'we won on this point going. away.

. If you look at the 1969 data; you'll -see that the distribution had not
changed too Much. If you take the lower neighborhoOds versus the
higher,,on page-13 of the booklet, the chart entitled "Degree of Teach
ers Segregation in All-white and Predominantly White Schools," .we
See that .in 1962, 9 percent of the teachers in predominantly white ele-
mentary schools in the District of ColunThia were black. By 1966, this
percentage had decreased to 3 percent.

We put that in court. Judge Wright ruled then that there definitely
was teacher segregation; in' public education and that .the teaching
staff should be integrated. That came down in Hobson I in 1967.

THE "TRACK'? SYSTEM

We'll pass the dastardly track system which was designed by a man
named Carl Hansen, which consigned the poor and black to an economic
junk heap. Suffice it to say some 90 percent of those children living
in the community where the median income was $3,800, were consigned
to the basic and general tracks, which did not have curriculum lead-
ing to college education, and there were no honors tracks in the black
community.

If you go down to the other income extreme of this chart where
the median income is above $10,000, you'll find just the oppositeover
90 percent of the children were assigned, to the regular and honors
tracksand there were no basic tracks. The U.S. District Court de-
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clared the traCk system to be unconstitutional, and:we no longer have
onj.iaper a track system in the District of Columbia.

Now, 'books. If you look .at "the chart on page.19, we talk about the
distribution of books and supplies in public :education in the District
of Cohimbia. Pm told by educators that if you read 10 books you are
smarter than the guy who reads five. So, I assumed, that children who
(Yet 10 books versus those who (Yet five get more education, by edu-
b .

cator's definitions.
If you look: at that chart you'll see that the 15 highest schools had

an average number of books .per pupil ranging from 21 per child to
28 per child.

enator MONDALE.. These are book§ in the library for instruction ?
Mr...HOBSON. This 'excludes library books. These are just textbooks

(rivento students to study. If you look at the 15.lowest schools in terms
of.books 'per pupil, you will findthose schools had an average of from
four to 10 books per child. This was a clear maldistribution of public
resources in terms of the distribution of books and supplies.

Now, an interesting; table, again, is the one entitled "Average Ex-
penditure per Pupil in the Elementary School by Neighborhood In-
conk Groups in 1965."

Washington, neighborhoods . with the lowest average incomes are primarily
black, and neighborhoods with the highest average incomes are primarily white.

The chart shows that in' 1965. elementary schools in lower and moderate
income neighborhoodsunder .$9,000had average expenditures for pupil sub-
stantially lower than. those in the higher income areas$10,000 and above.
$306 contrasted with an average of $396 per child.

Senator MONDALE. What was the main element in the difference ;
teachers pay ?'

HonsoN. The big element was in teachers pay. In the District
of Columbia teachers' salaries make up from about 70 to 75 percent of
the operating budget.

Senator MONDALE. In addition to the teacher differential, what was
the next highest ?

DISTRIBUTION.. OF EQUIPMENT

Mr. lloBsoN. The next highest differe4ia1 .was' in terms of distribu-
tion of books and supplies such as visual aid.eqUipment, screens_ pro-
jectors, and that kind of eqUipmentypewriters.'VOr example,1 have
charts and data which arenot included in thiS boOk which show a dis-
tribiition of this kind Of equipment.. ..

,We have schools in the .Distiliciof dolunibia that teach tyPing that
still have standard tyPewriters We have sehools that do not teach
typing .that have electric typewriters. We have schools in which you
have .

almost one typewriter per. Child and some in which you have four
typewriters...for, 500 children, .s.o it's that kind Of distribution of
equipment . and. suPplies. WhiCkie reflected in, the .rest of that regular
bu dget 'money. .

Wo brOught that to thecOUrt's 4tention.
Now, if you'll ,thrn. to. ;Page 22," yoji'll see ft glaring differential iii

exPenditures per pupil by school, which is 'What I talked about in
court. Tn southeast Washington, which was predominantly black, the
average' eXpenditureS per pupil in the lowest elementary sdhool, which
iS called WatkinS, and I think that is located in Anacostia, was $216
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per child in the school year1963-64, while west of Rock Creek Park,
which was .predominantly 'white, the lowest average eipenditure was
$338, -and the highest was $627 per 'child, which came to something
like tWo or three tiniesas much as was being spent in Watkins. There
are 11 schoolS in Anacestia, all 11 of them had average expenditures
pei' pupil loW6r than the loWest average expenditure per pupil in any
eleMentary SchoOlinthe white coMmunity.
, The court declared that this was maldistribution and therefore un-
constitutional: We looked at 1968 -after the:decision came down and
We 'See 'that the situationhas not 'changed too much. That the average
expenditure per pupil, gap had gotten wider, from $411 in 1963, 1964,
1965, to $506 in 1968;' and finally, to $1,719 in:1970.:

Senator. MONDAE. Was there any movement between the, first:de-
CisiOn,.'find.- 1968? There'S, a Modest .difference here -in the amounts of
inereased Spending,. 'I .§ee, in the poor black school& Did they start
rediStributing bookS 'or typewriters' or anything and try to refrain
from the faculty yedistribUtion of -what'? .Was there any response at
all frOinthat deciSion,?

'Mr. HOrisdi4.. I INTEis On the Board of Education before I was :kicked
off at the next election, and the only thing that deteete.d that they
did was to eliminate on paper the track system. They definitely did
that.

..Senator MONDALE Interms.of distributing?.
'Mr. HoSsoN: And -the other thing they did was make an 'fitteriipt to

integrate the teachers and the third thing they, did was to bus those
children .who volunteered from low-income communities to the high-
income communities, about 500 children, hit in terms of the 'distribu-
tion of resources, as I. pointed out here, the. gap . got wider if yOu
counted in term§ of the money.

UTILIZATION OF TITLE NONEY.

Now, the Federal moneywhich is very interesting. What did they
do witch Title I money in terms df discrimination ? If you look over
on page 27 of the book, you see' chaft 13 arid the title of that chart
is "Pupils and Expenditures in Schdols. Above and Below the Median
Expenditure per Schpol in 1968" . ,- . .

might.I.jfiSt.stOP:,here and.Say that the. former Commissioner
of the Office of:Education Made in ObSerVation 'that Title I, or ESEA
mOney, 'should riot be .giVen tO school 'flistrictS 'unless they, have
equalized expenditures per pupil, frOM regular sources. I don't know
whether that ever became a 'statute,' but it wfts a regulation in' the
U.S. Office of Education...

.
In the: DiStrict Of Coliimbia in -the .achoOl year 1968, you, will see

that the median, eipenditüre was $419.50. Half bile schools had ek-
Penditures below. that and half had experiditures,, above it, lxit in
terms of -the children in those sChoOls, that tOp bar shows yo :that
of the 94,000 pupVs in the public elementary schools at that time,..65
percent were school with average expenditures per pupil below
the median and 35 percent were in schoOls with, average expenditures
above the median.

Now, of -the. regular.budgeted money shown,to be $37 Million in
that year,',60 percent Wentto 65 'percent of the children and 40 per-
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cent went to 35 percent of the Children, but the dastardly picture that
comes out is what did they do with Title IESEA moneythat was
supPosedly appropriated to deal With disadvantaged children ?

If you look at the last bar you Will see that they spent 34 percent
of Title I money on the 65 percent of the Children in the poorest
schools and 66 percent of the Title I money on the 35 percent of the
children in the wealtMest schools.

Senator MONDALE. I noticed that received some attention in the pa-
pers recently. How did they allocate that money ? Was it on a geo-
graphical basis?

Mr. HOBSON. They just did all kinds of things. They paid teachers
and sent people 'on trips and it was the most crazy-quilt operation.
I spent a year on the Board. of Education tryino to got some detailed
information and finally came up to a memoralum to the Office of
Education in which I pointed out some of the things they are doing,
and I want to caution you about District of Columbia public school
figures. It's very hard, if not Impossible, to get your hands on' a figure
which you can stand ön When you put one into court you apologize
and say, "This is what they gave me." So, I ended up with a table from
the school administration showing appropriations for Title I of about
$1 million , and, another table showing appropriations of above $5
Million, 'believe it or not, 'bOth tables were for the same year. I took the
$5 million because the statistics looked better in terms of the kind of
agitation I. am Concerned with. Both tables came from the public
schools and were Signed by the superinthndent.

Senator MONDALE. It seems to me I recall reading that the board
or the administrators picked one geographical area to receive all the
Title I money. Is that what they did ?

Mr. Honsoisr. No; they, didn't. The Title I moner went to the schools
with the higher average expenditures per pupil, both black and white,
and those schools were located in the wealthiest commimities in wards.
3, 4, and 5. That's where the Title I money went. The schools in
Anacostia and schools in the central northwest did not get very much..
That's what this bar shows down here at the bottom of the table.

TEST OF A PITBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM

It seems to me that there's one test that a noneducator like myself'
can impose upon a public school system without worrying about how-
you write a curricultim and what a good teacher is, and that test
is can Johnny read, write, spell, ;and communicate in the world of'
1971 at the proper levels.

Now, if you will look 'at. the table that, appears On, page 33, of the-
book you will see how it shows that the amount of money spent on
Johnny -is related directly, in some.kind of way,.to his ability to read.

you. look there, :these are.1969 data, and they . show that in ,flo-
communities where the inconie leVel was below $8,000 they spent on an
aVerage of $388 per pupil in, the, school year 1968, and that 96 percent
of the elementary schools in that .community reported their children.
were reading below the national norm. ,

Now; .if yott look at the right side .of the table where the income,
leyel was ,$8,000 and, above,: yOu' will find that they spent $-.135, per
child and 91 :percent of ,the ejenientary, schools in that community-
reported that their children read .above the, national norm.
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Senator MONDALE. Do your figures show the extent to which the
average/child in these poor schools was below the national norm in
reac , levels?

Mr. Honsatc. I do not have that fiaure.
Senator MONDALE. Can you just give me an opinion of what it ?

Mr. Honsorr. I can't put it in terms of percentages, but I can put
it in terms of grades. The average child in the District of Cohimbia,
based on rough calculations that I have done but would not publish
because they have not been substantiated, is 4 to 5 years behind in
reading after that child reaches the sixth grade.

In other words, the average sixth grade child is reading somewhere
around the second grade level, and in high school, around the fourth or
fifth grade level, so it averages out. It varies with the high schools and
with the elementary schools.

Senator MONDALE. You mean it's your feeling or belief that an
average poor kid in black schools in the sixth grade is reading at
second grade level ?

Mr. HOBSON. Second grade level if reading at all.
Senator MONDALE. What is the absentee percentage ? Do you have

any idea ?
Mr. HOBSON. The absentee percentage which I found and is unpub-

lished in any reports, for the school year1969and I don't think it has
changed that muchwas 83 percent in the high schools that I looked at.

Senator MONDALE. Somewhat lower in the elementary schools ?
Mr. HOBSON. Somewhat lower in the elementary schools, right. I'd

like to return, and I don't have too much more testimony, to my paper
here and mention the California decision, which I think everybody
agrees is a landmark decision in public education in terms of distribu-
tion of resources between school districts; but there's a bit of caution
as far as I'm concerned that should be taken into consideration when
you look at the California decision.

I'll read you my paraffraph. Following Hobson II, which was a
decision that we got in Mbay of this year, comes the decision from the
Supreme Court of the State of California on August 30, 1970, stating
that :

The California public school financing system, with its substantial dependence
on local property tax and resultant wide disparities in school revenue, violates
the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States
Constitution.

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST POOR

The court related further, and I quote :
We have determined that this funding scheme invidiously discriminates against

the poor because it makeS the quality of a child's education a function of the
wealth of his parents and neighbors.

While this is a landmark decision, which, if left standing will revo-
lutionize funding among school districts within the *Staies, it does
nothing about discrimination against individual children within
school districts and still allows tlie kind of discrimination to exist
which existed in the District of Columbia in 1964. It is still possible
in the State of California for any one school within a school district to
receive one-half the funds received by any other school within that
district, thus leaving school districts with the full right to continue
discrimination against minorities and poor children under their juris-
diction, which the data show they are doing.

9
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I have looked at schools of comparable size. I have worked in San
Francisco Trenton, New Jersey ; New York; Dayton, Ohio ; and Co-
lumbus, Ohio, and they have the same kind of disadvantages which
we had in the District of Columbia in terms of how the money was
distributed.

It is evident, then, that the parents in California are faced with
duplicating the Hobson, versus Hansen decision in order to assure the
elimination of discrimination against minorities and the poor. In other
words, California is where the District of Cohimbia was in 1967.

I applaud the California decision, but I have talked to the lawyers
that argued that case and I have talked to a number of people who
worked on it and they are now trying to do what we have clone in the
District of Columbia.

INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO ALL

We could not have made this case had we not been able to get the
data. We were able to obtain data through my good friend, Adam
Clayton Powell, who was chairman of the House Committee on Edu-
cation and Labor. He held hearings in 1965 on the public schools
which gave us the basic data which kd to this decision. People out in
other cities don't have this opportunity and they are told by school
administrators when they go to get information that it's confidential,
it's restricted, it's unavailable, and it's secret. So I stopped at WIQE
and did a publication entitled, "The Damned Information," which is
a compilation of State access statutes and it has a complete text in it
of the Federal Public Information Act.

Senator MONDALE. Could we have a copy of that for the record?
Mr. HOBSON. You.may have this copy. The preface was written by

Congressman John Morris, who was chairman of .the committee which
authorized that piece of legislation. In each State there's an. access
statute which says something to the effect that if you're a citizen of
that State you have a right to a public document or you have a right to
copy a public document, so. I'm distributing -this book all over the
United States to groups of citizens, -and to public inthrest law firms
so that they may get information regarding their public schools. The
booklet is just a pulling tog-ether of State access statutes which I hope
)vill be helpful to interested persons and organizations. .

Senator MONDALE.. WOUld you yieldi there for. a moment ?. Regard
inn- this question of getting information; thatyou have' obtained in the
District, yesterday we had a top school' economist from .Syracuse
testify that financial information within school districts is practically
unavailable. You can get .many, stacks:of information broken:. down
about differences between- the school districts,:but to do what you did
here, in the District:it is ,ver hard, tO,.obtain this information' on a
school by school basis. The Office, of Education doesn't collect ditta'

'apparently, or at least, doesn't make it available. Would you agree with
that,.and what would you propose to help make this data available.

Mr.. Honsorr. 1 don't agree with that. -I don't think it'S 'possible to
administer public schools without knowing how much money is going
to each school. I 'don't. think there's a school district in the country
that doesn't have somewhere in itS file a, record of the total amount of
money spent in each school. ';.; ;

; ; . :
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FORCE DISTRICTS To RELEASE DATA

Now, it may not be broken down in terms of how much to books,
how much to teachers, but the NEA as well as the Office of Educa-
tion, publish data showina that teachers' salaries average .from 60 to
as .high a5 80' pereent 'of tlie operating budget, so on the basis of that
percentage, you can- figure out the approximate amount going to
teachers' salaries. I think it's available. I think it's a matter of forcing
school districts to release the data.'

We went to Dayton, Ohio, to ask the school administration for data
which they said was not available. I read them the law and asked,
"Do you want to-have a court fight or do you want to give us the
data ?" and they gave us the data.

Senator MONDALE. They gave you the data ?
Mr. HOBSON. They certamly did. And I'm developing the data for

a parents group in Dayton, Ohio. I also worked on data with a group
of people who put together a case which is aoing to be filed in the
State- of New York. We got data from the N!ew York school system.
I don't see how one can administer a school system without these data.
How can yOu run an education system without knowing how much is
going to elementary ; or how much iS going to high schools ?

Senator MONDALE. That reminds me of the old truth in lending issue.
When we tried to pass the truth in lending legislation the banks said
there's no way to deterinine the interest rate, and we said, how do you
compile it, thenby the sun coming up in the mornina? But as soon
as we published it, within 2 weeks everyone knew h!ow to compile
interest.

'Mr. HoBsoN. I think we are blessed to haVe the ConoTess doing some-
thing about iL If I were a citizen of Dayton Ohio, fwould come and
say,79Look, I tried to cret some information on education. How about
trying to help ine get it!"

I d.on't know if you are familiar with the hearings held by Con-
gressman Pucinski.m 1966 and 1967 on the District of Columbia public
schools, but it was the' most comprehensive and probably the most
detailed and informative material' I have seen on the District of
Columbia. It Was the basis for our data Used in court.

Senator MONDALE. NOW, you indicated in- one of your- Charts .that
the percentage of professional "personnel per. pupil in Washington,
D.C. is the highest you were .able to find. Ilelative to school districts
of comparable size; Washington has 63 per 1,000 as compared with 49
per 1,000.

Mr. HOBSON. Yes..
Senator MONDALE.' One .of the things that has faseinated me is the

size of theSe central city bureaueracies. Would you say, based on
this chart and yoUr'own experienee in the central bureaucracy of the
D.C. public school systeth, thatit is larger than most ?

Mr. HoBsoN. 0h,1 think it's larger and I think it is to the detri-
ment Of 'the children: I have no' personal animosity towa,rd any indi-
vidual...working in the public schools at this 'particular timeI may
haVe toMorrowbut the point is you haire deputy_ and literally dupli-
cate assistant sUperintendents all over the place. The school is paymg
$6.50 per square foot rent and each tinie they talk about decentralizing
and reorganization of the central staff, they go out 'and hire more peo-
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ple, and the money which is being appropriated for public education
is not getting down to Johnny.

Senator MONDALE. Do you have figures on what amount is being
spent in the central pentagon and hoW much is being spent at the
classroona teaching level ?

Mr. HOBSON.' I have some calculations, which I gave you which I
will caution you about. I did not bring them with me. .

Senator MONDALE. Just give me your observations, now.

65 PERCENT FOR ADMINISTRATION

Mr. Ho 'Ism. I have an astronomical percentage which show that
65 percent of the money appropriated for education goes for adininis-
trative expenses in the District of Columbia public schools.

Senator MONDALE. How do you define it? Would that
Mr. HOBSON. That is broadly. defined, That includes principals'

salaries, everybody from a principal and up. It includes rent and it
includes all tliose people who are chauffeured around out there, and
secretaries and the whole administrative staff of the District of Colum-
bia public schools. Most of the money goes for that. It does not go for
teachers' salaries and it does not go -to the children.

Senator MONDALE. HOW many professional people are there in
the school system of the District who are not teaching but who are
in an administrative or some such capacity?

Mr. HOBSON. I don't lmow that figure.
Senator MONDALE. W,hat.would you guess?
Mr. HOBSON. Oh; 'gee. I would be afraid to make a . guess because

it could be anywhere from 500 or so. I have not calculated that so I'm
unable to say.

Senator MONDALE. Well---
Mr. HOBSON. Let me just say, there's a problem with definition here.

I'll define administration. What I'll do is get a Government publication
from, say the Government AccountingOffice. They have'a definition of
administration, administrators, administrative expenses. And as a
kind of standard .definition, I'll take that standard definition and on
the basis of that standard definition of administrative expenses, I'll
figure out the administrative expenses..of the District of Columbia,
public schools.'

. .

Now, if I take out the principals, then Of cotirse, the 'teachers take
most of the money, but if you leave in the principals the teachers get
less.

Senator MONDALE. I have some sympathy for the need of a principal
in the sChool' System.. I'm trying to figure out the amount, of needless,
waste .in.oVerhead that accumulates in:these central cities.

I think I'M' correct that the superintendent of 'San Francisco is
fairly newhas been there for about a year. In his first, conference
after he had 'been there' for .a cOuple of days he said, I 'ctull imagine
What. I'll do with all these people." And he told them all; ".Go out and
teach," and they had a huge rally demanding that not. be 'dime, so .
he sent a lot of them out to meet the kids, again.

NoW, it seems to me that, the 130E6.. is .not crOing to support these
schools unlesS it ihas- confidence n them and w1Ten you read storiesI
think I read they had 34 'chauffeured cars in the District school sys-
tem. How does that contribute to confidence ?

kt,-:....,
9 4-'
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CHAUFFEUR-DRIVEN BOARD OFFICIALS

Mr. HOBSON. More than any other city in the United States. I think
the article said that we have more chauffeur-driven officials in this
town than any other town in the country, but in schools, I don't 'mow,
about 31, they had some 24 when I was on the Board of Education. I
was offered the services of a driver,which I never used. I felt foolish,
as a two-bit Board member, being driven around.

Senator MONDALE. It seems to me the incentives often go this way :
that the lowest level of school enterprise is schoolroom teachingthat's
sort of a buck private joband that the real status is to be found when
you arrive in that central headquarters with a supervisor3r, adminis-
trative job ; then someday, with a higher salary and someday with a
car. That's incentive to get on up there where you have status ; is that
accurate?

Mr. HOBSON. That's very accurate about the District of Columbia
public schools. The whole idea is get away from teaching into admin-
istration.

Senator MONDALE. And because of that your best teachers aro spotted
and end up in the central system.

Mr. HOBSON. We lost one that wayMr. Rose, who was a very good
principal and had a reputation for running a good ship. He has re-
signed, now, but he was in the school administration. He moved from
teaching out of contact with the children.

I think that the schools exist for the benefit of the children. There
is one other point on public education you can make, which reflects the
educators' attitudes toward the children. That is that education is the
only industry in the history of this free enterprise system that hold the
consumerthe childresponsible for the quality ot the product. "He's
black, he's a bastard child, he doesn't know who his father is, he lives
in a room with six people, he has never been to a library, so therefore,
he can't learn," thus the teachers and school administrators are able
to escape evaluation.

I worked in the Government for 25 years as a statistician, and every.
6 months I was evaluated and expected to be. Teachers are fighting the
attempt to evaluate them in terms of Johnny's ability to read, and
Johnny's ability to read is their product. People worldng in a $150
million corporation with 18,000 employees and over 200- buildings,
need to be held accountable.

MALADMINISTRATION IN DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

The Distriet of Columbia school admmistration is ,cruilty of bun-
gling and 'Maladministration and 'misuse of money. PM not saying
anybody is stealing, but stupidity does reign ,supreine in the District
of Columbia public school'admMistration.

I have a chart which I obtained from the public schools showing
public projects in special schools using fimds from all sources. We
are spending something like $36 million a year on special projects,
most of which have never been evaluated.

For example, a reading program put in in 1968 and still going has
no measure in effectiveness in terms of how Johnny is readmg.

Well, I want to thank you for the opportunity to testify
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Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much for your contribution. I
think this is unique testimony in that it gives us insight into the inter-
District distribution of funds. Your testimony with the chartS as
well as the two documents you submitted will be made a .part of the
official record.* Thank you very, very 'much.

Mr. Honsox. Here is a copy of "The Damned Information."
Senator MONDALE. That's what we want. Thank you very much:
Our next witness is Dr. Charles Benson, who is with the University

of California, and also staff director oi the New York State Commis-
sion on Quality Cost, and Financing of Elementary and Secondary
Education, and one of the outstanding school :economists in the
country.

We are delighted to have you here this morn ing.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES S. BENSON, PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT

OF EDUCATION, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, AND

STAFF DIRECTOR, NEW YORK STATE COMMISSION ON 'QUALITY,

COST, AND FINANCING OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY

EDUCATION

Mr. BENSON. Thank you, Mr. ChairMan. MY name is Charles Ben-
son, and I'm a professor in the Department of Education, Univerthty
of CalifOrnia, Berkeley, and staff director of the New York 8tate
Commission on Quality, Cost; and Financing of Elementary and
Secondary Education. I think that's a comMission with, perhaps, the
longest title of any current. I believe there are 83 letters in the name.

Sir, there are three topics on which I ask your ,permission to speak.
One is problems that exist in the present .system of finance; the sec-

ond topic is what States might do to subStantially irnprove their financ-
ing of the public schools, and I think there are two main;options
what is called district Power equalizing and full State assumption; the
latter being much my preference, and-third, if I may, I woiild like to
make comments about what the Federal Govenunent might do to aid
this prOCeSs of transition to a new system.

FINANCIAL SYSTEM INEQUITABLE

On the first topic, the problems in our present arrangerrientsos. the
Serrano case so clearly indicated, the education finance system is in-
equitable. Some poor districts pay high tax rates for meager programs
and some rich districts Pay taxeS lOCally at Id* rates to provide them-
selves with very handsome,programs. . , .

This is true in California ; this is, true.in New ..York ; it's true. at
Points in bet*een.

For half a century the States have tried to prOduce, an equitable
systeni of finance but..their efforts to:date appear inadequate, aS in
'the past. Sonie Of the' reasons fOr.the present .arrangenientS producing
this rather .stiange result , that under a system of State equalizatiOn
gnints yon 'still have .grdsS inequalities, these are statedin the docu-
ment I subinitted tO you, sir, and I would !rather, May, move to
some additional material.

*See Part 16D, Appendix 3.

0S-412-71pt. 1.6AS
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1. .SenatOr 'MONDALE.,1V1iitt,we'll..do. is to put 'your ,statement. in- the
-record* as though read; and:you can eniphasizethose points you:wish
today: nave read. your statement., ,

,Mr..BENsori. Thank' you. What I -would. like to do is to read. a few
paragraphs about the situation. in New-York State. Now,.this' iS ma-
terial that :has been completed after the statement to you was itself
written. May I read?: . - .

Senator M01IDALE: By all...means. .!-: , : .:. - .

Mr. BENSoN. :NOw_, this saYs, let us look in.' detail at .the situation
in' .New.,York.- Consider LOng Island; the :second largest;--next to New
.York-City,,---region of the State:in terms' of public enrollment.

In 1968-69, there were 615,494 persons enrolled in the public ele-
mentary and secondary schoolS Of.Long Island's two:Counties,. Nas-sau
and Suffolk. This enrollment represented 18.1 percent of the State's
total.-Along. with: tlie-..Island'S large .iiumber otstUddrits gOeS .a 'large
nnunaber,.of:school districts:: Though -I4ono. :island is, not a large: geo-
graPhic- area. and: thOugh much of it is Cans* populated,- 131

;school' 'distrietS_. in vaiious ClassificatiOnS in 4968769: Ninety-tWO of
theSe' had'ifirollinent in bóth eleinentary' and SeCOndary grades.::

What of revenue differences among these 92 local.. authorities ?
Great Neck ,had revenues 57.32. percent abo.ve, regional average, and
:Massapeqiia had' reVennes '18.14 percent below regional average., By
regional staiidards; bOth of theSe' twe.,distriots 'are large in .enrollment.11-0*;:the,labsollite dollar.difference ;per. student Great
'NeCk.andMaSsapequa' Wag .$996.53 'Of, Or '$1,000-, per student. .

SenattirMOisMALE.' Whit wa..S, the 'Pet Capita expenditure in the one
versiis the Other?' ."'

Mr: BERs'oi:r. Theper 'capita? .

, .
.

.!Sel.iator.MoriDAt..Per . . .
.! Mr.' 'BEN.SON. Per pupil; yes In Great NeCk.' 'aPprOiimately:--LIdon't have a preaise',.ftgiirebtit ' it's 'aPprOiimately $2,000; and:in

.Massapequa;' .approiiinately, .$4000' per 'student' per.. year.. Those are
close; but hot exact' ' '7 '"*'*'' .NOw; :this difference beeween: these- ' tWO' diviSions,r then-LbetWeen
these two districts, is approxiiiiately '$20;000 'a 'claSsiOoni.- There. is no
clear reason to expect that students in these two. districts have such
different interestS' and abilitY that ar $20,000 'Per Classroom disadvan-
tage. for Massapequa youth, can :be justified.ii in :educational. terms.
'Granted,' theSe' differefides are. 'rather eitreirie On 'the Island.'

; Th4ivik7; -:...: I. ! ,
The fact remains that educational'OPPortithitieS:there are Markedly

Aineven. Furthermore, the' areabf bihg hiiia,i§'§liffididitly small that
one would not expect revenue differe.ncesto be offset '15y differendeS'in
.dosts; thatis,in pricks of &Ideational SerViee.44'.:

For examPle; the...salaries' that Great 'Neat' and MasSaPeqUa :*Ould
;.need1 to to ffer order tcY hire teaCherS .itandard pro -
:ficieney! iwould be approximately!the bathe 'Probably' :WhateVer dif-
ferenceS !exist! to'; the,.favor Great"Neck. beCifiSe' Of itarepUfatiOn '.as
iaivoutstandindichooldistriet'', i''" ''' ' If ''''"'

See prepared statement of Mr. Benson, p. 6700.
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, So, what Iam saying up to now;sir, is within a small .bounded.geo-
graphic area there... are ..roughly'1,2 ,to.- 1 expenditure .differences
that one finds hard to defend ;. eitheron the basis of the learning re-
quirements of students or on the ;basis of the differences in prices
for .educational services, at least, that these. two .places.,would have -to

The next step is to see what the expenditure differences,, to what.they
are chiefly related. The analysis as,hased upon the standards of 1

'to 1 relation between local tax rates .on true value of property and
revenues per student. A. purist-that is, apublic finance purist7-might
maintain the following : If .the local tax rate in district X is 10 percent
higher, than the rate in district Y,then and only then should revenues
per student in *district X,be 10 percent higher than:in district Y..

. It is one ,of the fundamental , ideas our , American educational
practice, that:the, residents of a given local district may choose .the
quality of educational program that is, ,to exist. ,in .that district, but
anotherldea that I think is fundamental to the way,we try to order ,our
liveS in this country, is that you are supposed to pay for what you get,

and so we are taking this, attitude in this LongIsland case. We assume
:that:districts should pay for. what they ,get, as expressed: in a local. taic. . .

rate and we then ask what conCluSiOns follow 'from this. f:t
Now, -we make an index of, tax rates in Long,Island and we simply

see the percentage by Which tali rates in different districts vary from
regional average tax trates. Then;:sir, we, compute a set'of presumptive
revenues,: which !is :school revenues per student pet year, that would

'be tiedto this index of tax rates., : . ; -,., , r -r; : r;:'il
For example; ,we: have a, tax rate in.a: place calledBaldwin thtis

.percent ;above the. Lorigi Island ,:average, We! then !say that the pre-
sumptive :educational revenues should be. 1 percent , Long :IS-
land's average. ,We;multiply the; LongIsland,average of $1,3201107
and we get a presumptive revenue figure-41,413. ,

F !,.:! :
Now, wecompare thesepresumptive reVenue figures :withlthe aCtual

revenues,.. which reflect :locally, raised, inohey and State' aid.., We then
, divide the: school, districts: of Nassau. 'separate it 'into-. 'winners :and
(losers, anftithe winners are people: w:ho :have.+More; actual: :revenues
,than,their,..4p.P Oftax .rater.would ;ono* you to: say they, Should have
if you ;assume that.there is this one4o-One relation- between:tax itites.
.and spending. per ,stndent..:, f., :.!

.1! .1

plsonnmisrxrioN, AOAINST SiVIALL
,

1,,!!

Now, thaiwinners,;,a,lOsers, maE profliably,.,be, examined against
enr011nientS 4nd, .gaist true yalUe of assessed, property ;per. student.

:AlinOst withOut exceptiOh,i, wiiMers. are,,districts, of high:assessed vau
atiOnGarden ,CitY, ,Great !Neckirliempstead;,Lawrenee; Port Wash-
ingiOn;;Or,are'.1,:ipth, 0411 and., Oistern,Bay,iSea

Bay.e'-thCiSe:'are,":(Winnertypes. rich,l,orr,even better, and
rieh SiMilailf`alitiOSC;WithOnt.-,eiCeption;ithklosers; arel districtsi of
lOw.'aeseSsect'valiiaticifi 'Per stiident--7ISland,,Trees;,,RoOsevelt-7-which

; talmostil a, completely.,;black disqict77Seafordi
iS"alnicst a cOmpletelybltick,distriet;Joil disitietS;w1liah

oiicurieriitilg-1.4; to inoderate levels. bat 'which
are large in enrollmentsHicksyille;,,Levittown;!.B.rentw.00di.:Com-
mack and Lindenhurst.
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The evidence appears conclusive that the present system of finance
in this part of New York State discriminates against low wealth dis-
tricts and large districts; while favoring small and :rich districts.
These discrinimations are contrary :to long established aims of the
.State to promote equity and, incidentally, to establish efficient, orabani-
zation of school districts, those aims, indeed, run back a half century
in time, as I said before.

Now, that's simply an example of the inequity problem that's along
the line of the Serrano discussion.

Now, I think a second major difficulty of the present system is that
the reliance upon local raising of money and the attendant voting
isn't ,aood for effective plannina and in part, this is a matter of being
unable to make lona-range prans for schools districts.

I think it would be' true, sir, 'if you asked a district to:give you their
5-year revenue and expenditure projections and their development
'plans, they would have to do a bit of wotk before you got any paper.
Now, oneI 'think one of the reasons for this is they feel, well, how
can we plan when next year we may be on an austerity budget or next
year the State may vote some additional State aid so we'll have money
to spend again, and they are literally forced into making Only annual
plans.

HINDERS PLANNING OF LAND USE

Now I think, also, the present system of finande hinders planning
in. land use. Districts do not want property that produces a lot of chil-
dren to be educated in schools that does not simply produce a lot Of
7iatable value to take care of them, and if orie considers the possibility,
for example, of having more low-' and middle-income housingsay,
housing' with tax abatement, into suburbs and this to me i8 the only
:Significant way to approach the problem of integration; one finds that
there's a financial loss.

Now,.thete may be social reasons that can be .uSed to :try to block
the introdUction of lOw- and middle-income families into a fairl y.'well-
off : suburb, but the 'point: is that everybody understands the financial
arguments and. the financial arguments can be put out in front, and so
you have the discussion, .I think, prematurely 'closed off because of a
rather '.archaic system of education revenue raising. This, I think,
leads to the disbursal, perhaps the too great.disbursal, 'of Workplaces
as districts search for a clean, income-producing property that doesn't
carry many children' with it,' which, again, makeSit difficult to develop
a ve7 well coordinated public transport system.

.

:Now, so:in:addition tothe ineqUity piobleMS; the'planning problems,
there, as' -you mentioned, sir, is' the-piOblem. Of the cities EXistMg
systerns of finance redognize not 'sit' ninth the.afia'COsts that .Cities
-shoiild 'face M providing:edileationalserViCes bUtthe',present.arrange-
mentigOb4on41thiSbecauSe. tai litnitS are plaCed On:citiesthOre rigor-
ouslY than they' are plated 'on subilibin 'diStricts; .and in kme -cases,

'now; 'the§e: limits 'are' ahsoluteljr' sUbjeCt to Change' only: by sot;t6 s-
lailires-not by Somespecial local irOte.-

City' buff, Which May explain to .nthif connrien4 biit I think
thiS,,, the ftict !that' in 'this' .country,:iirilike some EuroPean .countrieS,
Ofit citieS ate:riO longer strongpoints of 'educational praCtiCe produce§
a situatiorFot educational imbalance.
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Senator MONDALE. Would you yield there ?
Mr. BENSON. Yes; sir.
Senator MONDALE. Did- I .hear you say that the central cities in Eu-

rope still have exemplary school systems ?They have net gone through
the deterioration process that we have ?

Mr. BENSON. I think that's true sir. I know thatwell, I spent
some time in Europe- trying to look at this in the early sixties, so my
data are something like 8 years old, but I have tried to read some news-
papers from time to time.

Now, in England, the placeone of the best places to teach as seen
by teaChers was the London area, you seethe London Educatiomil
Authority. It was also nice to teach in the south Of England, but
really, for the more academic teachers, academically-minded teacher,
his choice was to be.in London. I think the same would be true of the
teachers in France, in that they wish to work in Paris.

SenatorMONDALE. About 50 years ago it used to be true of our school
system. The competition was to get into those central city schools. It
was reir.°arded its a prestigious spot.

Mr.BENSON. If I can tell -an anecdoteI hope I'm not repeating
something I might have mentioned before, and I deplore saying some-
thing about myself, but right on this point, I grew up in Atlanta and
I was attending a. school in the suburbs on the edge of the campus
of Emory University. My felloW students were the sons and daugh-
ters of Emory faculty members. My family removed me from that
school in the high school years to send me as a tuition-paying student
to central Atlanta school called Boy's nigh, because they wanted
me to have the best education available in the public schools of that
area.

Senator MONDALE, That was a public school ?
Mr. BENSON. That Was a publicschookand as I say, and you can see

how different that is from now where if you were in a suburban school
next to a university campus, one would not think of saying you will

iget better education n the center area of city schools.
Senator MONDALE. And in fact, you wouldn't get better education.

SUBURBANITES LOSING INTELLECTUAL OrroirruNnus

Mr. BmsoN. With some exceptions like the Bronx High School of
Science. There are some exceptions. You see, the city is still the home
of the display of intellect. The city still has the museums, the theater,
the ballet, the music, the libraries, the big libraries, and unlike some
school situations, the bigger the library the better the library : that's
the general rule, .so we have the families who can provide the im-
mediate home environment for intellectual activities having disbursed
themselves into the suburbs where the school districts cannot make
connections With the intellectual, vital life of the central city, and I
can't prove it but I would say that this is having harmful effects on the
intellectual life of our Nation, and that this will become more apparent
as we becoine more and more populated hy, people whp would face this
separation in their adolescent years.

Now, the fact that the. public transport systems do not easily run
to these suburbs, into the museums, and so on doesn't help much
either. That's the thing Europeans have that I fear we lack.
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Now, these are, then, comments' about sonieof the difficulties.- of tbe
present arrangements. I think there are really...only' two important
acts a State can take to make substantiallchang,etwoimportant acts
are a combination of- the. tWo. One .is 'theestablishment ,.of a district
power equalizer. This subject we talk about isfull of its jargondis-
trict power :equalizing planand second is full:State assumption.

-ProfessOr. -Coons is.the one to. talk about district, power 'equalizing,
although, it's a scheme in earlier yearS I tried te Advocate myself._ The
basic idea is that any given tax rate produces, the same dollars per
student per year, regardlesS of the locally taxable' wealth:of the school
district. . ,

Now., this is interpreted bY some lawyers, and I'm not. 4 lawyer
myself, to meet the 'criterion set by. the California Suprerne-Court in
the Serrano caSe that wealth :shall not determine quality of -education
except wealth of the State as a whole.

One would move froth the present- situation where some districts
pay high-tax rates for low-expenditu programs,: and conYersely, to'
a situation where this set of presumptive revenues: that I. was talking
about in Long Island would apply in all diStricts. If you were 7 per-
cent .above regional average tax rate then you would have a school pro-
gram that was 7- percent above regional Average expenditure. It would
be a case of spending for what you (rd. It wouldpreserve very much
soMe would say enhancelocal distlict choice about how much money
is te be spent on Students of different residence.

Now, the other approach is to. say that education, the . public ele-
mentary and secondary schools, should come to be financed by a broad
base, which is to say State levied taxes. This is the first stopsimply
to have the State collect the money for the lower educational services.
The second step is for the State to determine- a scheme of distribution
of that money to the adininistering sChool authorities, and I would
think that at least for the near time these authorities would continue
to be something called school districls. That is, a State would have to
determine how economic resources ought to be paid from the center
to the local authorities.

STATEWIDE EDUCATION PROPERTY TAX

Take the first one first, the new revenue scheme does not mean
that one must immediately shift the total amount of the education
money that's now. drawn from property taxes over to income or
value added taxes or sales taxes or something like that. One 'could
simply have a statewide education property tax with uniform rate
Mall the taxing jurisdictions of the State.

This is, apparently, constitutional in both California and New
York. It would not require a constitutional amendment, and this
really is the key step. It obviates the need, for examplei in California
of having to get a constitutional amendment to abohsh what they
call a basic .aid or this $125 a student. That's written into the Con-
stitution, but if you Adopt a statewide property tax you have, hi
effect, abolished the basic aid. .

Now, on the distribution, there are those who say, well;: it's impossi-
ble to figure out how much money the State should lay on the head
Of students who are in its borders. That is, it's impossible to say how
much money per student should be put in district X as comparea with
district Y.

4.;
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:My feeling is :that :the-rule to start with is: 'one for 'one; a dollar
per student, and then see what depaitures' from, that rule , are re-
quired, and :I think the one:departure, obviously, is extra spending
on 'handicapped children; and:One: can coMpute pretty much the cost
of aprogram for handicapped children::

'Sena& MONDALE'. YOu are.talking: about: 'handicapped. Are you
talkin,Lg :about so-called educational disiidvaritage-,--;

'Mr.BENsoN. Not yet,
Senator MONDALE. Physical, mental ?

BENSOT.% That would: just be. one Case where one would depart
from the one to one case and I think it is 'computable, or at least,,you
can get. some,

Senator. MONDALE. Somebody coinPuted a model of:: what money
would be needed to: educate:an educationally disadvantaged: child..

:Mr. BENSON. That I think that is the one major point -of:difficulty.
The 'other point of difficulty 'is recognizing. the differences: iir:cost
among :the districts.. :;

Now, there are those whO claiM:. Wei shouldn't ;reed,gilize 'differences
in cost: That is, you shoUld 'not assume. that. a:teacher in one:part of
the 'State haS 'to have more money:than another,: but'aiiyWay, back
to the disadVantaged-the information I ,have7: Which' is by no 'means
complete, is that we don't yet have an agreement On effective programs
for the disadvantaged and given that, it's pretty hard to estimate
costs. . .

EXPERIMENT WITH DISADVANTAGED DIFFERENTIAL

What I would like to think could happen is that 'some States, at
least, would experiment with a fairly large differential for disadvan-
taged while at the same time trying to lave some sort of continuing
flow of information into the States as to, well, to regulate this amount
in the future. I would like, myself, to see disaevantaged students
counted one extra. That is, each disadvantaged student would have
spent on him twice the sum

Senator MONDALE. Two to one.
Mr. BENSON. That the others would get.
Senator MONDALE. But that's a guess ?
Mr. BENSON. That's a guess, sir.
Senator MONDALE. And would you have another adjustment in there

for cost, if the objective is, equality?
Mr. BENSON. Right.
Senator MONDALE. I don't see how you could disregard cost.
Mr. BENSON. Well, certain kinds of costs, I think, yes. For instance,

the cost of providing housing of students does vary markedly, does
differ markedly about the State.

Now, this could be handled either by computing such differences,
and I think they are computable, and then turning the consi;ruction
money over to the authorities, or by having the t'State assume the
responsibilities of providing the housing, and this could be under an
authority. It could be an authority with power to lease space as well
as to build, which is really the answer, I think, to the cities' problem
of space, or a large part of the answer.

So, that kind a cost differential, I think, is fairly easy to accom
i

-

modate. What's not easy to accommodate is differences n :cost of

j
;
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living of teachers in different parts of the State. The English faced
this problem if could look back a bit.

. In 1917, wlen the GoVernment of England sort of began to take
over the finance of education, they found that salaries were quite
different in different parts of England. And so, they established some
regions which were determined, More or less, by

ithe
levels of expend-

itures that had existed in the past and teachers n some regions were
granted salaries that were fairly low, and teachers in other regions,
fairly high.

. Now, this was Combined with a process of a national collective bar-
gaining; unit in England, and Over the years the teachers removed
these differences in pay. I mean, the teachers who were low paying
hada stronger case in the bargaining session than teachers with high
pay, so the regional differences pretty much went away except that
they left an arbitraiy 10 percent for London because people could
accept the idea without knowing just how to put a figure on it, that
living in London costs something extrapossibly the work there
was more demanding, and that one differential was preserved.

Now, my own feeling is very much that it's possible to implement
a plan of full State assumption without losing the essential virtues of
local- control and withoutwith possibly making a gain in the proc-
ess of collective bargaining.

FEDERAL ROLE

I'd be glad to try to coimnent on that if you wish, but I'd like
to go on to the last group of points I wish to make, sir, which is the
possible Federal rOle post-Serrano.
. I think assuming that thiSpresent direction of change holds, I think

the States. are going to find that movino- to a. different educational
finance system will cost more money ;. at feast, initially. In the longer
run, with maybe an assist from technology, there can be a modera-
tion of the expenditure advance, but either under district power
equalizing or full State assumption, the present low-spending dis-
tricts will rise, you see, and that means money..

Now, I fear that given the Present difficulties of a number of the
States, that this forcing of money into reform of education finance
will make it difficult to continue to finance the complementary services
and if I could borrow a point from Henry Levin of Stanford, he
maintains that the effort to attack the problem of nonachievement in
schools relies too strongly on the schools, and I can put it this way :
If a student very badly needs eyeglasses, does it help any to give him
an extra reading specialist, you see ?

These services in health and in food and in housing and so on, if
these are held constant or even if money is taken away from them
to provide money -for education reform, I. think we are defeatMgour
purpose. I think there is a strong complementarity : The marginal
yield from additional expenditures on education will essentially not be
very effective unless there is consideration given to the health of the
student, his hunger, his clothing, his housing conditions.

Now, this takes me back
Senator MONDALE. Did I understand you to say that in many cases

those nonschool factors, if dealt with, would produce a greater re-
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turn in term§ of educational achieVement than that same contribution
to the educational strueture ?

Mr. BENSON. Yes. I don't say that we don't need to spend additional
money on education. For example, in New York City, according to our
figures, there is Very large nonperformance of the New York district on
the matter of instruction for .Spanish-speakina students. There are,
I think, onlywell, let's say a very small percentage of students from
homes that have no English who are presently in programs where the
teacher can talk to them in their lanauage.

Now, it will take more money tedo something about that. But even
if one does that and does nothing about these other circumstances we
are talking about, health and clothing and 'hunger and housing; though
you get something you don't get nearly as much if you could wivroach
this in a more comprehensive fashion, you see, ma. what concerns me
is

Senator MONDALE. Would you recommend that a school be .given
resources to deal with sornething like this ?

Mr. BENSON. No, sir ; I am not. What I am really asking for is
that the Government think agahi about the States fiscal position
in the broad terms it was thinking earlier ; namely, revenue sharing,
welfare assumption, something along this l ine.

REVIVE COUNTY GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION

I'm not certain that the provision of these services for students
should be administered by the educational mithorities. In fact, I think
that there's some revival of county government in this country and
that some things that are now being -done b-y schools could very well
be done by coimties, such its transport and health and possibly, food
services and so on. I mean, on the administrative problem, I don't
really see that the schools have to provide these serviceS, but I defi-
nitely think that unless they are provided, we are not going to get
the return we should get from the educational balance and if the
States are strapped because of &rrano, they won't do it.

Senator MONDALE. Have there:been efforts by economists to deal
with the cost-benefit ratios as one against the other ?.

Mr. BENSON. Not much. I was talking to a .colleague the other day
and he was thinking of puttina up a proposal along this line to try
to put numbers on these, tryinito put this up as a proposal to one of
the foundations, bu to my knowleoige, there is no hard work being
done. We have got all the theory we want. We can talk to this about
creatina marginal requirements, but we don't have any numbers to
make iereal and a pcilicy guide.

Senator MONDALE. Two years ago the White House did a cost:benefit
study whether a dollar spent to feed a hungry child could be spent
better elsewhere, and if*We can study that question it seems that we
could study this one.

Mr. BENSON. Now, another proposaland I don't know if this is
something I've been thinking about only recently, but I don't get
down here so often that I shouldn't mention itI'm wondering if the
Federal Government should mit .have a look at whether it should
operate some. educational institutions itself, to set a standard.

Now, you operate tesearch labs in education, but that's not exactly
what I mean.

1de
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. .Senator MONDALE. We 11,- other than the defense schools, 'we operate
the Bureau of Indian Affairs school, which does not encourage me
to believe in much..:

.

. Mr.. Blisoisr. Well; if we could take another. analogy, I understand
the Federal prisons are better than State prisons,.which are better than
county prisons, which are better than city prisons.
....Senator MoNDALE 1 think it's true that: the Federal Govern-
ment could, with felVer.. local 'political problems, establish sc"aools of
excellence

Mr. BENSON. That's right.
Senator MONDALE. To do a lot more by way of experimentation and

demonstration than we do:today. As 'a matter of fact, we do very little
.of it. . :

Mr. BENSON. Well, I don't mean to take an antiunion position. I
think the unions have on the net made educational progress, but when
you take the combination of union concerns about doing right' for
everybody and the hamstring of eXisthig educational codes in some
States, you get a kind of watering down Of innovation.

Now; suppose that. one, decided, it would' be a good thing on Man-
.hattan to have a school for gifted bilingual students, you see. It would,
I think, bethere's a chance it would be a better innovation if the
Federal Government could establish such a facility.

PROGRAM, FOR SPECIAL SCHOOLS

Now, that, of course, is a special instance and I would take it the
Federal Government cannot operate on special instances but if one
thought of a school in central city areas that combined functions of
superior teaching, and research, and inservice training of teachers, you
see, with superior physical facilities, the analogies to a teaching hospi-
tal, really this would be a general possibility I would think for cities
you see. I mean, one could have a 'program for this kind of thing.

Senator MONDALE. There is a proposal setting up 20, 25 experimental
schools. I always thought that was a good idea. It seems to me the
Federal'Government Could perform and should perform the role sug-
gested in a far 'more 'massive' way where we try every good idea we
can think of,' properly funded, shoot the Works, evalliation, best teach-
.ers,' and then if the Model proves successful, 'make that generally
available.

Mr. :13EiTsoi. There's one argument that will. be put up against this
and I would .like, if Can, to try 'to suggest that one should not stop
on accOunt of it. The argument will be' made that if the Federal Gov-
ernment comes in with effective programs which are well funded,
that the State or local authorities 'cannot replicate these, you see.
'They'll say that's Very nice but nothing will grow out of this.
"I think that'S the: wrong idea.. The first thing is to try to find what

iworks. The second thing s to try to find a system that is effective
'that we can pay for, but unless the first step is taken the second
well, it's simply we won't gat there.

SenatorMoximix. Now, we did "establiSh the National Foundation
for Education in the Higher Education Act, which is supposed to be
funded in 'the $400 or $500 million level to begin with and if we built
above that' it would prestimably put the Federal Government in a big
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way -into this: whole experimentation field: I think that's-desperately
needed along with far more sophisticated data.

Mr. BENSON.-Yes, that was the .third suggestion I have for what-
ever these are worth ,that there continue to be reSearch efforts in the
Federal Governmene abearin upon policy issueS:such as inforination
well, first to help the States6develop an inforniation sYStem, and- then
secondly, how to devise more rational criteria for the distribution of
educational resources in our present loCal tax- base...

,
Senator MONDALE. Would yOu, by letter,* sUbmit in more -detail

some of your ideas as to what you think the Federal role Should be
here. I would also like you to comment on the implication§ for a Fed-
eral role based on the Serrano decision. If Serrano is right, and it
makes a lot of sense to me in an intrastate sense, does it not become
q.uickly apparent that the Federal Government has new responsibilities
in an interstate sense? You don't agree with that ? Take, for example
the difference between the potential tax base .between Mississippi and
New York.

Certainly, no matter how fair Mississippi would be in the distribu-
tion of funds within the State, comparing, the funds available to school-
children in New York State and Mississippi, there would be a tremen-
dous gap in terms of fairness no matter how bard we try. Would that
not be true?

FEDERAL AID To EQUALIZE INTERSTATE EXPENDITURE

Mr. BENSON. That's true, and I didn't really mean to say that I dis-
agree with it. I think I was expressing instead of a pre-Serrano dis-
couragement with this problem, and perhaps Serrano would make

isomething better possible on the nterstate as well as intrastate, but in
earlier years, for example, the Committee for Economic Development
had a plan to bring the poor 'States up to, I believe, national average
expenditures ; national average plus 10 percent, or something, and it
cost hardly anything at all.

The reason is that most of the students are in.the richer States, but
and I think that this was a proposal, also, of Senator Taft in 1946, that
the Federal money be used substantially to raise the poor States up.

Now, what has been happening is that theproposals give money to
all the States and then the price tag of raising the poor ones up be-
comes astronomical.

Now, Title I was a way out of this dilemma, but I think it's
too highly focused.

Senator MONDALE. It'S too what?
Mr. BENSON. T mean, it does not ostensibly do anything about the

ordinary student in Mississippi. I said, "too highly focused."
Senator MONDALE. Yes.
Mr. BENSON. It's not really a national education policy.
Senator MONDALE. WOIlla you see much merit in liberalizing the

eligibility formula under title I and then try to fully fund that?
Mr. BENSON. That could be one way to go, sir. Now, in some figures

I saw showed that there was quite a disproportionate share of Title I
money going to the Southern States earlier ?

See Part 16D, Appendix 3.
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Senator MONDALE. But if it's poverty we are trying to reach that's
what you would expect.

Mr. BENSON. That's right. If you liberalize it you will simply be
doing more than that. You will I3e shiftingyour added money will
go predominantly to the Southern States.

Now, but the question is if you require, as I think one must under
Title I or try to require, that Title I money be spent only on the desig-
nated income category students. Say it (roes up to $6,000 or something,
and I just don't have the figures, whetger that would cover the broad
range of Mississippi students or not.

Senator MONDALE. I'll bet it would cover 95 percent of it.
Mr. BENSON. Could be, could be.
Senator MONDALE. We had a very interesting experiment here in

the Child Development Act. Instead of using the old poverty line,
we picked a figure of $6,900we thought we'd get clobbered on the
floor on the ground it costs too muchand that turned out to be the
stronerest element in the bill, because it wasn't welfare. It encouraged
people who were on welfare to work if it's possible to work, and to give
decent care for the children.

The poor, in my opinion, like it better because they are getting sick
and tired of being labeled "welfare" in everything they do; children
resent getting School Lunch Programs, and even Iteadstart smells of
welfare, plus they don't like to be by themselves all time time and
from an education standpoint, they shouldn't be.

Mr. BENSON. Right.
Senator MONDAM There is no constituency for just poor students

anymore. In the absence of a very vigorous President who uses that
bu'lly pulpit to establish the Nation's conscience, we have proved vir-
tually impotent in getting any kind of decent funds.

If you compare what we have done with Title I with general im-
pact money, there is a dramatic difference because Title I has no con-
stituents given these great priorities found in a democracy. You have
to fashion a democracy that makes sense and gives a majority follow-
ing or otherwise, as good as the idea, may be, it's not going to work.

INCOME NOT DEFINITION or "POOH"

Mr. BENSON. My late mentor in California, Senator George Mill er
that is, State Senator Millerdeplored any kind of criteria, particu-
larly, you know, if it applied just for a narrowly defined poor people,
and he wanted to work on the problem of reading. He said, give me a
bill that will help poor readers learn to read by the end of the third
grade, and I said, you mean poor students, and he says, poor readers,
not poor students, and that was the way the bill was written.

This commission I work for, the so-called Fleischman Commission,
likewise is trying to avoid, as far as it can, income criteria. Yes; there
are some useful tasks for directing money.

Senator MONDAI.E. I'm inclined to tLink that more and more
that's the way we ought to go. Well, in any event, I appreciate your
most. useful contribution and I would appreciate it if you would re-
spond in writing in more detail what yon think the proper Federal
role ought. to be, because that would be one of the central questions in
our whole report.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP CHARLES S. BENSON

Support of elementary and secondary schools is a constitutional responsibility

of state governments. For example, Article H, Section I, of the Constitution of

the State of New York reads, "The legislature shall provide for the maintenance
and support of a system of free common schools, wherein all the children of

the state nmy be educated."
However, most state governments, including New York, share their adminis-

trative and financial responsibilities in education with a set of local school dis-
tricts or boards of education. In our largest industrial statesNew York, Cali-
fornia, Illinois, Michigan, and Ohio for exampleschool districts, generally speak-
ing, are special units of government whose lines are drawn somewhat inde-
pendently of other local governments. In New England, on the other hand, the
area of local school authorities is generally coterminous with that of cities and
towns. From Maryland south, the local school authorities are generally bounded
geographically by county lines.

Whatever the local government structure, one of the continuing issues of con-
troversy is the proper definition of the state's financial responsibility in educa-
tion. On that topic, one of the first questions to he put is this: What are the
fundamental purposes of state grants, subventions or subsidies for schools?

PURPOSES Or STATE EDUCATION GRANTS

(1) Reduction of Large Differences in Local School Tax Rates.Revenue
bases to support educational programs among local school districts are grossly
unequal. For example, per student basis, the richest major district in New York
has 33 times the full value assessment of the poorest.1 If the amount of state
assistance for schools is small (in New Hampshire, to take an extreme ease,
the state provides approximately 15% of educational expenditures, differences
in school tax rates will be large, even only assuming that the poor districts
content themselves with meagerly financed programs. Such large differences
in local school tax rates are inequitable. This can be seen most clearly if we
think of a household that does not havenor will ever havechildren in the
public schools. Within a given metropolitan area, social benefits of education
will be received more or less equally by all households? Hence, among house-
holds not participating directly in school programs, a 3 to 1 difference in local
tax rates for education, say, paid by households on different sides of a street
that divides one local district from another is not defensible on "benefit re-
ceived" grounds. Local taxesand especially that tax which is the prime support
of school expenditures, the levy on real propertyare not generally progressive.
Hence, differences in local school rates clearly cannot be defended on an
"ability-to-pay" criterion either.

(2) Establishment of a Close, Positive Relationship Between Local School Taz
Rates and Value of School Services Rendered.Let us think now of households
that make direct use of public schoolsthose households, to make it completely
clear, who have children currently enrolled In public schools. In the absence
of State grants to local education authorities, and given two school districts
with different full value per pupil assessments, in order to produce the same
dollar value of school services, a disparity between local school tax rates must
exist Families living in districts of low assessed valuations per studentand
let us assume for the moment that these households have rather low income

I A major district is defined in New York as one having more than eight teachers. Among
all school districts. on a per student basis, the richest has more than 2.000 times the full
value asselliment of the poorest.

***Social benefits" of education are commonly distinguished from "private benefits".
The former are contributions to productivity, i.e., to nationa) income, in excess of earnings
differentials privately garnered (schoo)h.g may help an inventor be successful and his
inventions may bare value of billions to society, though his own lifetime income may be
relatively modest), lessened crir.te and protection costs, pleasure that educated households
take in living in a society which includes other educated people. etc. The central idea is
that households receive these benefits in roughly equal measure, regardless of whether
they as Individual households pay large taxes for schools or small and regardless of
whether or not their children are enrolled In public school programs. Private benefits of
education, on the Jther hand, are measured chiefly by the extra income a person receives
(or Income plus flexure. time .or Income plus !Inure time plus job stability) by the fact
that he has attended school tor a longer, rather than a shorter, time or by the fact that
his educational program has been superior. See Burton A. Weisbrod, Salerno! Benoftts of
Public Education: Ass Economic Analysis, Princeton University, Department of Economics,
Industrial Relations Section. 1904.
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would find theinselves paying for schools at high local tax rates even to obtain
a minimum expenditure school program, and conversely, households in districts
of high assessed valuation per studentlet us say these are predominantly
rich familiescould pay school taxes at low rates to provide themselves with
lavish educational programs:Regarding the school tax rate as a "price" for
educational services, it seems clear that such a situation would be inequitable:
Poorer families wold be charged a higher price for a given quality of school
program, as measured by expenditures per student, than rich familles.3

What is at issue Is a minciple of local government. It IS perhaps a defensible
position to assert that voters in it local district be able to determine elle quality
of education which is to be made available to students residing there. What
doe.; not seem defensible is that decisions of the voters should be warped by a
system of finance that makes educational services available at a high price to
residents of poor districts and at a low price to residents of rich. If residents
of two districts are equally avid for educational service, then they might be
expected to pay roughly equal (and relatively high) tax rates. If two districts
hold populations that are indifferent toward educational services, then each
should have the compensation of roughly equal and relatively low tax rates.
State grants for educational services can produce this better system, especially
if the grants are distributed to districts in an "equalizing" fashion, i.e., inverse
to assessed valuation per student. However, the state aid programs in most
states fall far short of establishing a direct, one-to-one relationship between
school .tax rates and school expenditures per student. One important reason
Is that conventional state aid programs can overcome very wide .variations in
assessed valuation per student only if the state is willing to assume a large
share of school costsSO to 90 per cent.

To overcome the kind of Inequities being discussed here, whether arising from
the simple existence of large differences in Weal tax rates or from the lack of
it positive association between tax rates and school expenditureS, it would
appear that there are only three main options :

(a) To see the state assume a large share of educational costs;
(b) To reduce inter-district disparities in fiscal resources, possibly by state-

wide taxation of non-residential properties or by shifting to 'household income
as the basis of local taxation for schools and for the measurement of local fiscal
ability ; or

(c) To adopt a system for the provision of educational services in which
regional or metropolitan governments hold greater operational responsibilities
than they do at present.

All three options imply more direct interventions by state governments in the
allocation of educational resources than they now exercise, Hawaii and North
Carolina excepted.

(3) Promotion of Equality of Educational Opportunity.It is an important
part of American rhetoric to hold Chat we, unlike our European cousins, have
an "open educational system", in which an individual's opportunity to develop
his intellectual I:kills is unrelated to his place of residence or to tbe conditions
of his birth. e.g., the status, polidcal power, or income of his parents. To make
this promise consistent with the fact that states have delegated power of ele-
mentary and secondary education to local authorities requires that the State
place its broad-based taxing powers behind those of the local unitsor behind,
at least, the taxing powers of the poorer ones. Otherwise, the richer school dis-
tricts would be in n position to use their superior wealth to provide a head
start for the children cf their resident households, thus defeating the rule that
wealth should not be a determinant of educational opportunities within the
public sector. This is the same reasoning that is applied when a large city
makes the taxable resources of its neighborhoods available to support school
services in poor neighborhoods.

s"The consequence of uneven distribution of wealth is wide rarlation in the sacrifice
necessary to produce tbe setae amount of money. as a nitwit, the multitude of decisions
that are made by dirtrlets regarding commitment to education is everywhere weighted by
wealth. In order for a poor district to procure a school as good as Its thrice rich neighbor.
It must be willing to tax three times as bard , even then It may be prevented from doing
so by state-mandated taz maximums. But In either case, It is ordinarily left behind in the
roc? for superior schools, for clearly the rich distrkt can always stay ahead if it decides
to.' John E. Coon.. WUllam Clone III, and Stephen D. !Amerman. Ptleate Wealth and
Public) Education. Cambridge. Harvard University Press. 1070 p. 21.

&However, it is bard to imagine a decision more fraught with promise or danger for a
member et the rising generati in than that which concerns the quality of education ho is
to receive. Decisions on war and peace may be the exception, but these decisions art not
delegated to local authorities.
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.(4) Extension anti Improvement of Educational Services.If.local authorities
were left strictly on their own to find the money to run their schools, it might be
possible that they would be unwilling to provide enough servicesor as good
servicesas the State "needs".5 At the time the present system of state-local
finance in New York was developed, namely.in the mid-twenties, one purpose of
using State money to strengthen the fiscal base of local districts was to help them
provide high school educations for their resident youtheither by their building
and operating high schools or by their being willing to pay tuition fees for their
resident youth to attend institutions nearby. What one observed in the twenties
was the effort to use State funds to extend the length of education experience
beyond the elementary school years. At the present time, we note demands to use
state funds to encourage the extension of educational opportunities into the years
before kindergarten ("early education"), to provide deeper and more varied
intellectual experiences for youth in the junior and senior high school years, to
obtain more useful programs of vocational education, etc.

Why would local districts, if left their own resources, fail to provide enough
educational services to meet the needs of the state? The general economic argu-
ment is as follows. Suppose responsibility for educational serviceadministration
and financeare devolved by the state on many small districts. The voters of
any single district will enjoy roughly the same measure of social benefits of edu-
cationor bear the same measure of social costs. of failure to provide enough
educational servicesregardless of what their local educational budgets are.
Hence, it is to the economic interest of such districts to concentrate on private
benefits and ignore the social benefits (or costs). This statement can be made
more specific. Assume that there Is a set of relatively small school districts, each
predominantly middle class, but each containing a minority of low-income popu-
lation. It behooves the voters to see that the districts have good college-prepara-
tory programs; otherwise, the educational aspirations of the majority of the
Population would be frustrated and a loss of private benefits clearly would occur.
It is a less economically compelling case to see to it that the minority poor become
literate, even though it is well known that illiteracy is associated with lifetime
dependence on public welfare, crime, poor school performance of succeeding gen-
erations of the affected households, etc. The costs of these results of ineffective
schooling would be shared with residents of the county, the state, and the nation.
Unlike private benefits or costs, they are not confined to the taxpayers of the
single small school district. A similar argument can be made to show why districts
fail to give priority to adjust lines to promote racial integration.

There are other reasons why school programs might be inadequately financed
in the absence of state assistance. One is that poor districts might simply lack
the financial means to run good schools, no matter how well-meaning the popu-
lations of those districts might be. Another is that "thresholds of expenditure"
or start-up costs of new programs, may appear frighteningly high to local gov-
ernments; hence, some of them, at least, may require evidence of the state's
own financial commitment to the new programssuch as a program of early
educationbefore they are willing to undertake major steps toward their
implementation.

A last general point on the topic at hand: If one of the functions of state
grants for education is to increase the willingness of local governments to spend
money on their schools, it would seem to follow that a dollar's increase in state
aid may not always produce a dollar's increase in school expenditures. One price
of state and local cooperation in educational ventures the districts would not
undertake if left to their own devices might be that local governments may
divert sonic share of any increase in state ald toward local tax relief.

(5) Other Reasons.Four functions of state aid have been cited: reduction
of excessive inter-district tax rates differentials; establishment of a positive
relationship between local school tax rates and school expenditures per student ;
promotion of equality of educational opportunity ; and extension and improve-

In economiat's language, the effort Is to bring the provision of educational services
closer to the point where marginal social cost equals marginal social benefit. From the
mid-fifties onward. economists have produced a number of studies to indicate that expendi-
tures on elementary and secondary education are good investments for the state to make.
Not oven the rise of "educated unemployment" In the ranks of college graduates and
Ph. D.'s have yet set ashle the finding that we suffer from an "underinvestment" In ete-
mentary and secondary programs. See Theodore W. Schultz. "The Human Capital Approach
to Education" in Roe L. Johns, et al., eds.. Economic Factors Allecting the Financing of
tNIneation. Gainesville. Florida, National Educational Finance Project. 1070, PP. 51-52.
However, plainly soma types of elementary and secondary programs (or some Items of
expenditure) are more fruitful than others. In offering guidance on this finer form of
resource allocation, the economist has yet to be very helpful.

U1 4
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ment of educational services. Admittedly, these functions are somewhat over-
lapping; pursuit of any one is likely to lead to the accomplishment, partially
at least, of the others. It is assumed, moreover, that there is general consensus
that these are important and worthwhile functions of state grants for education.

It is possible to mention other functions; but for these there is less assurance
of consensus. First, state grants reduce reliance on, local taxation. This is re-
garded as desirable by those who feel (a) that the property tax is a relatively
Poor fiscal instrument and (b). that there is no satisfactory substitute levy for
local use.

!Second, state grants can be used to increase the influence of the state govern-
ment on policies in elementary and secondary education. This potential for state
control would be favored by those who believe that the state's capacity for plan-
ning and applied research and the .state's access ter those kinds of information
that are useful in control of educational operations are superior to such capac-
ity and access on the part of local governments. It would also be favored by
those who hold that the state government is less harassed than local govern-
ments by deleterious political pressures.

A KEY TOPIC IN EDUCATION FINANCE

A. central question in education finance today, perhaps the central question,
is the future role of school district taxation. In several states, serious consid-
eration is being given to having the state government provide allor nearly
allof public school revenues. It is not a new idea, for 'Henry Morrison of the
University of Chicago was urging it in the early 1930s. There.is, indeed, grow-
ing concern whether placing responsibility for raising funds on hundreds of
local districts is conducive to development of a well-planned, efficient, and equit-
able system of education. Freeing local boards of the responsibility to raise
funds might allow them to devote their time and energy toward building better
programs of instruction in the schools in their charge. It would, not necessarily
follow that school Programs would be reduced to a drab level of uniformity,
though this, of course, is a danger. Whatis important, finally, is what happens to
students in individual schools. So one way to judge the central question is to
ask: Would the state's assuming a larger share of revenue-raising responsibility
heighten or reduce the value of subsidiarity for the individual schools?

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF FINANCE

(1) Thc Strayer-Haig Proposal and the Cole Act.The present approach to
State aid for education dates from the work of the Educational Finance Inquiry
Commission in New York State (1921-24). A volume of the Commission's report
was prepared by George D. Strayer and Robert M. Haig; it offered what Pro-
fessor Paul Mort described as the "conceptual basis" of present-day practice in
equalization.° Sometimes the basic arrangement of State-local finance Is de-
scribed as the "Strayer-Haig formula ;" alternatively, it is called the "founda-
tion program plan." With more or less important technical modifications, this
fiscal device still determines the allocation of school funds to local districts in
the majority of states today.

In describing the practice of New York State in the early 1920s, Strayer and
Haig stated:

"A precise description of the basis upon which federal and state money Is
apportioned among the localities is an elaborate undertaking. The present ar-
rangements are the product of a long history of piecemeal legislation. The result
Is chaos."7

The authors did provide, however, the following summary :
"Almost all of the state aid is distributed primarily on a per-teacher quota

basis which varies with the classification of the school district and, In the case
of one of the quotas, with the assessed valuation in the district. Approximately
one-half of the state aid is entirely unaffected by the richness of the local eco-
non& resources back of the teacher, and the position which is so affected is al-
located in a manner which favors both the very rich and the very poor localities
at the expense of those which are moderately well off."

See George D. Strayer and Robert M. Haig, Financing of Education in the State of
New York, A Report Reviewed and Presented by the Educational Finance Inquiry Com-
mission under the Auspices of the American Council on Education, New York, The Mac-
millan Company,_1923. The Statement of Professor Mort appears in Paul II. Mort, Walter
C. Renner. and John W. Polley, Public School Finance, New York, MeGraw Hill Company,
3rd ed.. 1960. p. 203.

0. D. Strayer and It. M. H.!ig, op. cit., p. 94.
Ibid., p. 182.

1.1 5, .
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In moving toward their recommendation for a new fiscal arrangement. Strayer

and Haig first stated;
"There exists today and has existed for many years a movement which has

come to be known as the 'equalization of educational opportunity' or the 'equal-

ization of school support.' These phrases are interpreted in various ways. In its
most extreme form the interpretation is somewhat as follows: The state should
insure equal educational facilities to every child within its b9rders at a uniform
effort throughout the state in terms of burden of taxation ; the tax burden of
education should throughout the state be uniform In relation to taxpaying abil-

ity, and the provision of the schools should he uniform in relation to the edu-
cable population desiring education."'

This has a modern ring as far as the prescription about tax burden goes.
However, It Is no longer possible to believe that "equal educational facilities"
represent "equal educational opportunity." It is now recognized that equality of
purchased inputs does not, on the average, produce equality of education outputs
as between tbe different groups of our society. Put another way, it is held today
that the learning requirements of one student may be different from those of an-
other, and that an educational program to allow the first to develop his abilities
in WO degree may be more or less expensive than a similar effective program
for the second student.

'Nevertheless, let us proceed with the development of the Strayer-Haig for-
purchased inputs does not, on the average, produce equality of educatimt outputs

"To carry into effect the principle of 'equalization of educational opportunity'
and 'equalization of school support' . . . It would be necessary (1) to establish
schools or make other arrangements sufficient to furnish the children In every
locality within the state with equal educational opportunities up to some pre-
scribed minimum ; (2) to raise the funds necessary for this purpose by local
or state taxation adjusted in such manner as to bear upon the people In all
localities at the sante rate in relation to their taxpaying ability ; and (3) to pro-
vide adequately either for the supervision and control of all the schools, or for
their direct administration, by a state department of education."1* (Emphasis
ad(1 ed.)

Note that the authors have now replaced "equal educational facilities" by the
notion of "equality up to some prescribed minimum." But note they suggest also
that some schools may be directly administered by the state department of
education. One of the drawbacks of educational practice In New York State Is
that a school which is obviously and grossly failing to meet the needs of its
students Is allowed to continue under the same local district management year
after year. This particular suggestion of Strayer and Ilaig has not yet been
taken much into account..

The proposal for the new system of state-local fitmee was next put into the
following specific form :

"The essentials are that there should be uniformity in the rates of school
taxation levied to provide the satisfactory mininutm offering and that there
should be such a degree of state control over the expenditure of the proceeds of
school taxes as may be necessary to insure that the satisfactory minimum offering
shall be made at reasonable cost. Since costs vary from place to place in the
state, and bear diverse relationships to the taxpaying abilities of the various dis-
tricts, the achievement of nniformity would involve the following;

(1) A local school tax in support of the satitlactory minimmn offering would
be levied in each district at a rate which would provide the necessary funds for
tha t purpose In the richest district.

(it) This richest district then might raise n11 of its school money by means of
the local tax, assuming that a satisfactory tax, capable of being locally admin-
istered, could be devised.

(ill) Every- other district could be permitted to levy a local tax at the same
rate and apply the proceeds to-tvard the cost of schogls, but

(iv) Since the rate Is nnlforrn, their tax would be snilicient to meet the costs
only In the richest districts and the deficienck,; would be made up by State
subrentions."11

An example may help clarify Ile plan. 5n14:,),: It is determined (just how
remains a problem to this day! that a "satisfeetory offering" costs $1200 per
student per year. Suppose further that the Wiest ilistrict has nn assessed valu-
ation of $40.000 per student. Then a levy of $3.00 1.. 'Ind red of assessed vallia-

MI., p. 173.
76 Md., pp. 174 -175.
11 Ibid.

AQ--412-71pt. 1OA 9
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Hon will finance the school program in the richest district. All districts would
be expected to tax themselves at the $3.00-per-hundred rate or higher. Every
district but the richest would receive some state aid. How much? Just enough
to meet the deficiency between the yield of the $3.00-per-hundred levy and the
cost of the minimum offering. A district with $39,000 of assessed valuation per
student would receive $30 per student from the state. Likewise, a district with
only $2,000 per student of assessed valuation would receive from the state $1,140
for each of its students. All districts could provide the minimum offering, then,
while paying a local tax at no higher rate than would be paid for a $1,200 pro-gram in the richest district.

The Strayer-Haig proposal was translated into legislative form in New York
State by Professor Paul Mort in a report to the Special Joint Committee on
Taxation and Retrenchment (Davenport) in 1925. The cost of the "foundation"
or basic program was estimated at $70 per student. The local contribution ratewas set at 1.5 mills per dollar of the full value of property. It was further
provided that no district should receive less state aid than it had formerly
received. This proposal, the Cole Law was adopted by the Legislature in 1925.

Mort's simple proposal was subject to much adjustment. The dollars-per-
student measure of local district need was quickly changed into a dollar-per-teacher measure. The local contribution rate was revised periodically. Though
Professor Mort has been against the state's offering financial incentives to local
districts to spend money on schools, an incentive provision was built into thesystem so that districts did not receive the full amount of equalization moneyto which they were otherwise entitled unless they were spending not 1.5 mills
of local tax levy for schools but 5 mills. Nonetheless, the main features of the
plan were those sketched by Professors Strayer and Haigand so they remainin the plan in use today.

SOME IMPERFECTIONS IN APPLICATION OF THE STRAYER-HMO FORMULA

In practice, the Strayer-Haig system of state-local finance has a number ofdrawbacks:
(a) States which use the plan, including New York, often leave their schooldistricts in a relatively unequalized condition. That is, some low-wealth districts

find it necessary to levy a local tax at a high rate to produce a low-expenditure
(per student) program, while at the same time rich districts are able to provide
themselves with high expenditure (per student) at low tax rates. Thus, the
relation between quality of school program provided in different districts (as
measured hy dollar expenditure per student) and local tax effort is inverse,
rather than direct. A body of legal experts across the country is now raising the
question whether such a conditiona condition, essentially, under which the
state dispenses public education services according to the wealth of districts it
itself has createdis constitutionally suspect under equal protection guarantees
of state and federal constitutions.

It might appear strange that a fiscal device whose chief object is "equalization"
fans so notably on an equity standard. There are at least three reasons why the
result is obtained :

(I) The dollar value of the minimum educational offering is commonly set so
low that many districts, rich and poor alike, find it necessary to exceed it Above
the value of the minimum offering (or foundation program), the inter-district
differences in assessed rahiation per student have their fun effect. Suppose, for
example, the value of the minimum offering is $1200 per student and two districts,
call them A and B, each elect to spend $1600 per student Let assessed valuation
per student in A be $20,000 and in B, $5,000. The extra tax rate effort to advance
expenditures from $1200 to $1000 per student is $2.00 per hundred in A and $8.00
per hundred in B. Suppose B could advance its rate only by $4.00 per hundred,
taking account of local fiscal realities, not to mention possible legal constraints
imposed by tax limitations. It would have half the supplementary program of A
at twice the supplementary tax rate.

(ii) The local contribution rate is seldom set at that rate which would pay
for the foundation program in the richest district Given the very unequal dis-
tribution of non-residential properties, the richest district (on an assessed
valuation per student basis) is likely to be very rich indeed, and the mandatory
local contribution rate would be very small. The result in a literal reading of
the Strayer-Haig formula would be that the state government would be paying
for about all of education services. To avoid this result, a higher local contribu-
tion rate is chosen than that which would raise the value of the foundation
program in the richest district
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(iii) Theoretically, then, those rich districts which raise more than the value
of the foundation program per student at the standard local contribution rate
should turn that excess over to the state for redistribution to poorer districts.
The contrary happens, in that such rich districts are given a "flat grant" per
student. The result is anti-equalizing. If one should take the simple position that
equity would prevail if the flat grant were abolished, then one must reckon with
the fact that several of the boroughs of New York City are "flat grant districts"
for the purpose of computing State aid for education.

Two ALTERNATIVE PROPOSALS FOR REFORM OF EDUCATION FINANCE

(1) Power equalizing.Thls is a very simple idea that cuts through the long
involved discussion that school finance experts hold about foundation program
plans, percentage grants, and the like. Professor John E. Coons of the Law
Faculty, University of California, Berkeley, has suggested that there should be
a plain relationship between the effort a local school district makes in supporting
its schools, as measured by tax rate, and the amount of money that is made avail-
able per student for its school programs.0 This relationship could be expressed
in such a table as the following :

Effortlocal tax rate (per $100
of assessed valuation)

Dollars available for elementary/
secondary programs per weighted

student

$1. 00 $800
1. 50 1,200
2.00 1,600
2.50 2, 000
3. 00 2,400

The figures, of course, are illustrative only, but the essential idea is this :
all districts that levied local tax at the same rate would have available
equal sums of money per weighted student to spend on their educational
programs. It is probable that the State would wish to establish both min-
imum and maximum values for school spending.

In order for a state to establish a power equalizing system, it is neces-
sary that it stand ready to subsidize educational programs in poorer dis-
tricts. The degree of subsidy will be greater as the district is poorer. If
differences in assessed valuation per student are very large, it might turn
out that rich districts, on the other hand, paid more in local school tax than
they were allowed to spend on their educational programs. Politically speaking,
this situation would be distressing, and it could be avoided by the state's tak-
ing action to reduce inter-district dinrences in assessed valuation per student.
As we have already noted, statewide taxation of non-residential real proper-
ties would serve to accomplish this,

(2) Full State Fanding.Primary impetus towt.rd full state funding of ele-
mentary and secondary education has come from the Advisory Commission
on Intergovernmental Relations which conducted a national study. In 1969,
the Commission stated : "In light of an exhaustive study of State Aid to Lo-
cal Government, the Advisory Commission concluded that in the long run
substantially all the non-federal financing of elementary and secondary edu-
cation should be shifted from the local property tax to the superior tax re-
sources of the State governments."

The essential features of full state funding were presented in 1969 in Gov-
ernor Milliken's proposals for education reform in Michigan. In summary, they
are the following:

(i) The state provides nearly all the money for the operation of elemen-
tary and secondary schools. (Costs of new capital construction may he left
to the local authorities, as well as costs of servicing existing debt). The ad-
ditional state revenues necessary to meet "full costs" of operating elementary
and secondary schools may be obtained by a statewide property tax, more
intensive use of state income taxes or sales taxes, or by the introduction
of a new tax such as the levy on value added. The Advisory Commission
on Intergovernmental Relations has recently reversed its 1969 stand against
the use of a statewide property tax, at least as a transitional measure.

a John E. Coons, William H. Clune, ITT, and Stephen D. 9ugarman, Private Wealth and
Public Edjeation, Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1970.

Is Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, "Urban America and the Federal
System." Washington, D.C., Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1969, p. 22. a .
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(i1) It is ordinarily necessary to eradicate most of the differences in levels
of spending for local educational services before full state funding can be fully
operational. The state government, that is, can hardly underwrite programs
in which some districts are receiving twice the benefit of other districts. Staff
has estimated the costs of "levelling up" expenditures for currentoperations to
the 75th percentile of districts in New York: to be $451,009,000; cost to "level
up" to the 90th percentile would be in the order of $1,351,020,000. This level-
ling up cost could be spread over several years of the State's budget, of
course.

(iii) The State must determine a defensible basis for distributing money to
school districts. It is likely that the State would take into account differences
in wage and salary levels in the various regions of the State, and the special
educational requirements of different types of students.

(iv) The process of determining how much money should be spent in in-
dividual school districts would ease if the State established regional edu-
cational centers to supply special services, such as vocational education, pro-
grams for the handicapped, remedial programs, programs for the gifted (in-
cluding the scientifically and artistically gifted). student transport, health
services and the like, to districts on their order. Under this process, the state
distributes educational services as such to districts and avoids some of the
necessity for making precise inter-district judgments about needs for cash. It is
"aid in kind." rather than aid in money.

(v) Local authorities should be granted limited powers to supplement their
educational programs hy local taxation. It is now commonly proposed that this
supplementary levy its,llf should be "power equalized." in the way described
in Section (1) above. As the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Rela-
tions has stated. ". . . The Commission assumes that there would be a limited
opportunity for local enrichment of the educational program. However, failure
to circumscribe the amount of local enrfchment--by limiting it to 10 percent
of the State grant, for examplewould undermine its ohjective(to create)
a fiscal environment more conducive to educational opportunity ,

(vi) Implicit in the arrangement for full state funding is some control over
the powers of local school districts to engage in collective bargaining with
professional and non-professional staff. One possibility is that bargaining about
salary schedules and pensions would be conducted on a regional basis. This
would establish region-wide costs of salaries per teacher. which would be rec-
ognized in the State's distribution of grants to districts within any given region.
At the sante time. bargaining on detailed working conditions could be conducted

1411)td., p. 23.

Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much for a most stimulating
contribution.

Our final witness this morning is Mrs. Catharine Barrett, the presi-
dent-elect of the National Education Association. Mrs. Barrett, will
you come to the witness table. We are glad to have you here. We always
appreciate the NEA and what they have contributed and continue to
contribute to the work of this committee and to education in this
country.

STATEMENT OF CATHARINE ,BARRETT, PRESIDENT-ELnT, NA-
TIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY GLEN
ROBINSON, DIRECTOR, NEA RESEARCH DIVISION, AND STANLEY
J. McFARLAND, ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE SECRETARY FOR GOV-

ERNMENT RELATIONS AND CITIZENSHIP

Mrs, 13Anarrr. Thank you, Senator Mondale. It's nice to see you
again. I saw you from a distance at our national assembly in Detroit
and was very impressed with your comments.

Senator MONDALE. You are very kind.
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Mrs. BAnasTr. As you know, I am Catharine Barrett, president-
elect of the NEA, and you know that we are a 1.1-million teacher or-
ganization. Pm a classroom teacher2 have been all my life. I teach at
Danvers School, which is an innercity school in the city of Syracuse,
when I am not on leave of absence as I am at the moment. Of our 46
schools, we have approximately 16 innercity schools in a school popula-
tion of between 28,000 and 30,000 youngsters.

I very much appreciate this opporttmity to draw your attention to
the current financial crisis facing our schools.

With me are Glen Robinson, director of the NBA. Research Division,
and of course, you know Stanley J. McFarland2 our assistant execu-
tive secretary for Government Relations and Citizenship. We are here
to report on a quick survey of the Nation's largest school systems
which we conducted to determine sonie hard facts about the extent
of the financial crisis which is undermining the education of our school
children.

Without reference to many numbers, I would like to describe the
kinds of cutbacks which are taking place this year and what they
mean in terms of pupil learning and well-being. If the committee
wishes, Dr. Robinson will follow me with an explanation of how the
survey was made, how reliable the information is, how niany school
systems are cutting different kinds of staff and programs, and a report
on the education manpower situation this year.

Senator MONDALE. Perhaps because of shortage of time, you will
submit that for the record.*

Mr. Rom:ism Fine.
Mrs. BARRETT. We are also presenting for your information two ad-

ditional NEA studies. The study entitled "8choo1 Bond and Budget
or Tax Referenda" indicates the local taxpayer's record in voting for
bonds to build schools and tax referenda to pay the increasing costs
of public education. About one-half of the referenda are failing.

7rhe second study is the NEA's annual survey of "Teacher Supply
and Demand." For the first time since World War II: we have almost
enough qualified teachers to provide adequate educational services. It
is ironic that. in many of our great city school systems there are not
funds forthcoming to maintain even last year's minimal levels of
service.

Senator MONDALE. I have heard these people say we have a surplus
of teachers. Actually. now would be the time to really launch an all-
out attack on disadvantage by bringing these teachers to bear in the
numbers required. If we could fully fund and adopt a Child Develop-
ment Act, there would be a need for several thousand teachers. Perhaps
some of the needs would come later, but there would be an immediate
quick need for them. As a matter of fact, this would be a good time to
start it. Otherwise we are not going to be able to find qmilified profes-
sionals without a longer period of training.

Mrs. BARRETT. I quite agree with you on this.
.Now, a box score on the crisis. On September 14. the NEA Research

Division sent telegrams asking the superintendents of 103 school sys-
tems, including all of the largest systems enrolling 50,000 pupils or
more and a few others. if there were financial cutbacks in staff and

See Part 1CD, Appendix 3.
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school program this year because of a financial crisis. Within 4 days,
administrative officers in 63 systems responded.

63 SCHOOL SYSTEMS REPORT

Forty-one systems reported some kind of rollbacks taking place be-
cause of financial limitations.

Thirteen systems reported a "hold the line- budget of no cutbacks
but no improvements either. Some of thtse indicated they would be
in crisis by the end of this school year or next if additional revenues
were not forthcoming.

Nine systems reported they had adequate funds to support last year's
program and to make a little progress toward improving education.

I had the opportunity last evening to speak to the business and pro-
fessional men s group in Poughkeepsie. N.Y. Poughkeepsie is one of
our embattled cities as far as education is concerned. Out of a faculty
of a little over 500 teachers, in June the Board of Education dismissea
112 teachers.

Senator MONDALE. Twenty-five percent?
MTS. BARRETT. Right, because of inadequate funds to operate at last

year's level this year.
At the outset, I want to make the record clear that the culprit in

these cutbacks is not the increase in teachers' salaries. Teachers' sal-
aries have, indeed, gone upbut at a pace which is just behind, and
not ahead of, other professional workers, both men and women.

Senator MONDALE You have a table there?
Mrs. BAnuErr. We have supplied table 1* to indicate that.
Senator MONDALE. All right. That will be placed in the record ?
Mrs. BAnnri-r. Right.

FINANCIAL CRISIS AS SCHOOL BEGINS

This is the beginning of the school year. It is confusing enough in
normal times. These times are abnormal and chaotic. A financial
crisis is compounded by court-ordered integration in many of these
systems. Pupils and teachers are transferred from schools where they
expected to be assigned to other schools for the worthy purpose of
achieving racially balanced classrooms. Some school systems still do
not know how many pupils or teachers will actually be on their rolls.
In two or three States, the State legislatures are still meeting on ques-
tions of raising taxes to increase State funds for schools.

The last minute regulations of the Department of Agriculture,
which reduce the funds available for lunches for needy children, fur-
ther complicate the situation, throwing the cost back on the local
level, where funds do not exist.

Then there is the wage-price freeze and the confusion over its ap-
plication to teachers' salaries.

I have no doubt that in some communities citizens and civic leaders
will rally and find funds to mitigate some of the losses cited here. In
others, they will not, and the crises will deepen.

Of those school systems polled. 23 cut back a total of 4,388 regular
teaching positions.

Part 16D, Appendix 3.
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Senator MONDALE. In other words, 23 of the systems that responded
to your poll this year are reducing their regular positions by 4,388
teachers below last year?

Mrs. BAnnErr. This is correct. There was one system which indicated
cutbacks, but was unable to give the number. Other systems indi-
cated that a job freeze is in effect. No vacancies which come up dur-
ing the year will be filled under that freeze. This means larger climes,
less individualized instruction, less time to meet tlie pupils' needs.
Especially in ghetto schoolsand I can speak firsthand on that issue
time with the individual child is the most important element in in-
struction. This is when we make him feel important. We give him
Mlle feeling of self-sufficiency and self-respect that he Tets in no other
way, and this is important to the receptivity of the child to learning
in the first place.

As you know, we really get through to many of our so-called slow
learners through special programs in art, music, drama, industrial arts,
and physical education. Pupils who do not achieve quickly in basic
subjects frequently achieve remarkably well here and this success is a
key to faster learning in other subjects. Special teachers for art, music,
drama, industrial arts, and physical education certainly are not frills.
Yet, teachers of these subjects were cited as those most frequently cut.

TITLE I FUNDS PROVIDE Them% PROGRAMS

In my own city school system, we are able to provide art, music,
physical education, and some additional programs in the arts by rea-
son of Title I funds. We are finding ourselves severely handicapped
this year by the regulations that have been laid down regarding who in
our inner-city schools may participate in those programs. At the mo-
ment in those schools where we have art, music, and physical education
down through grade 1 by reasons of Federal funds1 we find that some
youngsters are being deprived of these extra classes, if we can call them
extra, because the family income isn't quite low enough to be con-
sidered the poverty level. I suspect. that some instances might. be so
ridiculous as to deny the child's eligibility because the family income
is a dollar more than the poverty level.

Senator MoxnALE. Then, that gets back to what Mr. Benson and I
were talking aboutmaking fends available for children who are fully
as much in need of it as those who are receiving Title I assistance.

Mrs. BARnErr. And in need of it in many other areas. Stan has
something be would like to offer here.

Mr. MCFARLAND. Senator, possibly because of the limit, of funding,
Title I regulations provide that schools that do not have 70 or 80 per-
cent disadvantaged students could not qualify for Title I funds.

Senator MONDALE. At all ?
Mr. MCFAMAND. At all.
Senator MONDALE. Yes. Is that under the present Title I rights ?
Mr. McFARLAwn. Yes, sir.
Senator MoNDALE. In other words. they say in effect Vint the poor kid

has to find a poor school, a school composed of poor students in order to
be entitled. If he's a poor student in a rich school, he's ont.

Mr. MCFARLAND. When Title I started, there was 25 to 80 ivreent
disadvantage school population requirement. Now the percentage has
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increased to 70 to 80 percent. becausr money isn't available to fund
more programs.

Mrs. 13Annrrr. The numbers of school nurses psychologists, and
guidance counselors were also reduced, as were scho41 administrative
and supervisory personnel. principals, and clerical and maintenance
workers.

Senator MoNom.r.. So that the teaching conditions are just part of it.
In addition to that., the teachers aides and other kinds of ri-istants
were also cut

Mrs. BARRI:TT. And I can't speak too strongly about the need for
the teacher aide in the inner-city school. The teacher aide in so many
ways during a day frees the teacher to do the actual job of teaching.

Senator Mosimr.
Mrs. 13Ainirrr. And in some instances do it on an individual basis.

which is basic to the whole problem. Teacher aides other than those
funded by Federal programs have been eliminated in some systems and
cutback drastically in others. The nide is an indispensable asset in the
large urban classroom. The aide works in clerical, custodial, and learn-
ing situations under the teacher's supervision. The aide frees the teach-
er to work individually with pupils or with smaller groups of pupils,
and in additionand this is very importantthe nide is a vital liai-
son between the school and the community. Most often we try to draw
those aides from the individual school community at large.

Funds to pay substitute teachers have been eliminated or severely
curtailed. Yol cannot leave a class unattended nor can you send chil-
dren home if the regular teacher is sick.

REDUCED Horns FOR STUDENTS

A redueed number of course hours for secondary pupils, split ses-
sions. and a shortened school year are other ways school sistems will
cope with the financial crisis. ff the Ohio Legislature does not come up
with refief before adjourning, schools in Dayton will be out of money
and will close about October 15. They will not reopen until January
when the new fiscal year begins. Chicago pupils will lose 2 weeks.

Of the systems reporting cuts, 18 have reduced budgets for instruc-
tional materials. In many systems there are both staff and instructional
materials cutbacks.

Now, I can dramatize for you the effect of cutbacks in materials. As
a teacher. I have had the experience of walking into my office to regis-
ter and to- indicate that I needed a supply of something as simple as
chalk. Two sticks of chalk were handed to me as my allotment for the
next few days because there was a shortage of instructional supplies.
This happened before this year's cutback. The incident dramatizes a
fittle bit, I believe, of what we are talking about in cutbacks of instruc-
tional materials.

EDUCATION PROGRAM "GONF. TO POT"

May I describe the situation reported in a Southern system. President
Nixon has said that Federal funds may not be used for busing. The
Governor of the Southern State is setting the same restriction on use
of State funds. The Supreme Court has ordered busing. The funds for

L231
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busing obviously must come from local funds. whidi will eat up vir-
tually all the local resources. Hence, there will be no funds for teach-
ing supplies for pupils, except those who are in a Federal program.
The parents cannot be compelled to supply teaching supplies for their
children who are elementary pupils. Thus, some children will have
supplies and some will not, 'there will be no teacher aides. The teach-
ers will get no salary incresses. The general education program was
describedquite adequately, I would thinkas "gone to pot:

A system in New England reported that maintenance of school plant
was eliminated except for repairs essential to the health and safety
of the pupils.

A we.stern vstem which is increasing in number of pupils will
increase class size and eliminate teacher aides. The allocation for in-
struction is cut back to the 1966 level despite an increase of 30 per-
cent in costs of these materials since 1966.

I urge you to read the reports from the system which are attached.
As a teacher, of course, I =shocked and utterly dismayed.

Since 1966, when ESEA went into effect, State and local taxes
have supplied an additional $15.7 ',Anion for schools, raising the total
revenue collected from their own tax sources to $39 billion. Over the
same period funds from the Federal Government for public schools
bare increased $900 million to a total of $2.9 billion.

It is clear that States and their local school systems cannot, continue
their hereic effort to supply additional funds to support. the increase
in educational costs. This year, many pupils will get less education
than last yearand far less than they need. The time has come when
a large increase in Federal funds is critically needed to maintain a
reasonable rate of improvement in educational services. The NBA be-
lieves the Federal share should be at least one-third of the cost of pub-
lic schools, and we hope that members of the committee will help us
achieve tins goal.

Thank you very much.
Senator MONDALE. Thank you very much for a most usefnl state-

ment, and particularly for the efforts to which the NEA went to pro-
cure these really dramatic, and indeed heartbreaking figures on the
dimstrous cutbacks being visited upon the American school systems
in this country.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CATHARINE BARRETT

I am Catharine Barrett, President-Elect of the National Education Associa-
tion, representing some 1.1 million of the nation's teachers. My classroom teach-
ing position is with the Syracuse City School System in the heart of the city's
lowest income area. I appreciate this opportunity to draw this Committees
attention to the current fiscal crisis facing onr schools.

With me are Glen Robinson, Director of the NEA Research Division. and
Stanley J. McFarland, Assistant Executive Secretary for Government Relations
and Citirenship. We atre here to report on a quick survey of the nation's largest
school systems which we conducted to determine some facts about the extent of
the financlpl crisis which is undermining the education of our school children.

Without reference to many numbers, I would like to describe the kinds of
cutbacks which are taking place this year and ...Ant they mean in terms of
pupil learning and well-being. It the Committee wishes, Dr. Robinson will follow
me with an explanation of bow the surrey was made. how reliable the informa-
tion is, how many school systems are cutting different kinds of staff and pro-
grams, and a report on the education manpower situation this year.
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We are also presenting for your information two additional arEA studies. The
study entitled School Bond and Bridget or Tas Referenda indicates the local
taxpayer's record in voting for bonds to build schools and tax referenda. to pay
the increasing cos'l of public education. About one-half of tbe refereuda are
failing.

The second study is the NEA's annual survey of Teacher Simply and Demand.
For the first time since World War II we have ahaost enough qualified teachers
to provide adequate educational services. It is ironic that in many of our great
city school systems there are not funds forthcoming to maintain even last years
minimal levels of serrice.

Now, a box score on the crisis. On September 14 the NEA Research thriltion
sent telegrams asking the superintendents of 103 school systems. including all
of the largest systems enrolling mom pupils or more and a few others if there
were financial cntbacks In staff and school program this year because of a
financial crisis. Within four days. administrative officers in Mt srstems responded :
41 systems reported some kind of rollbacks taking place because of finatuhl
limitations; 13 systems reported a "hold the line" budget of no cutbacks hut
no improvements either. Some of these indiatted they would be in crisis by the
end of this school year or next if additional revenues were not forthcoming; and
9 sycterns reported they had adequate funds to support last year's progrnm am:
to nwke a little inllgr,s: toward improving edneation.

At the outset 1 want to make the record clear that the culprit in these cntbacks
is not the increase in teachers' salaries. Teachers' salaries hare indeed gone
upbut at a pace which is just behind, and not ahead of. other professional
workers. both men and women (See table 1).

This is the beginning of the school year. It is confusing enough in normal
times. These times are abnormal and chaotic. A financial crisis is compounded
by conrt-ordered integration in many of these systems. Pupils and teachers are
transferred from schools where they expected to be assigned to other schools
for the worthy purpose of achieving racially balanced classrooms. Some school
systems still do not know how many pupils or teachers will actually he on their
rolls. In two or three states, the state legislatures are still meeting on questions
of raising taxes to increase state funds for schools.

The last minute regulations of the Department of Agriculture whieh rednee
the funds available for lunches for needy children further complInte the situa-
tion. throwing the cost back on the local levelwhere funds do not exist.

Then there is the wage-price freeze and the confusion over its application to
teachers' salaries.

1 have no doubt that in some communities citizens and civic leaders will rally
and find funds to mitigate some of the losses cited here. In others they will not
and the crises will deepen.

Of those school systems polled, 23 cut back a total of 4,3SS regular teiehing
positions. There was one system which indicated cutbacks but was unable to
gire the number. Other systems indicated that a job freeze is in effect. No
racancles which come np during the year will be filled. This means larger (-lasses.
less individnnlized instruction, less time to meet the pupils' needs. tspecially
in ghetto schools, time with the individual child is the most important element
in instruction. This is when we make him feel important.

As you know, we really get through to many of our so-called slow learners
through special programs in art, music, drama, industrial arts, and physicist
education. Pupils who do not achieve quickly in basic subjects frequently achieve
remarkably well here and this success is a key to faster learning in other sub-
jects. Special teachers for arts, music, drama. industrial arts, and physical edu-
cation are not frills. Vet teachers of these subjects were cited as those most
frequently cut.

The numbers of school nurses, psychologists, and guidance counselors were
also reduced, as were school administrative and supervisory personnel, prin-
cipals. and clerical and maintenance workers.

Teacher aides other than those funded by federal programs have been elimi-
nsted in some systems and cnt back drastically in others. The aide is an in-
dispensable asset in the large urban classroom. The aide works in clerical, cus-
todial, and learning situations under the teacher's supervision. The aide frees
the teacher to work individually with pupils or with smaller groups of pupils.
/n addition, the Ride Is a vital liaison between the school and the community.

Funds to pay snbstituie teachers have been eliminated or severely curtailed.
Ton can not leave a clans unattended nor can you send children home if the
regular teacher is sick.
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A reduced number of course hours tor secondary pupils, split sessions, and a
shortened school rear are other ways school systems will cope with the financial
crisis. If the Ohio legislature does not come up with relief before adjourning.
schools in Dayton will be out or money and will close about October 11 They will
not reopen until January when the new fiscal year begins. The Dayton pupils will
lose more than two months learning time this year. Chicago pupils will lose two
weeks.

Of the system reporting cuts, 18 have reduced budgets for instructional ma-
terials. In many systems there are both staff and instructional materials cutbacks.

May I describe the situation reported in a southern system. President Nixon
has said that federal funds may not be used for busing. The gore:oor of the
southern state is setting the same restriction on use of sta:e fwv!.... The Supreme
Court has ordered busing. The funds for busing obviously r-..st come from local
funds, which will eat tiB virtually all the local resources. Hence, there will be
no funds for teaching supplies for pupils, exceet those e''Io are in a federal
program. The parents can not he compelled to snpply teaching supplies for their
children who are elementary pupils. Thus some children will hare snpplies and
some will not. There will be no teacher aid. The teachers will get no salary
increases. The general education program was described as "gone to pot"

A system in New England rePorted that maintenLnce of school plant was
eliminated except for repairs essential to the health and safety of the pupils.

A western system which is incriasing in number of pupils will increase cliss
size and eliminate teacher aides. The allocation for instruction is cut back to
the 1963 level despite an increase of 30% in costs of these materials since 1906.

I urge you to read the reports from the systems which are attached. As a teacher,
I am shocked.

Since 1966 when ESEA went into effect, tate and local taxes hare supplied an
additional A15.7 billion for schools, raising tbe total revenue cone cted from their
own tax sources to =am billion. Over the same period funds from the federal
government for public schools have increased $900 million to a totol of $2.9
billion.

It is clear that states and their local school systems cannot continne their heroic
effort to supply additional funds to support the increase In educational costs.
This year many pupils will get less education than last yearand far less than
they need. The time has come when a large Increase in federal funds Is critically
needed to maintain a reasonable rate of improvement in educational services.
The NEA believes the federal share should be at least one-third of the cost of
public schools, and we hope that members of this Committee wilt help us achieve
this kroal.

Senator MONDALE. I have a statement here from Glen Robinson.
Perhaps, in light of this data, you might comment briefly or read
this statement, whichever you preler.

Let's see, on September 14, you sent a wire to thm school systems.
How many school systems?

Mr. ROBINSON. There were 113 in all, Senator.
Senator MONDALE. One hundred thirteen, and asked the information

as set forth in your statement, and you received an immediate response
from 63 systems. That itself is unusual and that's an expression, too,
of the emergency. isn't it ?

Mr. ROBINSON. Yes, especially with the District of Columbia tele-
phone system in our sector being out for a morning. We missed a
number of calls on that day, we're sure.

These calls supplying us the data were made mainly either by the
superintendent or an assistant superintendent or close staff member
who was knowledgeable of the situation at the time.

We would like to stress, though. that these data were based on the
facts available at the time and that these conditions can and do change,
so this was a very quick study.

Senator MONBALF. Quick.
Mr. Ronissos. And we would not want to add any more validity

and reliability to the study than is implied with this quick telegram
and telephone response.
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Senator MONDALE. I think you did that at our request?
Mr. Rontxsox. Yes, we did, Senator.
Senator MONDALE. And we're greatful for it. I think we'll place

the full statement of Dr. Robinson in the recoi d as thouch read: parts
1, 2, and :1. the tables that set forth your fipdings, will be found in
the appendix of the record.*

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GLEN ROBINSON

On September 14, the NEA Research D;rision received the request to "eollect
hard data" on the extent of the financial crisis in the public schools. The request
for the information was urgent and needed within a week. Thnt afternoon a
night letter wns sew to superintendents of the 843 lnrgest local school systems
enrolling 50.000 or more pupils and 20 additional systems so thnt the survey would
corer at least one city (either the major system or the capital city) in ench
state. The night letter rend as follows:

"Urgently need information for Senate hearings about effects of financially
induced cutbacks in public schools. Disregard cutbacks relnted to enrollment
reductions. Telephone collect 202/833-5469, 546.4 or 5454 before nonn Sep-
tember 17.

"A. Have you lind financial cutbacks this school year?
"B. If so to what extent hare the following been reduced : regular teachers,

substitutes. specialized teachers, other professional staff, teacher aides, teaching
materials, etc.

"r. Cite outcomes such as larger classes, shortened day, program reductions,
service refluct ions, staff reassignment. shortened year. etc.

"D. Which sources of funds nre cut back : federal, state. local.
"OLEN Romysox,

Director, YEA Research Dirision."
The response was snrprisilg; in only four days we received telephone calls

from 63 systems. Time was too short to use a random sample of school systems
or to make follow up calls to school systems which did not phone back. We no
doubt lost some responses as a section of the Washington D.C. telephone system
was blacked out because of rain on Friday, September 17.

It should be stressed that the information reported here is based on the best
information the school superintendents bad nt the time they or their staff mem-
bers telephoned us. Some systems did not have final budgets or contracts with
teachers and other employees at the time of the survey. At least :3 state legisla-
tures are still meeting. Some federal funds, such as school lunch funds, fire still
uncertain. The wage-price freeze is uncertain in its application for many teach-
ers and we do not know yet what effect it will have on school finances. You will
note that the survey asks the superintendents to cite cutbacks related to finan-
cial conditions and not to enrollment reductions which some systems are experi-
encing this fall.

The systems reported here enroll a total of 6 million pupils and employ one-
quarter million teachers or about 1 in 8 of the total pupils and teachers in the
public elementary and secondary schools of the nation. They represent largely
metropolitan areas including center city systems such as Boston and Chicago,
and county wide systems, such as Dural County, Florida and Baltimore County,
Maryland. One state system. Hawaii is included.

The data collected for individual school systems are attached to Mrs. Barrett's
statement- The following data summarize the kinds of reductions which are
taking place In the 63 school systems reporting:

38 systems reported one or more types of professional staff reductionsclass-
room teachers, specialized teachers, and/or other professional staff.

24 systems reported reductions in the number of regular classroom teachers
employed. One of the systems had not yet detemined the number of teaching
position cuts which would be made. A total of 4,388 teaching positions were
eliminated.

8 systems reported reductions in funds to hire substitute teachers.
17 systems reported reductions in the number of specialized staff such ns

teachers of art, music, reading, drama, industrial arts counsellors, etc.

'See Part I OD, Appendix 3,
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27 systems reported reductions in other professional staff including principals,
supervisors, a ml administrators.

19 systems reported reductions in teacher aides.
20 systems reported reductions in allowances for teaching materials.
14 systems reported other types of reductions including secretaries, clerks and

custodians, building and maintenance programs, and miscellaneous activities.
22 systems reported increases in class size.
3 systems reported a shortened school day at the secondary level.
5 systems reported a shortened school year.
27 systems arc reducing the educational program such as art and music, in-

dustrial arts, advanced courses in math, sciences and foreign languages, and
summer school programs.

9 systems are reducing educational services to pupils and community services,
such as field trips, guidance services, community use of the building.

7 systems are reassigning staff such as assistant principals and supervisors as
classroom teachers.

14 systems reported other kinds of reductionsprimarily capital outlay such
as new buildings and maintenance buildings and grounds.

18 systems attributed a part ot this reduction to shortages or cutbacks in
federal programs.

Shortages in local revenues were mentioned most frequently and many were
associated with loss of local budget, millage, and bond referenda.

Senator MONDALE. There is no question but that the Federal Gov-
ernment has been a very poor partner. That figure, I hadn't heard that
one before. Was it 17the local school districts in the States have
anted up an additional $15 or $16 billion since Title I was adopted
and all Federal programs for public schools have increased by only
$000 million.

That is of courseovhy the percentage is actually dropping and
since the first appropriation was adoptal for Title I, wi)ich is certainly
a very squalid and unimpressive performance.

I'd like to change the subject just a minute, if I may, because you are
a teacher in a ghetto school.

Mrs. BARRETT. Yes, sir.
Senator MONDALE. And the president-elect of the NEA. You have

heard our discussion with Julius Hobson, or I guess you came later.
Mrs. BAnnErr. I was late coming in,
Senator MONDALE. The question is the incentives for good teachers to

stay teaching rather than rise, as it's thought to be, in the bureaucracy.
Is there not an incentive that often draws many of the better teachers
out of the school classroom into the central city administrative struc-
ture ? Have you found that in your experience ?

Mrs. BAnnErr. Yes, I have found that in my experience. But the
fact of the matter is that now, in cities like mine, for many reasons
boards of ediration are finding it increasingly difficult to move teach-
ers from the classroom into prmcipalships of buildings. Part of it is
due to the conditions that exist in the schools and the feeling of prin-
cipals that they do not have all the support nor the materials nor the
finance to bring about the changes that are necessary to bring about.

KEEL' EXCELLENT TEACERS IN* CLASSROOMS

Increasingly, too, we find teachers who feel that their commitment
is to the youngsters, and have absolutely no interest in administration,
Higher salaries in administration have been an incentive to leave the
classroom. I think financial incentive should take place at the level at
which the effort is being made. I would hope that we might turn the
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system around somehow so that the teacher in the classroom, who is
an excellent teacher, would not have to move out by reason of money.
I think, if I had anything to do with setting salaries Other than to
bargain for .them, that I would 'perhaps give the higheSt Salary in a
school to the first grade teacher. I do think the whole system of atti-
tudes is finally changing- there.

Senator MONDALE. How many years have, you taught in a ghetto
school?

Mrs. BARRET.r. I have always taught in low-income schools from
the beabinnino- of my career, which is 35 years plus.

Senator MONDALE. How long have you been teaching in this ekmen-
tary-7-is it an ekmentary school? :

Mr. 13matErr. Always in the elementary divisions.
Senator MONDALE. In Syraeuse?,..

Mrs. BARRE= All my experience. but 1- year has been in Syracuse,
and I was in the classroom last year, althOugh I'm on leave this year.

Senator MONDALE. Have you d.ealt with children who have been in
Headstart?

Mrs. Biuumrr. The length .of time that we have had Headstart in
our city has not been long: enough that they have reached me at the
level at which I. teach, which is grade 6.

Senator MONDALE. I see. DO you have any impression of whether
that's doing any good ? ,

Mrs. BARRETT. I think it's doing a tremendous amount of good.
Senator: MONDALE. The teachers dealing with the first and second

0-rades feel it's helping?
Mrs. BARRETT. That's right. Also, teachers at kindergarten level,

who are receiving youngsters from Headstart, find that those young-
sters are much more ready for school as it operates than children who
do not have the advantage of it.

Certainly, it's a program that 'should be improved and supported
more.adequately than it is at the moment.

Senator MONDALE. Yes. Thank you very much for a most useful
statement. We wish yOu well in your administration.

Mrs. BARRETT. Thank you very much. .

Senator MONDALE. The committee is in recess, subject to the call of
the Chair. . .

(Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m:,the Select Committee was recessed to
reconvene at the call of the Chair.)

P.-
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